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QL QUafftt <? & QCau^
£§t (§00% of (pwtxte
in 1btf>rew
' :
IK present edition of the Sacred Books of the Old Testament
in Hebrew exhibits the reconstructed text on the basis of which
our new Version in the Polychrome Bible has been prepared by
uned contributors mentioned on the inside page of the
back c
i
Departures from the Received Text are indicated by critical
marks: — (/'. e. V = Versions) designate a reading adopted on
the authority of the Ancient Versions (-*•, A, &c. indicate that the
respective glosses relegated to the foot of the page are omitted
in the Versions, csp. <6, cf. Prov. 25,21); — •• (i.e. c = conjecture) arc used for
Conjectural Emendations; and • (/'. e. 1 = "Hpl), for changes involving merely a
departure from the Masoretic points, or a different division of the consonantal
text (e. g. 30,1). A pDD I indicates transposition of the Masoretic piDB «ytD;
— > • are used in cases where the ,-ip has been adopted instead of the 3'ro,
and 1 for changes introduced by reason of Parallel Passages. A small note of ex-
clamation,' (e.g. 24,31) calls attention to readings deliberately preferred on the
strength of some Heb. MSS or early printed editions of good authority. Doubt-
ful Words or Passages are enclosed in notes of interrogation (• •). Occasionally
two critical marks are combined, e. g. « » , ;'. e. Deviations from the Received
Text suggested by the Versions as well as by Parallel Passages; or < >,i.e. Depar-
tures from the Masoretic points, supported by the Versions, &c. [] calls attention
to transposed passages, the traditional position of the words in the Received Text
being marked by [] while the transposed words are enclosed in []. In addition
to these brackets, [], braces, J[ , and parentheses, '), are used if there are two or
three transpositions on the same page (e.g. 23, 2. S). In cases where two or three
consecutive words are transposed the traditional sequence is indicated by ' » 3
&c. respectively prefixed to the individual words (e.g. 10,31.32). Transposition of
consonants is indicated by figures above the respective letters (e.g. 14, 32 . Pas-
sages corrupted beyond emendation are indicated by while *** point
to Leu una in the original.
J'leadings (I , I; 10, l; 24, 23; 25, 1 ; 30 ,1 ; 31 , 1) and Introductory Lines (1,2-7;
22, 17-21) have been printed in RED, also the Acrostic Letters in the Alphabetical
Poems (24, 1.3.5:31, 10-31).
The Ancient Versions are referred to in the -Votes under the following
abbreviations:—M = Masoretic Text; <6 = LXX; 8 = Targum ; 3 = Peshita; 35
A= Arabic Version; 3 (/. e. Jerome) = Vulgate; 8— Ethiopic Version j A ~ Aquila;
= Theodotinn; I Synimachos. <8A means Codex Alexandrinus (A), ftP = Codex
Ephraemi Syri rescriptus Parisicnsis ^C); 8s = Sinaiticus (K), <8V = Vaticanus
(IS). The symbol c.» &c. in connection with <B S denotes corrections in the ver-
sion of the poetical books, supposed to hai e bei D insi rti d in the 7 ,h cent. A.r>.
The heavy-laced figures in the left margin of the Notes (1, 2, 3. &c.) refer
to the chapters, the numbers in () to the lie Hebrew text The mark
means omit(s) or omitted by, all. = as an alternative; i°, 2° =» first or second
rrence, respectively. AV— Authorized Vernon; KV» Revised Version.
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,I1E PRINCIPAL commentaries and critical notes on the Book
'of Proverbs are referred to in the present notes under the follow-
I
ing abbreviations : —
BAUMG. = A. J. Baumgartnkr, Etude critique sur Vital du 5
lexte <iu livre des Proverbes d'apris les prmcipales traductions
anciennes, Leipzig, 1890.
I
'•
1 u m.= E. 1 ; 1 .r 1 11 1 a 1 • , Die Spriiche Salomo's (in Kursgejasstes
Exegetisches Hundbuch sum AT), Leipzig, 1847.
BlCK. = G. BlCKEIX, Kritische Bearbeitung der Proverbien^ in 10
the Vienna Oriental Journal, vol. 5 (iSyi), pp. 86ft".
Chajes = H. 1'. Chajks, Proverbia-Studien su der sogenannten Salotnonischen
Sammlung C. x- x.xii
. 16, Berlin, 1899.
Del. = Franz Dkutzsch, Das Salomonische Spruchbuch, in K 111. und
Dkutzsch, Bibl. Commentar fiber das AT, Leipzig, 1873. 15
Dvs. = Joh. Dyskrinck, Kritische Scholien bij de vertaling van ket bock der
Spreuken, in Theol. Tijdscliri//, Leyden, 1S83.
E\v. = H. EwAi.n, Die Dichter des Allen Bundes, part 2, second edition,
Gottingen, 1867.
Frank. = W. Frankenberg, Die Spriiche iibersetzt und erklart in W. No- 20
hack's Handkommentar sum AT, Gottingen, 1898.
Gratz — II. GRATZ, Exegetische Studien su den Salomonischen Spriichen, in
Monatsschriftfur Geschichte und Wissenschaft desJudenthums, KS84, pp. 289ft'.;
337ft.; 414II.;
-433 IV. Cf. Gratz's critical notes on Proverbs in the second part
"I his Emendationes, Breslau, 1S93, pp. ,30-33 (covers cc. 1-22 . 25
Hi:ii..= .M. Heidrnheim, Zur Textkritik der Proverbien, \n Deutsche Viatel-
jahrsschrift Jiir englisch-theologische Forschung und Kritik, 2 (Gotha, 1865",
pp. 395ft"; 3 [Zurich, 1867 . ,1 11'., und 327ft'. (covers cc. 1-9).
HlTZ.= F. 1 1 1 1 ZIG, Die Spriiche Salomes iibersettt und ausgelegt, Zurich, 1858.
[Ac = J. <'.. JAger, Observationes in Proverbiorum Salomonis versionem 30
Alexandrinam, Meldorpii ei Lipsiae, 1788.
Kami-ii. = A. Kamphausen, OberseUung der Spriiche in Kautzsch's AT
(second edition, Freiburg, 1896 pp. 7X411', with brief critical notes on the text
in the Beilagen, pp. 8 iff.
Lag. — P. dk Lagardk, Anmerkungen tur griechischen Obersetsung der 35
erbien, Leipzig, 1863.
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r Assyr. mis'ldni, Arabic ;^k£>, and that the term refers to the form (contrast
above, p. 32, 1. 49); it means originally neitherparable narproveri &c. but simply
a line ofpoetry or verse, each stich consisting of two hemistichs. — (According
to KONIG, Sti/istik (Bonn, 1900) p. 81, 1. 19 tee means tvujilui, sentential
For cuneiform proverbs see Hakia v, Melanges de critique ct d'histoire re 5
latifs auxpeuples semitiques (Paris, 1883) pp. 326 ff. and J agf.r's paper in Beitr.
z. Assyr. 2,274ff., esp. p. 281 ; cf. note 20 to my lecture on The Book of Ecclesi-
astes (Boston, 1894;. Ibid. n. 23 I have quoted a specimen of an Assyrian
tee
:
— Alu sa kakkasu dannu nakru ina pan abutlisu ul ippa/ar
"A city whose weapon is not strong — 10
The enemy will not be scattered in front of her gate."
The introductory verses at the beginning of the Book of Proverbs bear a
certain resemblance to the opening lines of the Babylonian Nimrod Epic; see
Beitr. =. Assyr. 1,102; MOrdTER-DELITZSCB, Geschichte Babyloniens und
Assyrians (Calw, 1S91), p. 47; A. JEKBMIAS, Issdubar-Nimrod Leipzig, 1891
. 15
p. 14. It might be well to state in this connection that it is by no means certain
that the ideographic name of the hero of the Babylonian epic is to be read
Gilgames (see Journal of the Amer. Orient. Soc., vol. 16, p. ix). Gilgames* may-
have been a surname like the appellation of the Babylonian Noah. Atra-rasis
or Xasls-atra (see /. c, p. cxi). To read the ideographic name of the hero of 20
the Babylonian epic Gilgames* is about as reasonable as the idea that the name
Richard I. should be pronounced Ca-ur de Lion. Contrast KB 6, 1, p. 116.
(8) I have pointed out in the Critical Notes on Chronicles, p. So, 1. 48 that rrJW i- a
Babylonian loanword = tertu," the indication of the divine will from which the 25
sacred oracle is derived, while Aram. KrQM and Ethiopic orit correspond to the
byform of tertu: urtu. This urtu has no connection with Hcb. D'HN, as
Zimmkrn suggests in his Beitr. tur babyI. Religion, part 2 Leipzig, 1899) p. 91,
n. 2; D'tlN, the unfavorable, condemnatory answer of the oracle, is connected
with VIM to curse just as ullu, the cuneiform technical term for the unfavorable 30
answer is akin to nbn curse; ullulu means in Assyrian spellbound from bb» to
bind, just as ardru means not only to curse but also to bind (IJkk., Hcb. L^ing.,
P- 53; HW 7ob .i38a), or as ian denotes both association (see below, note on
21, g) and enchantment. The technical name for the favorable answer, Heb.
D'BP blamelessness, acquittal is, in the cuneiform texts, annu, lit. response, cf. Heb. 35
Diy (see below, note on 15,28 s ; a connection with annu 'this' and Heb. nin
Zimmkrn, /. c, p. 88, n. 4) is not probable. The name of the Babylonian
diviners, baru {cf rma, Zimmkrn, /. c. p. 90) is not concealed in trots -'.-lan
Is. 47,13. as Zimmkrn suggests (/. c. p. 85, n. 8) but we find it in Is. 44.25:
Jer. 50,36, where we must read Dna instead of ill B^ta (3 divini). See the ab- 40
stract of my paper on The Origin of the Mosaic Ceremonial in No. 145 of the
Johns Hopkins University Circulars (May, 1900) p. 37* and my paper on Baby-
lonian Elements in the Levitic Ritual in vol. 19 of the Journal of Biblical Liter-
ature (Boston, 1900) p. 58; cf. Crit. Notes on Ezra Nfi hemiah, p. 60, 1. 15.
(10) Kalr^K, solemnly pronounced, is a full hemistich. TOY, Comm., p. 19, remarks 4;
that this clause may be purposely short. Similarly the brevity of the first
hemistich in 23,35°, pan vie, is intentional: after ypx Vie there is a pat.
practically equivalent to our modern dash (—] ; it is unnecessary to insert, with
BlCK. and TOY, ^0 'Gen. 9,24 . For this intentional brevity ofcertain hemistichs
see Crit Notes on Isaiah, p. 172, 1. 1 ; cf. also Is. 40,9, where the first hemistich 50
««>•«•»•
« [For the in rTJW == Babyl. tertu see Crit. Notes on Ezra-Nehemiah. p. 31,
1. 23; p. 58, 1. 7; Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 88, 1. 38. — P. II
32 -*«•<»«* (ptipfrfio *;-&•»*-• 1,3—
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Mi 111..U II. F., De proverbiorum quae dicuntur Aguri et Lemuelis origin*
atque indole, Lipsiae, 18O9.
NOW. «W. NOWACK, Die Spruche Salomo's in AV
Handbuch sum AT), Leipzig, 1883.
Oort=H. Oort, Spreuken 1-9, in Theol. Tijdschrift, Levden, 1885, pp. 5
379«".
Pink. = H. PlNKUSS, Die syrische Obersetsung der Proverbien textkritisch
und in ihrem I 'erhdltnisse :u dem masoretischen Text, den LXX und dem
Targum untersucht; in ZAT 14 (1894).
Sikack. Die Spruche Sa/omos, second edition, Ndrdlingen, 1899 (in Si rack's 10
and ZdCKLBR's Kursgefasster Kotnmentar ~u den Heiligtn Schriften del A
und NT.
Toy = C. H. Toy, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on The Hook of
Proverbs, New York and Edinburgh, 1899, in The International Critical Com
mentary. 1
;
Vol;el = A. Schultknsii J 'ersio integra Proverbiorum SaJomonis et in eadem
Commentarius. t/uein in compendium redegit et obsovationibus cri/icis auxit
Geo. Jo. Ludov. Vogel, Halis, 1768.
Wild. = G. Wildbbobr, Die SprUche, in Karl Marti's Kurxer Hand-
Commentar sum AT, Freiburg i. B., 1897 (cf. also WlLDBBOER, De Tijdbepaling 20
van liet Boek der Spreuken in I 'erslagen en Mededeelingen der Koninkl. Akad.
van Wetenschapen (Afd. Letterkunde, 4. Reeks, deel iiij Amsterdam, 1899,
pp. 233-265.
1 (3) Instead of ill ^?bn »», which is somewhat peculiar, < IOR1 suggests S'sfcfn 1510;
it is better, however, to read Astern "ID5B, following 21,16 and Dan. 1,17.
(4) .For ill D'.sns read D'xnS; cf. ZA 2,2751 N6LDEKB, Syr. Or. 2 % 40, E; LaGARDJ ,
Mitt/nil. 3,29, D I; JAGER, Beilr. s. Assyr. 1,489. 30
(6) The Hebrew term btfo does not mean simile, parable, it refers to poetic lines
consisting of two parallel halves or hemistichs ; cf. Assyr. mis'lu 'half Arab.
_kiy , DEL., 11W 432*, and the Arabic term ij-y^i i. c. broken in two, divided
in the middle. Like Arabic .jtij cuneiform poetry is generally arranged in
two parallel columns, each line consisting of two hemistichs, as the Son^ of 35
Moses in Dcut. 32 appears in the current editions of ill; cf. SCHRADER, Die
llollenfahrt der /star Giessen, 1874) p. 60; H.Ml'T, Akkad. Sprache (Berlin,
1883) p. 25 and pp. xxxv.xxxvi below ; ZlMMERN, Baby I. Ilusspsalmen (Leipzig,
1SS5 ; Beitr. cur Kenntniss der Baby/. Religion, Part 1 (Leipzig, 1896; p. 53;
ZA 8,121 ; 10,1; 11,86; 12,382; DELITZSCH, Das babyl. WeltschopfungsepOS 40
(Leipzig, 1896), pp. 6 and 6off., especially pp. looffi and pp. 92ft"; GUNKEL,
Schbpfung und Chaos Cottingen, 1895) pp. ix and 401 (f.j CHEYNE, Crit Notes
on Isaiah, p. 78, 1. 24.
BrOWN-DRIVER-BRIGGS' Lex. translates htia proverb, parable but adds in
parenthesis: "of sentencesconstructed in parallelism, usually ofHebrew wisdom, 45
but occasionally of other types;" anil TOV states in his Commentary on Pro-
verbs, p. 3 : - • "The Hebrew word VtfB (proverb probably signifies similarity,
parallelism (nearly = comparison), and seem- to have been used at an early
time of all poetry, hardly with reference to the form (parallelism of clauses,
clause-rhythm, being the distinctive formal characteristic of old-Semitic poetn
but, probably, with reference to the thought [short distil lis made by the juxta-
position of related ideas, originally comparisons with familiar objects.' I be-
lieve, however, thai Vtfe means originally equality or equal parts or halves,
1,26
—
2,ig -*«9«<B*» (ProcttBe -mfc-H*- 3;
[One of the three hemistichs of this verse must be omitted; Toy cancels the first,
ifl own, or rather 'nroin^ lsw, but it seems preferable to eliminate the third,
D3nx *131 npw, which appears to be an explanatory gloss to the second hemistich
'mi D37 n>"2X nan, and it would perhaps be best to transpose the first and second
hemistichs, thus reading:— ({TirDVvJ raw-} ^nn D3? ny>3M rBil
[J. 5
(26) TK calamity {cf v. 27; 6, 1;; -13, 15 ; 24,22; 27, 10; for 17,5 see p. 49, 1. 16) is iden-
tical with is flood Gen. 2,6; Job 36,27; see Crit. Notes on Genesis, p. 118, 1. 3.
For pn& = pnx see Crit. Notes on Judges, p. 59, 1. 6. — P. H.]
(27) ill Kcthib niN»3, transcriptional error; Qcre nm»3.
itt + npixi -is D3'7J) K32; so, too, (832, yet in (6 between the first and second 10
hemistichs of the verse in iU ; apparently the words stood on the margin of the
common archetype of ilt and (6.
(29) BiCK. + crrrVK [cf. 2,5) against iW83£.
(30) [For VK3 cf Crit. Notes on Ezekiel, p. 81, 1. 3.
(33) ]i»V, in spite of Y33KC Job 3,18, is not a form 77tsp (Barth, $ 143*) but a form 15
V7Bp, like ^)L~S lazy Sec. (Barth $ 2o6a), so, too, \ff\; the form rUSjn in
Job 15,32 is adjective, not verbal; the two hemistichs of the verse must be
transposed: — fUljn K7 WS31 !"7Bn IDT K72. — P. H.]
(7) issi K'thib and so <5; \ST Qere and so 3fr. [For IBS to predestinate see Well- 20
HAUSEN's translation of The Psalms, p. 169, 1. 36; cf. below, 13,22.
The stem of n;«ftn is
(
__
y~jl {cf. below, p. 40, 1. 32) not nt?\ — P. H.]
(8) ill Kcthib won, i. c. ivpn; or is it vron and so only orthographically different
from the Qere won with which 3 agrees? Both readings regard God as the
subject of 1X3? and leer, that lie may guard the paths ofjudgment andpreserve 25
the way of His saints. Vet v. 9 presupposes that we are to regard the saints
as subject to "1X37. Read, with OORT, Hon (BlCK. Hpn) and for t& "ibtf? (so, too,
©3(?), nbtsK This is evidently one of the not infrequent cases whore the mater
lectionis was by accident not inserted; ibe*; then became "ibc*\ which led to the
pointing lTDn. [For "1X27 see below, p. 52, 1. 11. For the non-assimilation of the 30
3 in M "1X37 cf. the Assyr. Saf'el usancir (Del., HW 477b ; Assyr. Gr. % 49, b). In
Assyrian, antedental n is, as a rule, not assimilated in cases where the assimilation
would produce ambiguity, e. g. enzu 'goat' in distinction from e:cu 'strong,'
ensi/ 'weak1 in distinction from essu (= eds'u, hadsu) 'new' &c. See Hebraica 1 , 227.
V. 8b should be inserted after 7a . — P. H.] 35
(9) Toy thinks the rhythm might be improved by reading ibwn thou shalt keep in-
stead of t& nnw'B.
1 ( ill + JTI (so, too, (53?; DVS., Graiz n). This is a surprising pleonasm beside
nUBrtn; it is evidently repeated from 14s and is, with OoR'l, to be struck out.
(15) Head with Ins., Wild., Strack, following 10,9, o'tfppe. ill D^py whosepaths 40
are crooked; but the parallel Dni73y»3 DMl^il shows that the sinners are the subject.
®3 and Tov try vainly to help the sense out by passing over the 2 in Dni73yD3.
(17) [For ma see above, p. 33, 1. 38. — P. 11.]
Ii would perhaps be better to read, with Bick. and TOY, DTi7« for ill irnto.
(18) in WW, and so <?; this nnt? is evidently intended as predicate to nn'3, but n<3 i
masculine, and if we accent the last syllable (as perfect of nn») the meaning
is unsuitable. Lag., Oort, Bick., following (S £0eto, nntf. [We might perhaps
read: nrt'3 njDTintf; cf. 22, 14; 23,27; also Is. 38, 17.
(19) For the first hemistich, pus" K? ITK3 33, cf. the line in the cuneiform description
of Hade r, Nimr. Ep. 19,30): ana biti s'a crihusii Id ac:'i to the house 50
whence no one issues who has once entered it; cf. Jastrow, Religion of I
Ionia and Doston, 1898), p. 566; Schradkr's KB 6. 1, p, 80, 1. 5; p. 188,
1. 30. (P. S. — .Sec now Pi I 1 R in his OLZ 3,45')- — P. H.]
34 -«»•«» (pr<wr6e **•>&*»- 1,11—23
I of the third line consists merely of ^"in (practically equivalent to Lift up ' 1
say) while 'Nyn b* represents the second hemistich. It is by no means neces-
sary to suppose that a second hem HM: c6» 'jrewri) has dropped out,
or that »nn nm should be transposed from the beginning of v. 10 (Makii
. .Sec
the translation of the opening chapter of Deutero Isaiah in Xo. 145 of \\\e Johns 5
Hopkins University Circulars, p. 39b . In the same way -in in and 'lis'\ y^tf in
lob 31,35 constitute two separate clauses (or lines), and we need not insert, with
I)i mm, ,-foa •*) in—*0; but 3j13 in the last clause of the verse should be corrected
to an:-"-, following i ooi-n, 3 el librum > i Buddies Comm., p. 184,
below). The words on the Luther Monument in Worms, with which the Reformer 10
is said to have concluded his answer at the Diet on April iS,h 1521, Hier stent
ich I Ich kann nit lit anders/* Gott helfe mir! Amen, might form a tetrastich
in Hebrew. Cf. also the last line of Prow 30,4: IDtJrTTIJ and VSTtSt ~ai. -- I'. 11.
(11) ill a-\h. Grai. DYS., Kam hi., WILD., Toy, read cnb for the sake of the parallelism
with <p& But v. iSa supports ill so OORT). [cnb instead of M D"6 seems to 15
be preferable. The error may be due to the influence of v. i8a cf. 12,6).
Din 'pj^ njssj appears to be an explanatory gloss (Toy). — P. H.]
(15) M <J3 (so, too, (SScaJi); ^ bick... with t!isAV &c.
Instead of ill DimUB <6ii read, probably more correctly, DnSTJB; the only
certain occurrence of the fern. sing. navu is Is. 43, 16. 20
(16) V. 16 is omitted by <B sv p, HlTZ., NOW., Dvs., Oort, Bick., Wild.; it is an
evident gloss from Is. 59,7. (5 s "Sit, BAUHG. support ill.
(17) Tov thinks that we should perhaps read nen nlmSB (which would require the
emendation nsn instead of the preceding nan of in) or "\ ibis instead of .'11 mte
nenn. [o|n is certainly wrong; v. 17 is a proverbial quotation. — P. H.] 2;
(18) Wild, prefers to read alb, following (5 oi tpovou ueT^x°vxec, instead of ill :
1 I OY is inclined to read n'-iriK such is the fate &c. instead of M nurut, but © has
ol 6boi {cf. u 1 1.6 See).
Instead of ill vhyi Jag., Hi.ik, Oori following 6 tm ydp ajepeiu) prefer to
read n?W3; yet in that case we would expect 'Ktl, (5 tvjv iauxtiiv ujuxnv. 30
(20) [ill mein for JMB:n is amplificative plural; cf. p. 40, 1. 50; p. 49, I. 3; p. 59, 1. 45.
and Crit. Notes on Ezekiel, p. 70, 1. 50; contrast Gl s.-Kal 1ZSCH26 $ 124, e.
ill n^n in this connection {cf. 8,3; cannot be 3 f plur. (= tarunna; cf. Arab.
iaqirna for jaqrirna, &c); nor can it be an emphatic form of the 3 f sing. (=Arab.
tarunnan); it might be explained as a form like Arab, tamudda for tamdud 35
.Wright-DK GOLJE3 i, \ i;>i), t, uti un lcss wc lca ,l i with Heid. and OORT,
Ml niin;, it is better to point nrin as in Job 39,23 (KONIG, Synt. $348, c). I. II.
(21) For in ni'Bh <5 jtix^uv) seems to have read jViBri. TOY is inclined to adopt
this reading [so. too, OORT, Em. — P. II.] or to substitute D'ClB, as in 8 2.
ill v$>3 overcrowds and disturbs the hemistich; it is evidently an explanatory 40
gloss to D'-iyn 'nnsa. [Cf. Oort, Em. ,see below, p. 69, 1. 1
In the same way the following rPTBH must be omitted as superfluous scribal ex-
pansion (so Toy); cf. below, p. ?;, 1. 23.
(22) For itt nnsn we must read ttnjtri {tlhabu = idhabu, ta'habu), so, too, nst, -s;
3Kt, &c for fiKb, 1K3, 3SI; see Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 88. 1. 40. Cf. ~br? 181,17 4;
= n^Ktf &c. The name' \»v> XV3 was pronounced ie> n'3, in the Am.una tablets
it appears as B Vssyr. s= ti, cf. Crit. Notes on Ezekiel. p. 64, 1. 31 ; see
English translation of Joshua, p. 84, 1. 22. Cf. also below, p. 36, 1. 14.
ill crb nan \wb D'Xbl must be omitted, with TOY, as scribal expansion. — P. II.
(23) Dvs., Toy prefer m» to itt i:itrn; the n is perhaps dittogram of preceding r. 50
« (It is hardly necessary to state that ihese first two clauses are not aulhentic;
cf. RANKS, Deutsche Gesch. im Zeitalut der Reform., oth vd., vol. 1, p. 3j6. — P. ll.J
3,26—5,2 .-:-;. - • prcru6o •-•:-:-:• 37
3 (26; For M -jteaa Lag., Dvs. read friCD-tos, following 05 dirl ttckjujv bbiiiv oou. This
would make the first hemistich too long unless we omit iP?P as dittogram of
nirp (cf Crit. N'otes on Ezekiel, p. 52, 1. 52).
(27) For J8 vbym, which is somewhat peculiar, Toy reads yyio from thy neighbor;
[Oort, Em., ]va«B, and -mpb for ill rrnrj) 1?. — P. H.]
5
ill Kethib i|«T, but Gen. 31,29; Deut. 28,32; Mic. 2, 1 support the Qcre JJT.
28 ill K cthib tpinb, plur. to thy neighbors; read, with the Qere, the sing, 'rynb in
agreement with the imp. sing, which follows.
(30) Instead of M K'thib an.-, read, with the Qcre, n'-irt; a root an (media- 1) quarrel
does not occur. (0
(31) Instead of the flat A "HOT "rx choose not read, with HlTZ. and Gratz, against
Del. and Now. but following 24,19 and v 37,1 (7), -lnnrr^X; <6 nn.be ZnXujarjs:.
[3l) Instead of ill D^bb d» Dvs. reads D'xb-D?, following i|i 18,27; the dittography
of the b led to the change of Dj! to D».
Read, with the Qcre, D'lJSpl; for miserable or wretched ones (so ill Kcthib D"3V 15
cannot be opposed to the D'X? in the first hemistich of the verse; it should be
'/'"" bending humbly before God. Cf. below, p. 49, 1. 8 and Rahlfs, 'Jj> und
1JJJ /'« den Psalmen, Gottingen, 1892.
(35) Wild, conjectures, following Hos. 4,7, pVpS "UMd D'Voa niaai £«/ the glory of
the fools shall be changed into shame; TOY suggests BJnfi or eh\ 20
4 (3) TOY reads **« ^itb T*VH -p .. »n«H p <a ; — TT following (5 (lYainuuevos.
(4.5) ill nra njp noin rup :,Tms so, too, S« but not <S. In the first hemistich of v. 5
of ill, as it now exists, are fragments of v. 7 which originally (see next note)
followed v. 5. il'lti was added at the end of v. 4 to complete the line after the 25
connection with natrn bti had been broken.
(6.7) in (and so, too, 3$) reads v. 6 before v. 7 although the suffixes in v. 6 can only
refer to nB3n and nra. V. 7 is lacking in (5, yet is not a gloss, as OORT thinks;
it had dropped out of the archetype of iflffi, was entered later on the margin,
and came in £X to stand in the wrong place. 30
(13) For 412 noioa (53 have noioa (so Toy); either can be right.
(15) For M WijnB (so perhaps also J) <B, followed by 3, has iv & Sv t6itiu orpaTO-
trebeuaujaiv, i. e. according to JAg., ttljnD; according to Lag., 1D?"]e ; according
to Oort, art? -;?; the last b perhaps right. [Oort, Em., wjno. — P. H.]
(16) in Kethib Vjnra\ Qcre vr»a\ <6 (kcu 06) koiuujvtch = «3tf< (Lagarde), v!y »b ck 35
(BlCK..); $ h6p-n pap presupposes Qcre; 5 vOcnia, **U^. rend probably \bv0B'
(so rightly Pink.; Heid. re-translates: 'fnm> ; but the II if. can hardly be supported
with Job 25, 2). The true reading is obscure; Oort guesses ln'ricr.
(18.19; V. 19 must be inserted before v. 18, following Hitz. and Del. and against
iH<532. Otherwise we should have, at least, to strike out the 1 before m« as a 40
dittogram of the preceding 1
(21) Read ibv] b», or v?r, with 3 ^.u and £ fin, and comparing "bin in Jer. 2,36.
Mirh) (in 3,21 «?;) means, according to the usual view, let them not departI
but the usage of the language recognizes only the Nif'al. (6 (omuc uf) ^KXinu)-
ofv ae oi irryrat aou = ^'2;pB \br bit), in spite of its erroneous view of the moan 45
ing of the verse, is a witness for the conjecture \b}\
(23) For M 'b2p (so, too, J) read, with 63, -V:2 and cf. Deut. 12,21.
(26) For d^b see below, p. 38, 1. 50.
5 (2) The first hemistich has probably reached us incomplete; to read, with BlCK., 50
:ptstf7 for itt ys/ab does not help. C> tvvomv dfa8r|v, but the adjective seems to
be an arbitrary addition. DYS. joins to mere, at the end of the first hemistich,
ny-n at the beginning of the second; he then further arbitrarily .supplements the
36 —««•<&«* (provcrfie «»©»«*>- 2,22—3,25
2 (22) W&, so HlTZ., OORT, BlCK., following 03J (Frank., Xifal WDJ>); in WS' «<///
tear than 01//. SIEGFRIED TI.Z '99, col. 329) sugge-t •-•; will be wiped away
iff- 6, 33)- Or should we read Vtvy> in the first hemistich, so that the 3 plur.
impf. would be used in both hemistichs for the passive as in Aramaic (Ges.-
Kautzsch $ 144, g)? 5
3 (1) For the sing. 'JTJffl <8 reads here and often elsewhere the plur. 'nMB; attention
will not be drawn to further occurrences of this.
(3) The third hemistich of the verse, iH "]ib m^ by D3ro, although found also in
3$, is to be struck out, with (6, Oort, BlCK.; it is a gloss from 7,3. 10
(4) For M ^Oto, which was probably influenced by 13,15; ip 111,10, TOY suggests
DE> good repute-.
(8) ill ^yfb to thy navel (so, too, <E) is rather strange in spite of Del. and Baumg.
(6 Til) aujuati aou and S y ;m-.S presuppose either rftfh (= spW^i cf- above,
p. 34, I. 44 and below, 1. 42) or ^to}?. Agreement with ill KthJb speaks for 15
the first (Hitz., Oort); 4,22, for the second (Clerici-s, Gratz, BlCK,, Frank
.
Strack, Toy).
(10) 13B» with Oort, Frank., following (6 amy ; ill $>3to, (so, too, M), satiety {abundance).
11) ill »13 should probably be omitted, with Toy, as (early) scribal insertion; cf. 1,15.
(12) 3N3 with OORT, following the context; iH 3N31 which can only mean and even 20
as a father. Dys., following © uacrn-foi i>i, conjectures 3N3], in parallelism
with rvsv. But as only the Qal and Hif'il occur of the stem 3K3, we should
have at least to read, with Bick., Frank., Strack, Toy, 3K3M.
For in 13 Toy prefers to read lty« or WlrtJ,
(13) For itt D1X1 at the beginning of the second hemistich we should probably read, 25
with KAMPH., Wild., Oort, Em.,V» (cf. 6,12; Is. 2,9, &c.) or, with Toy, t?U».
(15) ill Kethib tr'JBia is a transcriptional error; read, with the Qcre, DVISB.
in !J*8Bnj read, with Oort, Bick., Pink., Thy, following (5 and 8,11, D'scn.
(18) [D^rt yy is by no means ein ganz farbloses Z?*7rf(FRANKENBERG); we may safely
assume that the Dais's were conscious of the original meaning of D"n yy (11,30; 30
13,12; 15,4) as well as of D'Tt 1ipn (to."; 13,14; 14,27; 16,22) just as modern
German poets have not entirely forgotten the import of the term fungbrumten,
although TOY, Coiiihi., p. 206 remarks, "there seems to be no reason to suppose
a reference to a primitive spring of life corresponding to the tree of life of
Gen. 2." For the tree of life and the spring of life (Assyr. namsu; cf. Crit Notes 35
on Ezekiel, p. 64, 1. 27) in Oriental folklore see MEISSNER, Alexander und Gil-
gamos Xeipzig, 1894), p. 16; cf. Jastrow, Rel. of Bab. and Assyr., pp. 510.516.
See also SCHRADER's KB 6,1, p. 248. 1. 254; p. 252, 1. 29S. The plant of life is
mentioned, apart from the Nimrod Epic, in the cuneiform historical texts, e.g.
in an inscription of Esarhaddon (Beilr. s. Assyr. 3,254,11; cf. ibid. p. 360): 40
sarrulu kbna sammi balAti ell sir nis'e tifib 'may the kingdom be beneficial to
the welfare ("1KB*) of mankind like the plant of life." Cf. below, p. 60, 1. 27. — P. H.]
iH "itfKB; read, with Lag., Oort, following the parallelism, D"!?1!**?. The singular
might be explained as distributive: every one of them will be made happy (cf.
Ges.-Kautzsch § 145,1) but in almost all analogous instances the text is doubt- 45
ful. Bick. emends in "itfxo rra&rii to latoia SM&rn.
(21) in spi'SB irtyfy* is unintelligible; it is impossible to get from v. 20 a subject for
\ff*. Probably the words were taken from 4,21 to fill out a text which had be-
come illegible (cf. English translation of Isaiah, p. 209, 1. 35*. <B \ni, urj uapa-
purc; Oort
spjflflj fyy^J. [Toy inserts ill 01 'fl "Hi after »33. — P. H. 50
Si read Tyj.'3; but compare, on <T, Pinkuss.
(25) D«ns (cf. note on 1,4) with Oort, Toy, in accordance with the parallelism; ill
Dfcn?; cf. below, p. 40, 1. 50.
5.22-6,30 •:;.-. iprcrtrGo • - :-;: • 39
Tdp <:ujP|? ouk dndpxeTat, IT IOVI *b *m «m»3, S Uz, K;la Uij Jo,« 3per semitam
'.itac non ambulant. It is impossible to take, with Ges.-Buhl'J s. v. ,b, ifl ma
oVcn jo D"n as ,1 prefixed final clause subordinated to b . The appeal to Amharic
syntax K0NIG, Syntax, S 4 1 4 , t) docs not help matters.
In mi|J 58,3; 78,50073 seems to stand for »7D (see above, p. 38, 1. 41): in y 78,50 5
we must probably point D7?; = Assyr. iplus" (impf. Qal), <B ajboiroinaev, 3 vun
_/Srrf/, 3 *.;!, while in >y 58,3 the 1'iel may be causative = cause to male way, or
clear the way for, so that <,i~D>^>Bn D3'V D<On> =your hands make way for in-,
justice, or in idiomatic German: offhen tier Ungerechtigkeit Thar und Thor
(<fc.!l)J This D7B = t?7B to male way i^ identical with Eth. £rtfl : iter fecit, 10
migravit. I'. S. — (/ PEISER in his OLZ 3,451, n. 6.)
In the three passages in I'rov., however, D7B undoubtedly corresponds to
Assyr. D7B to regard, consider, and nowhere in OT does D7B mean to weigh. The
original meaning of D^B steelyard may be indicator. — P. H.]
(22) & jjenn rts vso, too, M), evidently an explanatory gloss to the preceding suffix ; 1
5
it appeared necessary because v. 21 did not speak of the godless exclusively.
<S fivbpa; hence Hick. (f'Hfl JiK Vtttp. T(H Vf"." "?;'•
(23) ^l rw (3 ii^Xi, (J "V'Dl) is evidently corrupt. <5 diriuXeTO presupposes na«» or
some similar verb, [probably flBB', cf 13,23; Gen. 19,15; Num. 16,26; in all
these passages <S uses the same verb for ill rtBD:. — P. H.] Dvs. nntf^; Tov jm\ 20
(1-19) For the notes on vv. 1-19 see below, p. 42, 11. 51 ff.
(22) Y. 22 is, with Dick, and others, to be inserted after v. 23 (cf. on the transposition
7,3-4"; ™3n &c. are evidently predicates of rmo and iffln, In the transposition
of the verses the first hemistich lias fallen out. 25
(23) Instead of ill nmo nin3in (reproofs of ins/ruction) read, with <6M, OORT, nrjjw
loioi; 1 and n have changed places.
(24) For in jnt read, with GrAtz, Bli K., y- following <6 UTrdvbpou and v.20;TOY7ni.
For ill \\tib Wild., following 10, reads ]\Vb from the smoothness of the tongue
of the strange woman [cf. AV). 30
(26) For the first hemistich on 1? '3 05 (also 3 and, essentially, (T offers nun.
Tdp Tropvric 6cm Kai 4v6c flpxou (= ori7 133 rut npa <:, Bit k. Frank, conjectures
Dn7 133 pp 't ntfx -py 'ayfcr the price of a harlot is the price of a loaf of bread,
(if) [For nnrv see below, p. 61, 1. 38. — P. H.]
(29) in 'Ul ton ]3 (so, too, © and, essentially, sd) is an explanatory gloss to vv. 27. 35
28, and, as such, is struck out by BlCKBLL.
(30) For M nb WILD., Frank, read sbr\; n dropped out owing to the preceding n at
the end of v. 2) (haplography); the traditional rendering .'/</; do not despise a
thief'is certainly very strange.
& 3JJV '3 (so, too t'i Ji is an element too many and an evident gloss inter- 40
preting iipb: on the basis of passages like Is. 58, 10. It disagrees with v. 31 and
is struck out by BlCKBLL.
(35) ['3 is here conci 4 14 s = <3 dj Is. i, 15 or e: »a K. . 1. 4, i4b ; cf.
the translation of Fed. 4,13-16 in note 23 of my lecture <>n 1 Orien-
tal Studies, Boston 1894, p. 272; see al Ges.-Kat rzscH $ 160, b. P. 11. 1 4;
-
[PlNKUSS remarks; Mil Jem I rtum cbs wei .'•'. w oft
Rcehta ansufangen.
fl The Received Text ;ibpEft n7W in the preceding line (cf. Job 36,33) seems
to be correct; the conjecture WJ% rj improbable; : •.,
Sh-zrti und 1
. part 6. p. 176. ill 3
I
J3 is, of course, impossible; but BATH-
qxn'i emendation D37; y. all does not commend itself. Perhaps we should read:
pD?Bn D3T DOn pjo i^rfiP rftw r.S. For llD7Bn D3"Y .7. GES.-KaUTZSCH S 144.
m. - - R H.J
38 -°«9«<»*» (proror6« *".-"•:;. 5.5—21
;
second hemistich with rr"i31 nexo. (5V aTo8r)ai<; hi lyiiuv xeiX^wv ^vx^XXexai aoij
®asc.» a (oer|ciiv ^vtAXoucu, /. ,-., according to Oort, l"t|fl ^ 'neb nljm; yet (5
probably read nsi, and took visa' actively with an indefinite subject. According
to Jag. ami BlCK. (6 read Wt] instead of mi\
; l'erhaps bit is to be inserted, with Oort, before rilta. 5
(6) M 1?; <SM involve ift; TOY suggests bl. [Cf. below, 1. 53. — P. II.]
(g) M -pin ; 52 -]W, (= -:- -, Oort, TOY); 05 Zuinv oou, taking TOT, as some
have "ftj, as meaning w«^ [Lag.; .;a Wellhatjsen 5 translation of the Psalms,
p. 187, I. 27); see, however, Crit. Notes on C.encsis, p. 107, 1. 51.
«*«3trt with m, Toy, following £, '-::- 10
(10) iH rvn: must 1": .1 miswriting of some verb; <6 (so, too, 3$) el? oikouc; dXXotpiwv
£X8ujotv, — in all probability an arbitrary addition of a verb, after JV33 had
appeared in the text. The parallelism requires something like and thy hard-
won gain an alien snatch away. Oort suggests e>3^'; FRANK, omits 1 before
.t: taking ""i rr3 as subject, corresponding to q ,-ii in the first hemistich. 15
(16) Frank, thinks that }D or bit should be inserted before ill 1X1B\
(17) According to Frank, we should read b* instead of -It l/s.
(18) [Verses 18—20 give the explanation of the allegorical language in vv. 15-17 (just
as Is. 51 , ioa explains the mythological allusions in the preceding line 51 ,9C); cf.
my lecture on Fcclesiastcs, p. 20= Oriental Studies (Boston, 1894} p. 261. — 20
P. H.]
(19) Read, with Graec. Ven. oi rauTn.? qnXtai, llnz., Oort, following 7,18, nn'i.
The reading rrin of iU probably oil rst in the Rabbinic interpretation of
the whole section (so explicitly in Midrash Mislile from v. 15 on) as bearing on
the study of the Torah [her breasts will nourish thee-, cf. Him.) 25
Ten nityn nn3nX3 of Jtt, although found also in <&3i, is suspicious if only as a
third hemistich in the verse. It is evidently a kind of softening gloss to I9b
.
(20 The first hemistich is overloaded; we should probably, with DYS., omit ill '33,
following 9; cf. 115.
(21) [iU d'jbo vrftljJB b:\ means neither He weighs all his paths (TOY; K\'M weigheth 30
v.'/r. AV Hepondereth all his goings, Graec. Yen. Kai traaac, rot? dvaarpoepde.
aoroO xaXavxeuci), nor He makes plane (TOY, alt., Del., Kamph., Wild.; KV
maketh level), but He watches all his tracks, observes all his doings 3 mimes
gressus ejus considerat, <B ci; bi ndaa? rdc, rpoxid? auroO OKoneuei . Frank..
who ! :":•: unti instated, thinks (0 read nsxe instead of ill d^bo, but d^b, 35
or rather the Nif. naplusu, is a common Assyr. word for regard, observe, no/ice,
consider. Zikglkr
.1791) translated correctly: aufalle Hire Lebensbahnen blickt
Itarf comparing Job 34.21 : SWV nyx b:i II B"K '2"n by vyy <3.
For the Assyr. stem obs sec ZlMMERN, Baby/. Busspsalmen, p. 17; DEL., 11W
528a ; cf. also post-Biblical .ind Aramaic xtbl inspect, examine, search; Syr. *Vfl 40
investigate &c, which is different from *Va to break through= Assyr. wbt | D11...
1 IYV 529 ; Beitr. z. . tssj r. 1,1 77* s. v. nipisu, : jiVs perfodit is a genuine Syriac
word, but «Xa per,;:, well as Aram. B^3) seems to be an Assyrian loan-
word. (In SCHULTHl SS' Ilomonyme Wurzeln this stem is not discu~~
In Is. 26,7 D^sn "IBM. '-:•;-- B"WB D'p^ tT* should be rendered: The 4;
/" the just is plain. Thou watchest the steps of the upright ("IB", which
follows D'lB'D in ill, must be substituted for pns in the second hemistich; con-
trast . D'p'lS biyo c^eo is nearly equivalent to D'p'ix -pi jnv He gives heat
to the course of the righteous in <|< 1,6.
In Prov. 4,26 Y^"l biya obs me. in- Watch the path of thy feet ox Miml thy 50
steps, and D^En -bi- D"n rri< in 5,6 Jeft untranslated by FRANK.) must be ex-
plained in the same way; pin sV at the end of this verse is an explanatory gloss
on JU oVsn je. For JU ]i we must read, with the Versions, ttb or ^3, cf. (8 dboui;
8,2—28 -<«a«<K* (Prot>cr6e ««>-es*>- 41
(2) Instead of n'2 of itt.3 read ipna, with <5 and Gratz, Dys., as in v. 20 ; £ nr3.
(4) [For the plur. B'tTR f/i y 141,4; Is. 53,3; see, however, CHEYNE and MARTI ad
loc. — P. H.]
(5) & Iran in both hemistichs is strange; Gratz and BiCK. read in the second
hemistich, U'WI; so, perhaps, also (5 <Lv6€0"6e; [cf. Crit. Notes on Ezra, p. 60, 1. 47]. 5
(6) For iM D'TJJ, which is doubtful, Gratz, Toy read BWiJ verity, as in v. 9.
(7) Toy conjectures, following 12,22, ytn visf 4 nsyw (or 'myin).
(10) Instead of ill nDiB my instruction read, with (85?, OORT, and Toy, tela.
[The second hemistich, ire: frUTB nyil, does not mean And knowledge rather
than choice gold so AV, DEL. et scienliam prae aura lectissimo] ; ~n;2 ^nno is 10
an attributive relative clause = ynna inaa "WK; cf. 16,16; 22,1; inai in 8,19
must be explained in the same way in which ptriD is placed before "inai for the
sake of emphasis. The following ':, at the beginning of v. 11, is confirmative
(nol=for, but = indeed), njm is accusative dependent on wp. Cf. p. 44, 1. 16.
(12) iHnnan, which makes the first hemistich too long, may be scribal expansion.— P. H.] 15
Instead of ill vijatf Frank, reads <nJ3t?.or rather 'W30n, following <p 139,3 (=ich
verslehe mich auf Klugheit, I am acquainted with prudence, I am an expert in
prudence); Toy yv:j: I possess. [ill T0:», however, may be correct; it is a de-
nominative verb, derived from pc> neighbor (27,10; Ex. 12,4; 3,22; Ruth 4,17;
Jer. 6,21 ; 41 31, 12); nB"iy 'mat? means / live close by, am well acquainted with, 20
nnny, / am roipn nroae' (not ego sapientia incolo sollertiatn, Del.). The phrase
riDiy 'nasty 'JK is practically equivalent to K"ipK WS^ jnb 7, 4b . Cf also ^n JMPM
Is. 53,3. -P. H]
For ill niEtO njni thoughtful knowledge read n»t01 njm, with <5.3J.
(13; Jll yi nxito mn' nxv (also in <6M) is a hemistich too many and breaks the 25
context; BiCK., who also puts v. 13 after v. 17, strikes it out as a gloss.
(14) Instead of iH TfYOi "h nra ':« I am understanding; I have might, we have prob-
ably, with 16 i\y\\ (ppovnatc, iycc\ be iaxuc and 5 «^j, to read Ml WS 'JK 'b;
or, at any rate, with OORT, TOY, nr3 «i. M SUM s3« would be on the analo-v
of numerous genuine Semitic nominal clauses expressing the identity or absolute 30
congruity of subject and predicate {cf. GES.-KAUTZSCH % 141, c.d", but here
contrary to the context, i. has simply JUW13;i KJV31.
(16) Instead of ill 'BeW ^3 TOY reads, following <S, USSCK
(17) ill Kethlb n'SijK, not ~\ 3nX as liiCK. wishes to pronounce it. Read Qcre "ank,
with <BM. E\v. points to v. 1 1 where also Wisdom speaks of itself in the 3d 35
pers. According to HEID, the Kthtb is a dogmatic correction intended to pre-
vent the use of the verse in defense of the Christian Xoyoc doctrine; the Torah
enters in the place of Wisdom. [Cf. below, p. 45, 1. 24; p. 66, 1. 14.
For 3,18 = 3n« cf. above, p. 33, 1. 25; p. 34, 1. 44.
(19) For in3: sic above, 1. 11. - - P. II.] 4"
(24) itl D'B TJM in apposition to ni:;ya is strange grammatically and in sense; strictly
speaking, it can mean nothing but the most honored among the waters (cf Is.
23, Sf. and Ges. Katj rzsCH 5 133, h). (6 rrpo toO irpoeAeciv xd? mrf"? TlI|v ui>ci "
tujv passes over <133J, as also does 3 (cf. Pink.); & K'DT ':iBy TytJ. [Ooi
D'ppaij Toy, n'D \>6bj or "8^B; but perhaps we should substitute d'b 'ipai 45
m r. I\_^ji, Ayr. q&bu) or d'B 'kxM {cf. note on Is. 58, 1 1). — P. H.]
(26) SU »X"u (so, too, SS and also (6, if it did not read 'CXI) does not give a satis-
factory sense.
(27) [For ill ipra ,= ipra) it would be better to read 1JW3; cf. Crit Notes on Isaiah,
p. 137, 1. 13. The p may be due to the influence of v. 2yb where ip«n3 was cor- 50
rupted to ipina ; sec below, p. -1-', 1. 2. — P. H.]
(28) Instead of ill 11153 read, with (6s£ and OORT, TOY, H»?3, according to the usage
of infinitives with suffixes in vv. 27-29.
I'rov. 6
40 -*»•<»*» (Prop«r6« «*©•»*- 7.6—27
7 (6) In place of ill W3 ]lbm (63 express aiva l^ne (FRANK., therefore, substitutes
throughout in vv. 6.7 the 3 fern, for the 1 pers.), and £ has itnvyt KJ113 ]0. OORT
read 'Man ":n; : the rhythm suggests rather v\Ban wa yibnB.
.•tlnjE [instead ofanjl CH$9i,e; t/ not.£ on Gen. 40, 10; Is. 28 .
doubtful; perhapswe should read fi}$ following 6, Kamph., \\ n.i« ., Sikack;./v. 12. 5
(9) For ill ptrN Frank, reads ptfM, following 20,21 < v>
r
re. He adds that pete is fre-
quently u^ed in the EvangeL HierosoL with the meaning time; but thn usage
may lie derived from the passages in Proverbs.
ill 3b n"iS3 could only mean like one guarded of heart {cf. 14,2 and Ges.-
KAUTZSCH S 1 l6,k^; (fi (so, too, S£) i\ uoiei viurv ^iitiaoeai Kapbiac (= •m,J>BV, 10
PlNKUSS). [OORT, Em. suggests mt&. — P. H.]
(11) Instead of ill imo Toy reads naaw 'adding about.
(16) Instead of iHnnen with striped {carpets) GRATZ conjectured Tiaen / have made
beautiful. Read, with OORT, wsri, following (5 ^OTpuiKK. 5 «K»jji and £ me.
ill nsbym. usually explained as a by-form to iby (fty), is probably only a sub- 15
stitute for a coarser uord; <6 ^fKuXioeiuiafv; 5$ (for £'s p'DJJil read, with PINK.,
p'Epv) we will embrace.
22 lor ill CisrtS, which is doubtful. Ins.. WILD, prefer to read nnSn, following (6
KCTrquuSeic; the article, however, would be peculiar, and the part. nnS is found
only in lob 5.2. Tov part. X if. rutttt, Frank. xrEG; OORT considers 20
DSns to be an adverb from the same stem (= like a simpleton) ; cf. below, 1. 50.
For ill s;; too, 84] read with OORT so;, following (6 &YET0U.
V; After E8PE, at the end of the first hemistich, the second hemistich has fallen
out, as the parallelism shows; 22b (US' rt3B b* "IICO) goes with ns b« 11SS "WB3
in v. 23. V. 23 c (sin 1CE03 '3 yr nbl) coming after a hemistich that has now 25
dropped out, formed the close of the period, as 9, iS shows. 22c ^DlD b* B3P31
b'lN and like a fetter for the correction of a fool) ami 23 s (V133 yn rV7B< ny until
the arrow cleaves his liver) in &\ are hopelessly corrupt. Xor does <6 xai
ujOTTtp kuwv ^iri beauouc, f\ the ?\a<poc Toseuucm TreitXryruJ? «'? To nttop (so,
too, M) help us out. Perhaps b'lX has come from a !»V parallel to 83', so 30
GrXtZ; cf. Is. 53,7. [RUBEN, Crit. Remarks on some Passages of ( '/'^London,
1896) p. 11, n. * considers "ibus a by-form of IDKB {cf. 1E1B= lEKo) and proposes
to read "ipia b^K B3S31 and as a hart that is caught -in- the fetter. He takes
ill 'tin, at the end of v. 22, to be a corrupt repetition of ?;s and, following Lag.,
he supposes that (0 uiairep kuuuv=3V33 is a transposition of 7333 >h> 105,18; 35
149,8) which is a gloss on ill r:y:v ill rs may be a contraction of b-«, cf. Syr.
JLI, fem. liAj. In Assyr. the words for ram b\s and hart b]») are both
written alike (see DEL., HW 32''. 4*''; a alu. It is possible, however, that one
of these words does not represent ?;« hart but
,J*j ibex; see my remarks in
Beitr. s. Assyr. 1,170. TOY reads p3"lBb %\* ^2S3 like a calf that is led to the 40
stall, which is very improbable. Perhaps we should arrange the hemistichs in
the following order: —
.sin wua '3 yr »b\ c<x!ve rrnn.s i^in aj r . 22 1
ns bx iiss "inco iCr nsa bx iwa ijb . «b
:H33 yn n^EC ny DSf 1 - "WWa3 b« 2 b<;>-s-»3i 23* . " c 45
4/fcr her the simpleton follows, his life is at stake.
Like an ox tk ':ter, like a bird rushing into a snare.
Like a hart to the grip of the trap, till its liver is cleaved by the arrow.
Transposition of Dap and riK was g ago by I1ii.ii/sch. For b\x
cf, 'as 6,5. DttfiB ill DKriB; cf. 32? is amplificative plural —this colossal su.
pleton, this arrant above, p. 34. I. 31. — 1'- H.]
(27) Meaning and rhythm demand a repetition of '3m before n.T3; so 3, but opposed
is ill with (6£; BlCK. -j".
6.3—10,20 -~«3««*» (PrcrcrBe «?-3>e*>- 43
i (3) iH ffi (|S3 tk: "3 (so, too, (B38') seems to be an unnecessary clause. Ifit be
original, we must, with BlCK., presuppose that a corresponding second hemistich
has been lost.
(5) Instead of the colorless TB of ilt read nse, with Oort, BlCK., following 8 tx
Pp6xuiv) si. PERLES [Analeiten, 1895. p. 52] and Wild, rcadTXD, which would 5
suit the parallelism very well.
(7.8) [Verses 7 and 8a must be combined so as to form one line. To improve the rhythm
of the first hemistich omit "UPS and ictf; the latter is a gloss on pp (cf. 25,15)
which 3<T (Kixn) misread vsp (<D fedbpTiov).
V. Sb is a gloss on 8a . — P. H.] 10
(13) Read ir»3 with the Kcthib and <5; Qcre and S* have VJ72; so, too, read lhi.2
with the K'thib and (S3; the Q/re and if have vbyya.
(14) By transposing, with Dys., the mriN from nj) to pi we get two well-balanced
hemistichs. [jn, however, is superfluous and mars the rhythm; it would be better
to omit it (so BlCK., TOY); cf. above, p. 35, 1. 38. — P. H.] 15
Kc thib, as in v. 19, D'riB; <J"ie, D':;-;!?; cf. below, p. 50, 1. 29; p. 53, 1. 47.
(16) The sense requires the Q're n?»to (so, too, 3£); the Kcthib arose from a mis-
taken combination of seven abominations.
10 (4) For ill tfN"! we should perhaps read, with FRANK., following 6,11; 30,8, bM and
thi n ntfj) for M ntfj) (A slack hand produces poverty).
(6) The second hemistich is read by <6Z in general as by M. BlCK. conjectures in-
geniously nam dvs D'vch ,-ie»; GrATZ .-sir* nor wyvi »JM; 5, also, takes »s as 25
obj. and Don as subj. (Pinkj
(7) [nsia 1? p^S "i3t docs not mean The memory of the righteous will be blessed (Toy),
but The name of the just will be used as a blessing {cf Gen. 12,2'; 131 is simply
a synonym of ntf just as Assyr. zikm (Del., U\V 255 b); see Hebraica 1,230.
In the second hemistich we must read, with Krochmal, Grai :" I RANK. 30
3pr), instead of ill 3pv (contrast Job 5,3); cf. also Oort, Em. — P. 11.]
(9) Instead of ill jnj< Toy suggests cither (with Gratz] »V, following 11.15; '3. 20;
or 1b VT. iff. ip 106.;,:
(10) iH ca^ DTE- !mn (so, too, £) is evidently repeated by mistake from v. 8b . <5
(and so 3) 6 hi tXifxiuv uerct irafjpnm ? tlpnvonoieT, which perhaps means, ac- 35
cording to Lag., tr^tr wpop man:*; Ew. renders it D'bv DTOVa rTSWI and Hick.
(cf Is. 27,5] 2v>» ncjr maiei. EWALD's suggestion (in which Gratz agrees,
only changing cnsca to C"2S bit) seems most defensible. On behalf of the text of
(5 it can be urged that the parallelism in cc. 10 to 22, iC is almost everywhere
antithetic. [Perhaps we should read: D^C" r.TS 2*72 rra»\ — P. II.] 40
(16) Instead of ill nxan T( i\ riMjB or ma.
(17) [& m« should be pointed as participle, rrit, corresponding to nrne in the sec-
ond hemistich (so FRANK.). — P. II.]
(18) For M npsoCii dsnDai?= Lying lips are a coverofhatred(LUTHER:
falsche Mauler decken Hass). This i. undoubtedly easier than ill so far as the 45
syntax is concerned, 'to ns3D would have the same meaning; cf, 1 -. 14,11;
23,18. [In the same way "D3D in Lev. 3.3 &c. seems to have ben a substan-
tive and not a participle; cf. DlLLM.-RYSSEL anil BANTSCH ad loc. — P. H.]
(20) ill ayC3 can hardly be original; <S £kXc{i|I£1, 5 Hp», & KnrlD seem to have read
differently. [I i &p*rupoe, neirupuuilvoc we might be inclined ti tte 50
«p"ix (cf. »i< 12,7; Prov. 30,5; see al 25,4; 17,3; 27. 21] for -'it IJOI, hut tp-is
would hardly have been corrupted to "in3J. The original text BWSl havi
]rt31 (so, too, GRATZ in his Emend). I he two verbs, ]na and «}"W, arc combined
42
-*»<M* (Provorfie <*©•«»- 8 ,29—6,2
8 (29) Instead of ifl ipim, which seems to have been introduced in error from v. 27,
read with V*OGl L, ipina, following <8 die (axupd ^roiei; 3 has only ^i. ,j ; J,
r-r.
After p» a hemistich seems to be lacking'. BlCK. strikes out p« '1D1B lpina
as a variant to the second hemistich of .
5
(30) [For ill |ttM we must read ]1BK nursling (AV one brought up), pass. part, to the
act |gtt, niBK; so Frank., Toy. P I
ill D,y*-y~ " - rsi = (5 £rtu f|pnv fj rrpoot'xaipev (S, I the words); Bilk.
strike^ out nVTW as a dittogram out of which has resulted, by wynoyv ha
been taken over from v. 31, a very strangely expressed piece of tauto 10
(30 [V. 31 seems to be a gloss.
(32) The second hemistich of v. 32 must be transposed: 32'' and 34 a go togeth<
Toy ml toe. and < >ORT, Em.
(32-33) The first hemistich of v. 32 goes with 33*; 33*' [ljnWl ^Kl) must be omitted as an
interruptive gloss. The order of the hemistichs in (i»v i> 32\34a .32b .34 b .34c , 15
while 33 is omitted P, H.]
(33) V. 33 A (S; (BSca ; in d 6* arc corrected from ill.
(35) Qcre with (?; Kcthil> preferred by DYS., yet cf. pM in v. 35b) D"n 'nxb \ssb ':, or,
otherwise pronounced, D"n \ssb -NSb, has the testimony of <6 al fip tEoboi pou
Kobot Zuufi? and of 3. no
9 (1) Instead of ill mxn VOGBL, FRANK., 1 1, Em. read H2'Sn «/ ///.
(3) [Klpn must belong to 3b , but mp 'B*lB '31 ty Knpn would make the second hem
too Ion:;
;
'S'S should probably be canceled as a gloss or variant to 'SI, th
'31 seems to be the Aramaic equivalent of rnM3. For ill (Opn read the plural 25
rntrjpn, thus: — :rnp >3i by nuopn nvftpi nr6t?
Cf A !'u, gappu, kappu 'wing' (Dei.., HW 17 1 . 203*. 340*;. The primi-
tive form of the word for wingv/asgadpti; this became, with assimilation of the </
(cf above, p. 35, 1. 34), gappu; with partial assimilation of the initial g to the
final/ (</ below, p. 61, 1. 4; p. 1/</:/ ; and with resolution of the 30
doubling (DHL., Ass. Gr. $ 52), /.anfiu, rp. £/ SCHULTHKSS, /.<'., p. 17.
(4) Instead of the perf. rnax of ill 1$ tmtv, 1? n"USR) read, with OORT, FRANK., STjBfc
(I st sing, cohor.); according to Pink., this may be what is meant bv polo in 3.
Cf. v. 1 6.
(7-10) Although read by ill and <6Si these verses are a later insertion, as aw. 35
They do not address the simple as do vv. 4-6 and 11 ff.j further, '2 in v. 1 1 joins
excellently with v. 6.
(9) -'H !'"? is either corrupt, or a word has dropped out after D3n^>; <6 (and so, too, 3)
blbou ooqiuj dqpopui'iv; <J NB'rn'? s)^jt.
(13) ill WM; but instead of this abstract noun, which is very strange here, rea>.
with Oort, T - 6 evbei'ic ipuiuo nhl JXg. fivt-m.
For ill (IB [for the meaning anythin haps, rcl'ir to 2 S 18.22; Job
13,13; cf. Gas.-KAU'J JSCH $ 137, c) read, with Jag., IIitz., GRATZ, Lag
Em., following <5 aiaxuvnv, n»%| yet Pink, doubts; 6 can only, he t', :
like $, have set some expression which appealed to him in the place of the 45
colorless hb). 3 ; ? «n;o.
Instead of ill *:: .
»i; cf. v. 3.
(16) For ill .tin- read, with I »i irt, as in v. 4, rnain (t s > sing, cohor.). <5 itapaKtXeuo-
pat X^fouoa; (i max.
5 (1) Instead of the plur. ^e: of ill read, with <6ii and Lag., BlCK., :
(2) Instead of yl '"i=.X2 of ill (so, too. ;£
.
which has been taken from ; b
, n
with OORT, Toy, following <5 xeiXn, VCrf;-
11,19—12,25 -<«3««Mfr (pro»«6« «©•«*>- 45
11 (19" Instead of the strange \3jusf (as?; of iH (so, too, 8) SB and Dvs., Bick. read, no
less strangely, 13. The parallel tpna requires a participle; read, therefore, nj»*l wiih
Kami h., Wild., Toy, following 15,14; Hos. 12,2 (where ns'i stands beside *ft\);
V37.3- [Cf. also Oort, Em.
(25) For ill KIT we must read, with FRANK., niv (<:/: *\^>\) or nvj; (so Gratz and 5
Oort, Em.), 3 inebriabitur; HlTZ. pointed irw=?rr}; - P. H.]
(28) For iH ^S' (so, too, (S3?) re ul :i3' with Ew., Dvs., Oort, £w., and the parallelism.
Notice the plene written form as regularly in the case of ^13\
ill ~hv}} and so, too, St; (5, followed by Kick., 6 bd dviiXanpovouevo? (=,-itoo<
Jag.) and, correspondingly, for 48 inns' (so, too, Si), ms\ 10
(30) ill p'is '-id (so, too, S?) ; <6 npns »-ibb (or pis, Baumg., Frank., Toy) with the
arbitrary addition qjuerai.
ill E3n rnvoi np"?i (so, too, 2); (5 (3) dcnatpoOvTcu b£ uwpoi tyuxai trapav6uiuv=
(OBh') Den tfs: ^e1: nng^v So Lag. renders, according to whom i\m is to be
Hinged as an attempt to correct WS1. Cf. Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 90, 1. 7. 15
Frank, thinks that (5 read Dftn instead ofiHD3n
;
for &uupo<; = Don cf. 10,6:13,2.
(31) For ill pto (so, too, 8) (5 offers u6\tc. This is most probal but the
Hebrew equivalent cannot be reached; Gratz suggests B?B3, but that means
almost. [In order to give BJHS3 the required meaning hardly, scarcely, it is nec-
essary to insert the negative, D^t?' xb B$>B3; in modern Hebrew this combination 20
is not uncommon: t^pb ^3V «V BJB3 means he can hardly read= Arab. >_ijJO Lc
^UlS Ml
^j, Jb. (D's version of this line, ei 6 udv biKaioc u6Xic aibZerai k. t. i.
is quoted in 1 Peter 4, 18. ill yis: represents of course an intentional alteration,
for dogmatic purposes, of the original text; cf. below, 1. 43. — P. H.]
Instead of iH ab«] (so, too, ff) read, with (S3 and Gratz, Bick., dVb>:
; cf. 13,13. 25
12 (9) For iH 1^> nasi (so, too, i) read, with (OS and Hnz., Bick., Frank., Strack,
ft n?yi; Dvs. reads laM-j and heaps up; Gratz, IBS} and has a span (of oxen).
[For IBS ^ Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 122, 1. 51; but we should perhaps read --"
(Assyr. eburu, DEL., I1YV nb
,
below); cf. Josh. 5,11.12 (P). — P. H.]
'"
30
(12) Instead of- the unintelligible ill D'Jfl 11XB ych IBn (followed by t) (S3 offer
dut6uu(cu doeptiiv KctKcd = mjn, Q'ytf") rftBn (Lag.), thus omitting iixb. [The
original text may have been D'jren TOB natT; </. 14,11; "USB (f/: Eccl. 9,14) =
ixb or misa Is. 29,7; Ez. 19,9 (<-/! 3 munimentum pessimorum). iH yen before
DtO may be a misplaced variant to D'jn (.7; below, p. 56, 1. 48; p. 57, 1. 51). — P. H.] 35
For ill 10', with which ns is generally but arbitrarily understood, read ]n %« or
]rrio with Dvs., Gratz, Kamph., Wild., Strack, Toy, following (B iv oxupuj-
pacnv; 3 a.ui sprout, bear (Pink.) thus rendering ('IB) in'; 3" (ed. MlDDEL-
dorpi•) J.t£B-».
(13) For iH tfglB cf. 20,25; 29,6) we should perhaps read tfpll entangles himself with 40
Gratz, Kamph., Wild., Toy, Oort, Em., following6,2 and (8; Dvs. reads cfpia.
(14) 4H+ 31D (so, too, (832) is a mistaken limitation of a ycneral statement; [cf. above,
1. 23 and p. 44, 1. 35; also p. 41, I. 36 and p. 62, 1. 6. — I'. 11.]
Head, with the Kcthib, 3?tf;
; Qere 3"C»; = one (or God) will recompense him. [Cf.
below, p. 52, 1. 44; p. 55, 1. 35 and Crit Notas on Numbers, p. 43, 1. 31. 45
(17) The stem of t» witness, "ny, means originally to repeat, Gen. 43,3 »a lyin iPn
-\bxb K"«n may be translated: the man told us repeatedly; a witness is a person
who repeats the facts of a case. Afterwards the stem liy to repeat, to reiterate
came to mean to make a solemn declaration (WW); cf. Assyr. ui HYV
32b); the translation testimony for nn» is incorrect. — P. H.] 50
(25) Instead of iH runtf* and njnete; read, with C>3£, «ne>n and unaton. The 1
in which a masculine predicate is used after a feminine subject are either due
to special reasons {anacoluthon &c.) or arc textually suspicious; cf the list in
44 —t»<W» (provtrBe «•©•»»>- 10,23—11,16
10 in Jer. 9,6 (DVUnai Bini 'JW, (5 ibou <?yiu TtupdxJU) cturouc ko! boKiuui auroOc);
Zech. i3,9(D'njn3i .... D'nEns, ©trupujaw
. . . Kai boKiuuV
; iji66,io(iuib"is .... mum]
05 tboKiuaaac >Vdc ku'i ^uupuiou^. It is not necessary to suppose that 05 TreTti'pw-
p^vo? is a transcriptional error for neiteipau^vo? (so I 8,io<5v
uiT^p xpuaiov beboiauaau^vov for J« "ircj ynnB (</• above, p. 41, ]. g , but in 5
8, 19 Kpdaatu dp-rupiou ^kXcktoO for itt -in;: «1B3B
; in 16, 16 both fnno 31B and
i}B3D ma: are translated ctipeTiiiTepoc xpuaiou or inr<!p dp-fupiov; so, too, in 22,1
(ill n "idyi? do inn = (5 alpeTUJxepov dvoua KaXov F| itXoOtoc uoXuc); in 21,3 we
find <5 dpeoTct irapd Bay udXXov f\ euaiwv alua = <H n3«D nin' 1? "inM.
For the corrupt ill Bye:, at the end of the verse, « anna dross would suggest 10
B^'B (,/ 25.4; for 26.23 sec below, p. 62, 1. 46) or VnQ Is. 1,25); but neither
O'VB nor ina could have been corrupted to ill eyes. The original reading must
have been BXB2; cf Jer. 6,30 where <U BNBJ J}B3 = <5 ap-fupiov dTrobeboKluaa-
udvov (jra = boKiuctfiu, BKB = dtToboKiudZuJ, |0M practically = boKluoi;). Read
therefore:— sflKOJ. B'ytn 3^> p«is p»V -j.nsj JJB3 15
"imi means throughout preferable and is nowhere used attributively, but is alw.i
participial predicate; cf. above, p. 41, 1. 11. — P. H.]
(23) For A\ nerni Frank, suggests nan?* (=<*« object of wrath) parallel to pwto3 at
the beginning of the fir^t hemistich; I - najnn.
(24) Only God could be subject of M ]r\\ but He has not been mentioned previously. 20
05 beKT>i, following which Bick. emends: |*j, Read ,rr, with Ilrrz., following S
cx»,kso and I anvin. X nttttl would then be object, not subject, of ]jv
; cf. 6\
Kautzsch S i2i, a. [Oort, Em. suggests inn or )n|n. — P. H.]
(29) £0. tirh, but the abstract noun is strange. Read, with © and in accordance
with the parallelism, EJ^; 3$ express the same but in the plural. Perhaps 25
we should disregard the accentuation and combine, with Frank., following 13,6;
Job 4,6, -JY1 Dn^ (to be pointed art?), so that n«T would be the subject, not nirv> "pi.
(31) In this transposition, which is suggested by the sense, we follow HlTZlG.
11 (3) Read the Q'W, mf), corresponding to the impf. Bnm
; the Kcthib Bntfi (is the 30
perf. meant?) is simply a transcriptional blunder.
(6) For m nig Toy prefers Bnjn, following 0530; this i> grammatically easier, but
mars the rhythm. [Perhaps we should read n*n
; cf. 19,13: Lam. 4 .20. - p.
(7) The first hemistich is evidently too long; ill yeh (so, too, M) seems added in
order to prevent the offense that might be taken at a statement that this took 35
place at the death of every man [Feci. 9,4]. (6 avoids the difficulty by adding p'lX,
instead of yen, and die negative: TeX€UTiiaavroc dvbpoc bwaiou ouk dXXuxat ^Xttic.
JH rAmni (so, too, St); <5 to bi Kauxn.ua = nfennt.
(9) ifl 71B3 is right, P|Sn is subject like O-p-ri; ffi reads '53 wrongly.
For itt nn^ Hitz., P.ick. read nntfc
; Chajes (p. n x and Toy, nntf, following 40
<5 im-fic. TOY, however, gives nntfe as an alternative.
(10) £1 Ybvn and so £ ynn rejoices; S lUtoJL
— ^nfl; it probably took }>bn in the
sense to be equipped, active, strong (Pink.", hence v. 9 v«'f * 1 «=vrtrP; ^
meaninglessly, KUTiupewaev. Lag. suggests for this: Karujpxno'uTo. ® jumped
from .Tip to nip and dropped out, in consequence, vv. iob and u». The addi- 45
tion to the text of (8 in some Greek MSS, koi <!it' dmoXeia daefliuv dYaXXiau.c
"tv euXoYiaic biKaiujv uvtueiiaeTai iroXtc is from 0. So Lag. who further
ascribes loa .n b and 12.13 to the same source.
(12) [For the recurrence of the initial 3 in vv. 9-12 cf. below, p. 54, 1. 31. — p. H.]
(16) The second and third hemistichs of this verse are added from (53 against Jlli
with E\v., HlTZ., Hick. JUck. however reads i6c : — ^n bw bwa).
Instead of M B'i"iyi (so, too, 5<T . which does not suit the context, read B'Xnro,
with 05 dvbpetoi and HlTZ., E\v., BlCKKLL.
'4,1—25
-*»<»e* (prot>«6e *»o»*>- 47
14 (1) For M CM r1a:n the mostprudent among women 'cf Jud. 5 , 29), read ri1B3n, with
DELITZSCH, DYS., WILD., STRACK, To., I »OH r, Em., on the analogy of 1,20; 9,1
;
[cf. above, p. 34, 1. 31. — p. H.j. &\ Q-vi is an explanatory gloss (so Toy).
(3) 1'iir iU JTItO IlliZ., I'KANK. read frtJ; <;A 10,13.
Instead of the grammatically impossible {cf. Ges.-Kavt/SCH -"=?"« of 5
ill read Dntptfn with ©M and IIlTZ., LAC 1, Em.
r A\ D'OS KROCHMAL (see GRATZ), FRANK., CHAJES, TOY read DBS {without
oxen there is no gt
(7) ilt njn ^vs njn> V?i "vos w} -ijjb •£ (so, too, 2) is evidently corrupt;
literally it runs Go from the presence of a foolish man, and thou dost not know 10
lips of knowledge. <5 (according to JAG.), 3, and HlTZ. read Vps ti*th "U38 ^3
1?" V?s£ risn »JM; similarly BlCK., only ^3rt and njT} ^3*, cf. 10,21. [We must
bear in mind, however, that "U|B docs not necessarily mean />*>;« the presence
{cf b\na Num. 22,5; DlgB Gen. 2,8, &c); 1J3B "rfcl need not be identical with
':d^b KS 1 &c. The verse may therefore mean, Walk in the presence of a foolish 15
man, and thou wilt not know lips of knowledge, i. e., If you are in constant
intercourse with a fool (b'D3 wvh 3l$mB, cf. 20,19; or ^'M tTN nK K3, 22,:
you will not learn very much. — P.
(9) &\ DtfK y^
1}- Offyw means literally, but without the least connection with the second
half of the verse, the guilt-offering mocks at fools. Quite differently <5 (and 3) 20
oikIoi napavouwv 6q>ti\n.o-ouaiv Ka6apiau6v and £ Knons |^nB ^30.
(10; For ill it Frank, reads ]nt following <5 ugpei; contrast TOY.
(11) ill ly-iE-; similarly $ rT-TBB, anil probably 3 jo*» «wV/ rejoice presupposes the
same reading. Against this (5 OTi'iaovxat and S11 v<uoaju, probably following
12,7 ibr.- 25
(13) For the grammatically impossible ill (with S) nriBto njv-inx
"cf the case in Is.
17,6, which is quite analogous, and GES.-KAUTZSCH, % 131, n, note 1) it is cer-
tainly an easy correction, taking the n over to nrt&fc, to read nno&n nnnK; so
HlTZ., DYS., ISick., WILD., I HAJ1 . According to JAg. this was the reading of
©, but that is uncertain, as is, also, the reading of 3. Vet since the article here 30
would be very strange, nrmnx must rather be due to a mistaken repetition from
v. I2b. Cf. below, note on 16,13.
(14) Instead of the meaningless ill xhya read V^SEB? with CaPPELLUS, Del., ISick.,
Kamph., Frank., Sirack, Tov, Oort, Em.; cf. Jer. 17,10; Zech. 1,4.6. <5 diro
Tiiuv biavonudTwv auxoO; 2 lk\*
; *>; $ n'n^m ]B. 35
(17; For A\ Hltr Wild, suggests, following <fi$2X, \$f\ but the man of deliberation
keeps calm; of the stem JKC, however, only the Pi'lel \}»t [contrast p. 35, 1. 15;
p. 34, 1. 46. — P. II.] occurs in OT. TOY, following <S troXXu Onocptpei, suggests
«»;; but rroXXii. which is al pensable, i. an arbitrary addition.
(21) A\ K'thJb D"3P ; the Qerfi D'ljr is unnecessary; contrast above, p. 37, I. 15. 40
(22) CHAJES p. 16, note c) proposes to read in 22b :31D 'tririT.s vTOrj} tut His met
shall he with them that Perhaps we should insert, with TOY, b be-
fore the second >Bnrt. [For DENl IDn, i. c. kindness and faithfulness, not mercy
and truth, see Crit Notes on Psalms, p. 80, 1. 27; Comm. on I'rov.,
p. 295. - P. H.] 45
(24) £H cttv does not give a satisfactory sense; (5 iravoupfo;, and following it HlTZ.
De1F '/ Job 5,13) and DYS., Wild., I RANK., I >ORT, Em., .ib-jp which in 1 ,4 and
elsewhere is used in a good sense; Tov ddi? or cnB"ir; , f. below, 1. 51.
[For iB rtw at the beginning of the second hemistich read, with GRATZ, FRANK.,
TOY, Oort, Em., in accordance with the paralleli - 1,9; 4 ')• For the 50
second rh\* GRATZ and Tov prefer criVix, in the same way er.e'S at the end
of the first hemistich. — P. II.
(25) Instead of ill hbib (so, too, <o) we would expect a participle parallel to ^SB
46 -°«9<W* (ptavtrie «»«»«>- 12,26—13.22
12 Ges.-Kautzsch $ I4S, u. Nor can aS be construed as feminine. According to
ALBRKCHT Z.VI 16,81 the K'thib should be pointed nine*', and njneb'.
(26) For ill in; (=iny) ro.nl in;, with HlTZ,, Bick., STRACK, although ili in; might
be explained as a "rhythmical" jussive at th ing of the clause; *y! the
numerous instances in GES.-KAl r/SCH J 109, k. 5
For M in»ie (so, too, (832) read insntp, with DODERLEIN, Hitz., Del., Now.,
Bick., Kami-h., Wild. StracK; cf. Job 39,8.
(27) For ill "if>; nix read, with ®i£ and Bick., 018 ljv.
(28) Instead of ill WW read PTjaj, with <53,2-. BlCKELL, and Oort, £"»*.
For ^8 (so iH according to the best evidence, cf. Bar, Z/for Proverbiorum, 10
p. 40; meaning no-death) read b.x with all the Ancient Versions and almost all
commentators; only BERTHEAU, Del., and probably BAUMG., are opposed.
13 (1) Since ill a* 1C?0 cannot mean is the result of a father's instruction, as DEL.
renders, the verb governing it must have dropped out. 2 forces sense with 15
8rnil3 ^3p0; an equally violent rendering of ill is attempted by <6 (so, too, 3)
uunKoo; irarpi; they regard 1D1B as a passive participle from ID' (PlNK.). Read,
with DYS., following 12, 1, arm iplB (GRATZ prefers anh), and compare on the object
coming first,
'i"l' II, 7; 99,4; [contrast Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 136, 1. 35. — P. II.
(4) Instead of Jit WM, which is grammatically impossible (it could be explained 20
only as an archaic form like urn, lia, &c.j cf. Ges.-Kautzsch $ 90, n), read tin:,
with Dys., Bick., Oort, Em.-, in (532 the verse runs quite differently.
(6) For ill n.san Toy prefers cssn (so one I
(9) GrATZ and Tov read nir shines brightly, following 2 K 3,22; Is. 58, 10, &c, in-
id of ill noi?; which is certainly strange. 25
(10) Instead of ill pi (so, too, 2) \vc would expect a participle, as a subject must be
expressed; (S3 Kcu<6c = yi (so, since VOGEL, most commentators; 1'ink. thinks
that it is rather pi) is certainly not original.
For ill DnrJIJ FRANK, prefers n'jmx with the lowly
'cf. 1 r , 2;. This is probably
right since in all other p vyu means nothing but to take counsel, to con- 30
suit with others. [So, too, Oort, Em. — P. II.]
(1 1) ill Inno (so, too, 32), according to the usual but linguistically impossible render-
ing, {gained) by fraud, is evidently a transcriptional error for ^mtt; <S ^tti-
aiTouoaCou^vn. = brt'ia (Vogel and almost all commentators); cf. 20,21 OerS.
(13) For ill D^tf; we should perhaps read, with Frank., following (5 Ofiaivei, cbs1 " 35
will keep well, will he safe. Cf. 11,31 where xhvi\ (ill ohp^ = (5 oiuZeTat.
(15) Instead of ill \r\-K read DTK, with JXg., Dys., following (5 iv (iirwXeiqt and 31.
(16) Instead of ill DViB- 1?: every prudent man read Vi with KAMPH.; cf. 16,4.
(17) For ill yah we should pi 1 id, with Gf
.
pi.
ill b'B' (so, too, <8s" falls into evil; the context absolutely requires (hence even 40
Luther bringt Ungluck) bv-, so Arxolim, Now., Dys., Bick., Kamph., Wild.,
Frank.. Si rack. < IORT
(19) The first and second hemistichs of this verse are not parallel ; two hemistichs
have probably dropped out between them.
(20) Instead of the Qere -]b^ (32 and perhaps also (5) read "fin imper. (cf. O^n) and 45
similarly the second K'thib, D?rv so (0(? ; but $2 follow the Q Dan; For the
second imperath n of the certain consequence of an lus
thou 1 5 no,f.
lor .'11 2-: • s2; though, perhaps, with another pronunciation", to which
God must be understood as subject, read J'ten with Ew., Kamph., Tov, follow
ing (5 KaTaXn,un;eTai; cf. the same translation of vhPrt Gen. 31,25; Ex. 15,9;
Deut. 28,4; and often; the parallelism with tjlin is exact.
[For JIBS/ above, note on 2,7. — P. H.J
i6,i3— 17,22 --BKW* (prowfie -*M>ai»- 49
16 '13) HI D'?5"? 's a repetition by mistake from v. 12; read r
t
ba with 8 (which has the
sing, even in v. 12) 3J; also ariN' in v. I3b agrees with the sing. [The plural,
however, may be amplilicativc (o^O = the great king, even the greatest i
cf. above, p. 34, 1. 31. — I'. H.]
(16) HI nn is probably a dittogram by mistake from the preceding nn in nain [so 5
Gratz); it should be struck out, following ©31. [Contrast below, note on 30,13,
p. 67, 1. 41- — P- H.]
(19) Read DM», with the Qcre and the sense; Krthib '•«; cf. above, p. 37, 1. 15.
(22) Instead of HI vbzz bib read rtjn% bzv, with Dvs., Gratz, Wild., Toy, Oort,
Em., following ©3 (haplograj 10
(27) vnste with the Kcthib and ©?; Qere WEb is unnecessary ,3 »»%»).
(30) For ill nsfc we should perhaps, following Is. 29, 10; 33,15, read CSV, with GRATZ,
Tov. FRANK, prefers in these three p; )'DT! [= Jai*. j**.; cf. Assyr. yCH
to be narrcnc', DEL., HW SU :i ; but transposition of a is not exceptional. — P. H.]
'5
17 1 5; For ill Tt<) (so, too, £) read -i:kb with Gratz, following © (hroXXuu^viu (parallel
to Vhb).
(7) Chajes' suggestion (p. 28) to read pib for in bilb deserves consideration. It
goes without saying that pretentious speech is not properfor a fool.
(11) HI y~-&pT '-O IK requires the translation only rebellion does the evil man seek; 20
hence © dviiXofia? treipet Ttfic, Kai<6<;. On the other hand, 3 renders l^a-*,,
!*> J^=> Jj-^*. and (T nn "j;: KT"ia K"OJ; did they read, as Toy supposes, "JK
as K'x
?
(13) Kethib tt^BR; the Qcre requires unnecessarily BMBP.
(18) ilt MWl (3B7 = before {in the presence of) his neighbor, which must be artificially 25
interpreted as for his neighbor. But © has tuiv eauToO (piXurv, and 3 i ;-> ..\ .
and & IVDri by can hardly have read differently from HI. [imp "3Cb refers to the
creditor (nj?B), not to the debtor {n\b, cf 22,7); WBl ^rh my or \Krh 3ip 6, 1
means/, another (notfor another person). For y\ cf. 18,17. A
man who pledges himself in this way, WTI «|33 N2 6,3 In the latter passage 5P_ 30
refers again to the creditor, not to the debtor. oU ^Lb Lil means I pie,-
myself to thee {aotfor thee). To give securityfor a thing or for a man is ^-»-^>
*
(_J
-iJl or .c
(_y«iJb praesta/r rem, ef. Prov. 22,26, or </,• «) or J^-y\ <J-*-^- vJ^"
may be construed also with cy- or J (*J ^ii" ^K) or with the accusative
(^j^iJl AXIS' he made him guarantee the thing). In the same way 31J) is con- 35
strued with the accusative of the person for win. 111 security is given, cf. 11,15;
20 16; 27, 13. He gave security to the man for his brother is V'Xb VMS n» 31J7 or
can -isb \n German, er iibernahm dem Manne gegenuder Biirgschaftfur seinen
Bruder; cf. Greek iffv&aQai Ttva irpoc Tiva or nvd tivi). In Syriac the verb
2iy to become suretyfor a person may be construed cither with the accusative or 40
with the prepositions 3, b, or by. The correct explanation of our passage is yiven
in DSLITZSCH's commentary, who quotes FLEISCHER'S translation ttpud alteram
(sc. creditorent pro debitore). TOY renders, '.oho becomes security to another, and
adds," The another refers to the creditor. To another is lit in the presence of his
neighbor." .See also 1 I) 5. Bl HI '3 t. V. my. — P. II.] 45
(21) For the participli --• tsus pendens, which is. at the same time, equivalent
to a conditional 1 lause as in Gen. 9 ! ' .'• GBS.-KAXJTZSCH $ Il6, W.
ill I
1
? njtfv) (so, too, 3 would mean {it happens, to his sorrow. Probably, how-
ever, the b is only a dittogram of the b preceding; hence © 6buvn, £ NKicTt.
, prefixed b, ho phatic in this rase; sec above, p. 4S, 1. 15. 50
II.]
(22) HI nru (so, too, apparently ®) according to the usual interpretation = healing;
read, with DYS., njJ, following 3 Jjuio^and ? kevj.
48 ~«9<W* (prot>«6«r *•«><»»— 14,26—16,11
14 but the conjecture ne"ic plans their destruction .Hit/., Dys., Toy) is not suc-
cessful.
(26) For M tj) Chajks (p. 9) prefers the adjective IP. It is true that the suffix in V02
would then have a natural antecedent which is lacking in the Received 1
For ill UWfta so, too, £ which could only mean 1 his death, read IBM 5
with (6 t«tcoi6uuc, -rrj iauToG 6oi6Tr|Ti (cf. I K 9,4); so 3 and DYS., BlCK.,
Ka.mph., Frank., Toy, ~m.
(33) The tenor of iH in the second hemistich is not without difficulty; but to insert
a negative before SHjrt (so IBs ; $ cuts the knot with STrin Km'Btffolly is recognized')
is too arbitrary (cf. above, p. 44, 1. 37). lor ill jmn Toy reads nb]H. 10
(34) [iH ion = 1,'mw is doubtful in Few 20, 17 it may be a euphemism); perhaps we
should read, with Jag., GrAtz, following C ^XuaaovoGcn, "iDn (cf. 28,22); see,
how ever 25 10.
T^B-psi is not predii ate I RANK.) as in 15, S; 16,13; in that case the b prefixed
to the following subject would have to be taken as the emphatic b (cf. Crit. Notes 15
on Ezra-Nehemiah, p. 58, 1. 20 and below, p. 49, 1. 50; p. 52, 1. 11). The con-
struction is the same as in i5,ioa .24a
,
&.C.; $ !,->•>-». — P. H.J
If ill rrnn were a sound reading, we would expect after it e^edV. Dys.'s and
YVii.d.'s conjecture of J'wn cannot be defended with (0 ti,i hi Iohjtov eocTpo<pia
dtpaipcirai dxiuiav. CHAJES p 43), following (6, omits b before liy but prefixes 20
it to »<2D.
15 (2) The conjecture ^Bn (Dys., Graiz, Kamph., FRANK., Toy, Oort, Em.) deserves
notice as it corresponds to the parallel V-T much better than iH 2,B ,n.
(6) iH (and, also, Si) p"l» n'3 (here XV2 is accus. loci = rcyi; cf. especially Ges.- 25
Kautzsch S 118, g; contrast Crit. Notes on Ezra-Nehemiah, p. 71, 1. 25); but (5
iv irXeovaCoOcrrj biKaioauvrj = pis r\12"!2 (Jag.); Bick. p^X r 1 -
For the second hemistich of ill, (5 had originally ol bi daepei? 6\6piZoi £k YMS
dnoXoOvTai; a younger doublet, in which S$ agree, is Kapttoi bd daefluiv dtro-
XoOvxai. 30
(7) For ill r,p Frank., Toy prefer V*fiP, following I, tpuXdaaoum.
(12) For ill bx Toy reads nit, following 05 ue-rd; [cf. Crit. Notes on Ezekiel, p. 45, 1. 35;
p. 90, 1. 32; p. 115, 1. 31; contra-t ibid. p. 109, 1. ;. — P. H.]
(14) Instead of the Kcthib »Jpl (which comes from c:t in v. 13) read the Qcre 'El
with (S3*. 35
(15) For M 21B1 it is perhaps better to read, with Toy, 21bK
(19) For ill c—_•" Toy prefers D'X-in, following <5 dvbpeiwv; cf 10,4.
"'-'" Feci. 3,21) may be subsequent additions. The omission of
b before nBB, after the preceding b\KV, may be due to haplography. — P. 11.]
(26) For ill D'loBl Frank, is probably right in conjecturing UTS11 but His pleasure 40
are &c.
(''<' ~'~' P'lS 2^ cannot mean The righteous considers i TOY) or das
Hers des Gerechten denkt nctch, wenn es ant* i'HL'j s. s
but the mind of the / .4.2 a response, t>: a
[cf. below, p. 66, 1. , :s justi meditatur obedientiam. 45
GRATZSU - :-:.s-, following C2(T, HIT, r , - -Shaft).— i
(31) Instead of ill n<;n so, too, S; in (S the verse is missing; cf Lac. on v. 27
b
j llliz.
suggests D3Mj but this makes poor sense.
16 4' iH lnjye^, but the article is here syntactically impossible; cf. Ges.26 $ 127.1. 50
(11) Very attractive is Frank, s conjecture oirvb beco Cltttol :" d and
scales are judgment for JHVH, i. e., the employment of false balances will be
judged by Jhyh.
18,24—19.1 •'-:• " • TprororBa
18 nounced is* (Ges.-Kav 1 zs( 11, $ 47, b, note); cf. Aram, ivk (Lidzbarski, Epigr.,
p. 214 , Assyr. isu Del., IIW 310", /</« 'hand' (fem. ittit 'side', »///" 'my side' =
W,fl originally 'JTV; see Beilr. ;. Assyr. 1
, !72b ; see also Crit. Notes on Chron.,
p. 61, I.31. The nota accusativi fix (LlDZ., p. 230) has no connection with the
preposition n« (contrast Geo. HOFFMANN, Phirn. Inschr., 1889, p. 39), but is 5
originally identical with W, r,.x representing a form ith (Punic ytli or iit/i (like
bin 'son;' cf. NOLD., Mand. Gr., p. 294, n.) while MM = idth [contrast DEUTZSCH,
Proleg., p. 169 below), i. e. a form like i/iimu 'blood.' The n in riK is just as
irregular as the .j instead of ^j in Arabic
i
_
y~-J* 'Assyr. laisu, i. e. Idsu —
id-isu; cf. D^ = .jls &c). It is, however, possible that the u in tr is a B>3 (SFG 10
20,3; (i(iN 25 Ap. '83, ioi) = <», so that the _j in Arabic would be quite regu-
lar, and the n in the Heb. no/a accusativi and Aram. \TK and r; (NOLD., Syr.
Gr. 1 $ 287, n. 1)' would then have to be explained in the same way as the n
in inns instead of ir.e>B* (see Beilr. z. Assyr. 1,181).* In Assyr. (DEL., HW 5i b .
i6ob) we find dti, dsi, idti, ids"i — all = "nit. The original meaning of ids, id/ 15
was being, cf. Assyr. dsii 'living being, animal (DEL., HW I43b ), and the no/a
accusativi was originally used only before pronominal suffixes like lid in Arabic
and kiia in Editopic;' the use of n« before nouns') is secondary.
The form for the second person, Heb. ^nk, should be d/uka in Assyr., but
instead of d/uka (written attuka; cf. DEL., IIW 160 and above, 1. 9) we find 20
kdtu, kasu (DEL., IIW 357a), the pronominal suffix being prefixed. This is due
to the influence of the forms for the first person, dti. dsi, alongside of which we
hive idti and idS. The initial i is here undoubtedly identical with the < in the
Aramaic form of the no/a accusativi n;, but it produced the impression of the
suffix of the first person -ia being prefixed. Therefore the final /'-vowel con- 25
taining the suffix of the first person was no longer preserved but changed into
u and -a, on the analogy of other nouns, and the suffix -ka of the second
person was prefixed, kdtu, kdsia instead of d/uka, the feminine forms ikati, kdsT)
being subsequently differentiated on the analogy of the personal pronoun,
an/a, anti; so, too, s&su, sudsu him' for dsusu, idsusic, nidsi 'us' for dsini, 3°
idsi/n, tkc. (Del. $ 55, b). Contrast Bei/r. c. Assyr. 1,296.328.457.467. — P. H.]
19 (1) Instead of ilt vnEb', which does not correspond exactly to the parallel hemistich,
read vpyi, with HlTZ., Gratz, following 3$ (05 is lacking in this chapter for
vv. 1
-3) and 28,6. 35
Read vtfj for iM Vop, with HlTZ., KAMPH., Strack, Toy, following 5.
<* That is, if, not 'is; see Beilr. :. Assyr. 1,260, n. 27; cf. ibid. p. 328.
P The preposiiton PK with is not a feminine form of the Assyr. preposition ina
(LagAKDE, Mittheil. 1,226); ina corresponds to Elhiopic en in X"?H ! and r\"iflrt '•
(cf. Assyr. ma bolt, ;, I>F.I.., IIW 174*) contrast DlLLM.a S 106,23; S '7°. 5-
T '-^--f-l utinam ha^, of course, no connection with ^j>~^. In WftlGHT-DE GOEJE
2,83, below, it is explained as a modification of vj^Oj = C^ol^; but it seems to
be an emphatic form of the precative _}J lit (DEL., IIW 373b below) just as the rare
O^ (Wmght-DE Go] 1 I, p. 96, below appears to be an emphatic form of the
negative ^. Cf. GGN 25 Ap. 'S3, p. 98, n 2: RSCKENDORV S 'j2 anil p. 709.
* This remark has been misunderstood in GSS.-BI IIL'3, S2L'. Noi.ukkk does not
an to say that b^ being is different from the >/<>/<; : he only wants to
emphasize the fact that the archaic use of K. in cases like _k~. \&t (where -fc~
= Assyr. u' 1') is different from the common reflexive use of K^-
* For n^ C* cf. above, p. 50, 1. 5.
* In ini and ktjfi the final consonant has been dropped, while the initial it in
Ethiopic represents a prefixed pronominal element.
1 C/. DEUTZSCH, li /., p. 117 below; IIW 154".
5o
-~*t3«o«» (protxrBe <*©*H*- 17,26—18,24
17 (26) iR "itf' 'Vy (so, too, apparently <53£) = on account of or /'« spite of uprightness,
gives a very feeble sense and stands, further, in no intelligible relationship with
26a ; it also fails to explain the 0: which indicates a climax. Of corrections '72
"IE*' (DYS.) or id) bz (GRATZ, TOY) do not help at all. Read, with KAMPH.,
following >)i 31,24, in; <Sb in abundance, in full incisure [So, too, Oort, Em.] 5
(27/ 1p) with the Kcthib ; the Qere changes unnecessarily lp; {fdignified of spi>
(28) (53 A d: ; Dick, even strikes out VlX d:, but there is no reason to suspect ill.
18 (1) iU n;sr6 (so, too, 3J); but (5 has irpocpdaeic, hence CAPPELLUS, HlTZ., Frank.,
CHAJES (]). 30 read njKfe; , '. Jud. 14.4. 10
(3) For M yah (so, too, 638] read yc1 -; with J. D. Mil H., HlTZ., Dys., Toy.
1 or ill ]bp Toy read, |lij insolence.
(4) £1 neon (so, too, 3i? ; but see Baumg.); 6 n^n as in io,n ; 13,14; 14,27; 16, 22.
(5) [/It nxb should be pronounced nstte; <r/". a (4, I. 44. I'.
ill o'en^nes as in 26,22; but the rendering dainty food is nothing but a guess, 15
and the form part. Hithpaell) would certainly be very strange. LOiir JI.Z '99,
col. 652) considers it to be miswriting for D'pne-o (Cant 5, iO; Neb.. 8, to) brought
about by the preceding me^nnb in v. 6.
(id) ill fit) (so, too, <53£); HlTZ., perhaps rightly, Dvv.
(14) For ill in^ne Frank, reads w^nn (7)i« wrath of a man may be endured by him 20
who soothes him); CHAJES (p. 43) suggests nbno (the courage of a man makes
him endure suffering .
17' Read, with the Qcre. K3^j K'thib Si); [cf. 20.4 and contrast 2,7; 17,27.
For sn cf. 25,8.9 and Crit. Notes on Ezra-Neh., p. 66, 1. 37. — P. H.]
19 Instead of ill's strange p yc'DJ nx (6 has dbeXqiu; uno dbeXipou f5on,9ouuevoc. ib? 25
k.t.X. = 3 vn«p ytfu n« (Vogel); so, too, 3 i^ioo and X -nynD ('lyre, which is
also read, is, according to Pink., only a correction] I IlTZ.'s ingenious conjecture
•p ytfs ins docs not ,^ive a satisfactory sense.
For c':no (Kethtb, = D^inp or D'Jno; O^re, with similar meaning, D'r"jP; cf. p. 43,
1. 16), (6 hasxeu m|it)\i'i .ending 19*)—BWVM (JXG.); SomwIo; 8K"inKl rv?iy:ol?). 30
(21) iU rranxi (so, too, 3?); (8 oi b£ KpaxoOvrec; auTf|c = rPtniti (so Dys., perhaps
rightly; Bick. a; anKj). [Oort, /•:«/., vjik 1 nnrmr — P. H.]
For M bpfr (so, too 38; cf above, p. 35, 1. 28; p. 36, 1. 43) read, with Dys., ^:.x\
following 6 JbovTcit.
(24) Instead of <\\ tf'.x in the usual interpretation rryi tf'x means o>:e who has many 35
comrades) read c^ with 1
, I RANK., 'l'c >\ . following 59. According to the
Afasora par: a »' might be expected here for C"N as in 2 S 14, 19 and Mic. 6, 10.
[In Mic. 6,10 we must read instead of ill Cxn, with WELLHAUSEN, NOWACK,
Ges.-Buhl'J, ntftjn shall I overlook or wink at (rttfl), in parallelism to iU nsmn
RV, •?//,/// / he pure), at the beginning of the following verse, for which we 40
must point, with 3 numquidjustificabo AV, shall I count them pure '~~;xn shall
I acquit him (yc^rrnx, v. 10) or ~2t.yn shall -he be pure [Guthe in Kautzsch).
SCHNURRER
v
1 7S3 proposed to read ."•rfx. instead of jll tt% dK\
Aficha, p. 106, n. 2. It is not necessary to read the llif. declarativum nstKn
(Ryssf.l, p. 107): in Assyrian the l'iel usakkl is used in the meaning to declare 45
free (DE I,., H\V 254*).
In 2 s 14,19 Klostermann, Driver, Budde, L<">hr take ill ts»s as=«h, with
the Masorah, but II. P. Smith and G *3 adopt 1
reading atf.s instead of .'11 BK; it would perhaps be better to road -c.x Deut.
2,17 &C.) following 3 t^£-os iboxaiv JJo Ji>yi.\. J), cf £ h.M°Yi I CDrtAd?? I 50
A-tftrih-f- : Ay°J : ttfr : H£ft : X7ILX? &C. The Hebrew phrase is equivalent
to Thou hast 'cornered' me or thou hast hit the nail on the head.
As to »»« in l'rov. 18,24, ' c cannot be denied that W may have been pro-
20,20—21,9 —«a-<K* (Prot>cr6e <*«>•»*>- 53
20 (20) yitf'io with the K'thib (cf. 7,9); Qere <p0tt3t
(21) The K'thib rhraa is evidently a transcriptional error; the Q're rrbnie is also
read by <6M; cf. 13,11 where ^.120 is to be read for M ^2nD.
(25) [At ehp yV DIN tfplo is syntactically impossible. Nor can we point, «ith Ewald
and Bf.RTHEAU, yS' as a substantive, y^\ We must read, as in 12, 13 (sec abov
p. 45, 1. 40;. tfpi3 (</ 6,2) instead of ill tf^lc ill trip f'f is an attributive relative
clause, y^' (point yb'.; ^ below, p. 67, 1. 20) is shortened irnpf. Qal (cf. above,
p. 46, 1. 4) of nyb = ^yiJ to speak rashly, and trip = xoppdv Mark 7,11. ny^>
"trip" is practically equivalent to njjtrn 113 113; ^ Eccl. 5,5. For 1p2 we need
not refer to Lev. 27.33; in our passage the verb means simply to consider. The 10
idea is, a man should not make a rash, inconsiderate vow but should consider
the matter before he binds himself, ffi's rendering of this line, iraf ic dvbpi Taxii
ti tiIiv ibiujv drpdaai, ucrd fap to eOSaoSai ueTavoetv fiveTat, is free but correct;
it does not presuppose a different text. The primary meaning of ueravoetv is
not repentance but reconsideration, afterthought. — 1". H.] 15
(26) ill 2tf; -. is impf. consec. joined to a participle expressing a repeated actioi
GES.-KA1 rzsCH $ 1 1 1 ,u. It is questionable, however, whether the text is not
intended for 2C*;i as simple modus rei repetitcc.
For iH 1S1K GRATZ and C'HAJES (p. 3) prefer 031N {he shall bring upon them their
mvn iniquity); cf. 2 S 16,8 al. and exactly the same phrase in \\i 94,23. 20
[For the recurrence of the initial a in vv. 21-21 cf. p. 54, 1. 31. — P. H.
(27) For ill 11 it is perhaps better to read, with CHAJES (p. 36), 1S3.
(28) [For nOKl icn see above, p. 47, 1. 43 ; for ill iDm in the second hemistich we
should probably substitute piX2, following (5 iv biKctioauvrj. — P. H.]
(30) p^ion with the K'-'thib, although a Hif. from pits is not found elsewhere; for the 25
Qcre prion cf Est. 2,3.9.12.
21 (4) M 13 is evidently 1'3 breaking up offallow ground (Lat. novate) and is thus of
intention distinguished from 13 li^ht; yet some MSS read 13, (53? express 13.
HlTZ. conjectures 23 fruit, Chajes (p. 42) YJS. [V3 is an Assyr. loanword (just as 30
113C, Jlai,
,Jy, jjl^*, &c.) which has passed also into Aram, and Arab. (cf.
FrXhkel, Aram. Fremdw., pp. 94.131), but in these languages V3 means yoke,
not tillage; cf, however, niru'" sa eqli (= K^pn), DEL., H\V 46l b . Heb. V3 tillage
is properly subactio agri. The stem of Ass. niru 'yoke, collar' is -s?. — P. II.]
(6) ill i)i3 (so, too, 3S); <5 bidjKei (=11*1 Jag.; so Hii 35
Instead of the meaningless ill 'trp2B (so, too, Si) read 'tfpia, with C.u PE1
Wild., Oort, Em., following (5; HlTZ., Ew., l)vs„ TOY, v-
(8) [in is supposed to be an intransitive adjective (derived from j)« i/azira, impf.
v5»4 iauzaru 'to commit a crime, to be laden with iniquity,' syn. J-^a., ^>l) like
~h"\ Gen. 11,30 (so KONIG ii, 1,556, n. 1); but it is impossible that the initial 1 40
should have been preserved in this case: ill is probably nothing but a corrupt
dittogram of the following "pi (so STAOE, TLZ '94, col. 234). As in a great
many cases, the dittogram has displaced the original word qualifying W%
e. g. v. 26 and Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 169, 1. 21. In l"?l Gen. 11 ,30 the 1 for '
is simply due to an accidental error; so, too, in the Oriental 2712 at the end
2 S 6,23; cf. DRIVES lee also Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 49, 1. II. — P. 11/
(9) D'SUB [cfp. 50, 1. 29) with the Kthtb; O're C'VID. — [TOY, following Gratz, reads
2ni n'2: in lead of ill I2n JV21 'cf. 25 , 24), but the Received Text would seem to be
correct; 13n n'2, however, probably docs not mean house in common (RVM) but
conjugal chamber, although the Assyr. bit ebiiri, quoted in 111 A he 50
p wxiv was based on the incorrect publication of the cuneiform
text in iv R" 27 ll 1 '. 'I lie new edition in iv K : show • that we niii-t lead, not bit
eburi, but bit emi'ili as in iv Ki, imr. Ep. 81,46.48 , Bit emiiti means
52 -<*ra«<M» (prom6e **©•«*- 19,7—20,16
ig (7) The first two hemistichs of v. 7 form one line independent and complete in itself;
the third clause belongs to a second line, the first hemistich of which is lacking
in in [cf. DRIVER'S ////>W.6 , p. y/>, below]. 15 has two additional hemistichs
before this second line, but without connection with the v. 7 of ill.
«"? with the K'thib; (J^rfi lb to him they belong; cf. 26,2; K/r.14,2; i|/ 100,3. 5
(8) According to ill's punctuation "iatr would be casus pendens and equivalent to a
conditional clause [cf. above, note on 17, 21 ami Mob would have to lie under-
stood as dependent on some verbal idea like it happens (cf. GES.-KaUTZSCH
S H4,h.i). But for M KX8? we should perhaps read NXB< with Dvs., TOY, follow-
in;,' (6 euprjaei and & ff. 16,20; 17,20). [It is not impossible that we have in ti
KSob a trace of the prefixed emphatic b (cf. above p. 48, 1. 15;: NUa' + J verify
(see Crit. Notes on K/ekiel, p. 46, 1. 19; p. 63, 1. 41; ; cf. also liib in 2,8; ~1?tf?
in 6,24; 7.5; 3tf"^ 16,30; b2*b 30.14. In Is. 38,2 1 ttywirft ~'.r.' seems I
imperative [so Mai* i I, <///.) with prefixed emphatic b. To add nsi, with CHEYNK,
or »in or Dip (MARTI would mar the rhythm. — P. II.] 15
(11) Instead of ill -'"sn for which we should expect at least the impf. as the modus
rei repetita, Ges.-Kautzsch $ 107, e) read ^jtta with GRATZ, Pink., Wild.,
following 3 and corresponding to the parallel "i:P.
(16) As almost all the antithetic hemistichs standing second are joined on with 1,
read mm, with <6 6 hi KaTCuppovwv, Kamph, WILD., Siu.uk. instead of ill nta
1 and 3 were transposed, or 1 fell out after the preceding 1 (hapl
FRANK.'s and I in to read, following 13, 13, "ill for M v:n (v ditto-
gram from following v) deserves consideration.
nio; with the Q're (so £ and BlCK., perhaps also <5 drcoXelTai, cf. Job 4,21 ;
K'thib nsr and so 3. Dvs. conjectures nar nlD. 25
(19) Instead of bll (Kcthib) which is an evident transcriptional error, read, with the
Q*rt|
^V- ^ ct ' l 's certainly a question whether the original reading was not
something absolutely different; cf HlTZIG.
(20) M imniC; it better to read, with Frank., following Syr. Sir. 2,3,
^nrnlc on thy paths (but Cod. Ambros. also innroo). 30
(22) in rmwi; Ew., Frank., following (5 Kapiriic, mean produce, income, gain.
(28) in jr5T; better perhaps jrr, with FRANK., follow i
(29) For in D'BEB1 judgments, punishments read, with \Yili>.. FRANK., following (6
ndaxire? (cf. Job 21,9) caie"; cf. 10,13; 2°,3, and note on Num. 25.5.
35
20 .2' For in nts'jt Chajes (p. 36) reads -las the command [of the kin„'); better perhaps
'"-n as the plural is used exclusively in Prov
(3) [It would perhaps be better to point, with GRATZ, Frank, ritf instead of in
natf /' iji 127. 2', unless we prefer to read :ic, following <S dnroaTp^tpeoeat. — P. IF]
Chajes' suggestion [p. 24' to read for itt tai, following 18. 1. :::• di on- 40
sider.i ol quarrels about everyth
\ b*V\ with the Qere and iff; K'thib Vnc"; cf. above, p. 50, 1. 23.
(6) Instead of in (Op - with indefinite subje. I I and KAMPH.;
[cf, however, Crit. Notes on E/raNch., p. 33, I.28 and above, p. 45, L 45.- P.H.]
ill Won arose through dittography of the lj read ion with 83(1 and KampHAUSEN. 45
(8) [The (TUB] 1 whi ii the Babylonian bartt >ee above, p. 33, I. 38) seated him-
self before rendering a decision is called, in the cuneiform ritual tablets, kussi
da'dni (cf 1 S 1 ,9; 4, 18); see ZlMMERN, Beitr. :ur Babyl. Religion, p. 104, I. 122.
For the recurrence of the initial B in vv. 79 cf. p. 34, 1. 31. — P. H.]
(11) Instead of in l^rs (so, too, 3£; according to Bick. it comes from 21,8) read 50
13"H, with 0.
(16) D,"OJ with the K'thib; the Qere 50, too, 3£; <5 is lacking for vv. 14-19) nn31
comes from 27, 13.
22.17—23,4
-<«3<Mf (provtrfie •**©•«*»- 55
22 (17) Before on insert, with Bick., vreKp, following © tov £uov X6fov; MS£
,
but 4
has <13 (= '23) before art.
ill D'BSn ^31; Toy, ,-iri, without D'BSn. <S reads: A6yoic ao<pujv TtapdpaHe oov
ode Kai dKoue cuov Xoyov. /. ,- v-as- yetfv'. D'B3n3 nai»4« IJtx B8. Toy considers
this a doublet the second form of which apparently omits corn. 5
Instead of the strange M Vijfip (so, too, i) read, with DYS., Kamph., nn?, follow-
ing (B Vvct fvwc 6ti KaXoi eiaw and 5; join with this B'B'y: '3 from the beginning
of v. 18 (so to be read for ill D'JJ »3, ^ 23,8) where the words are out of place
in sense and overburden the hemistich rhythmically but Tov, D'ltre ryib).
(19.20) Instead of ill »flanj ti.br, I.1BH *\* B1>n (so, too, 3 and $, only in S »n3n3 is missing; 10
also (5 Tf|v 6bov aou - ko'i ai> i>t dni6-rpaya\ auxd agrees with ill3 in nn« t\x)
read 'nana "?ion«< us id/wi, with Bick., Cheyne Strack. AY, / &w« wwafe hwn
to thee this day, even to thee, but there is no reason for emphasizing the pronom-
inal suffix (GES.-KAUTZSCH $ 135, e) in this case; contrast Df.LITZSCH ml he.
(20) LVbti with the K"thib; the Qcre reads mysteriously trc^tf [cf note on 1 K9,22]; 15
the current interpretation of this as choice troops, then, taken metaphorically for
choice speeches, has absolutely no foundation ; <SM express three-fold oxfor the
third time.
(21) M Btfp (if. note on 30,6) according to Tov gloss of an Aramaic-speaking scribe.
Instead of ^l VnbtfS (so, too, 32) read, with J. D. MlCBAELIS, T)Mb, following 20
(6 Tot? irpopaXXou^voi? aoi, i. e., according to Ernksti (see LAG.), = toic, irpo-
fldXXouoi aoi (Tov
-j^kw 1? sing.). [Cf also Oort, Em.
M JiBN 'ION, in the first hemistich, and ill O'lBN, in the second, may be scribal
expansions (cf. below, p. 59, 1. 12). For nex a-Bn cf. Dya '2yVQ in 26,16 and
KB? 3Tin Dan. 2, 14. — P. H.] 25
(23) For ill yapl and ill DiTJDp we must read, with WELLHAUSEN on Mai. 3,8) and
Frank., 2ppi and nrvspy {and He will cheat those who cheated them of dheir-
life).
I'nlTjH, with the Qere and (S3?; Kcthib inrn». 30
(27) ill nab is unnecessary for the meaning and for the rhythm, and should be struck
out, with BICE., following (532; its origin was probably through dittography of
ab in 0^ (Bick.). [In Eccl. 5,5 the case is different. — P. H.]
Instead of ill np? read, with <6x£, *np^; [see, however, Crit. Notes on Isaiah,
p. 121, 1. 9 and above, p. 52, 1. 44. 3;
(29) For the etymology of THIS and its connection with mm (cf. above, p. 33, 1. 24)
see note 48 of the paper quoted above, p. 33, 1. 43.
The second clause, ill 3XTV C"3^n ^B 1? is a superfluous explanatory gloss. —
P. H.]
4'
23 '3 Bick. is justified in striking out this verse, though (532 agree with iH in support-
ing it; 3a is a doublet to 6b , 3b belongs to 8a , while 8b is a gloss to 9
b (see
below, p. 56, 1.
(4) ill -.-:•:•: so, too, (53(f) is meaningless; Kick, njwn Vin 'ae. [D. H. M1
in his Textkritische Glossen zu den I'r, cc. 23.24 (vol. 14 of the Vienna 45
1 oriental Journal, p. 150) inserts 4b between ty* and ob , and adds 8b as fourth
hemistich, lie reads:- ^tn inJ<3B n3in bx ^'03 'jm: 4b.^
IDWJUTI "pan nntfi 7% b3to^> ns' -3 8\ 9»> [standing
Speak not to a fool, .' from -imparting to him- thy under-
For he will despise ti and thou wilt i. i advice. 50
But "|nr3B Vin cannot mean Deint i nthalU ihm vor. Withhold thy
kn, rom him would be ]l\X0 ilea )UB ute oi inJ,M tfM y;a; ; .i. 15;
3,27; 23,'3; 30,7.
54 —»»•«€* (propct6« 4MhBl*»- 21,11—22,11
21 neither schwiegerelterliches Haus (Delitzsch, Assyr. Wdrterb., p. 151, !. 15)
nor Haus der Verwandtschafl Del., HW 82*); emiitu means union and corre-
sponds to rt'Dj). It is not impossible that rroay, which we find exclusively in Levit.
and in Zech. 13,7, is a Babylonian loan-word. Perhaps we should read in all
passages mop instead of n'DP; cf. below, p. 57, I. iS and contrast Crit. Notes 5
on Ezra-Nth, p. 66, 1. 53. As to WDy Ml Zech. 13,7, translated by WELLHAUSEN,
AY. Proph>. p. 49: tnein I'ertrau/er, cf ibid. p. 195 {intimus), 3 r#u
mini, 3 -jo^; 1;^^, « n^ 'D-n nmpi man KJiey», it might be well to add that
Assyr. emu means not only to be united, but also to be like; seeZlMMERN, Buss-
ilmen, p. 69. (For NE 81,46 cf. now KB 6, 1, p. 155.) — P. H.] 10
(11) in c:nb; <&3$ c:n
; so Hitz., but probably in 0s text b had dropped out [haplo-
graphy, after the b in ^atrnai which immediately precedes (PlNKUSS).
(19) D'jnts, ^ note on v. 9.
(20) & jotf; (so, too, Sf; 05 read for it p&) got into the verse, according to BlCK.,
from v. 17 and is to be struck out as rhythmically overloading the verse. 15
(21) M n^m so, too, si) is to be struck out, with 55, BlCK., and OORT, Em., as a
repetition by mistake from 2i a.
(26) Instead of ill ;vxr> (so, too, S«T) there must of necessity have been a subject
which formed the antithesis to p>lS; in (8 dcrePnc <?™euuei oXnv -rnv I'u^pav
tmeuuiac KUKdc, beside rTOUl which had already forced its way into the text 20
[perhaps dittography of preceding rtUtm. P, H.J the original reading $n (or
pth? Graiz has plainly survived. [OORT, Em. suggest, bva. — P. ,
(27} For ill M2»W (so, too, 3$) read m.T nayw, with Dys., following (fl and 15,8.
(28) M 1ST nsjb yait? 0'W and a man who hears will speak for ever is absolutely
unintelligible; similarly <6s$, only © has q)i'Xaoa6|i€voc, i. e., according to Cap- 25
PELLUS, iSiS; 3 has l^l^il and iT,Ts-nij. Hitz. suggests nar
-mb neb »<jo.
(29) p; with the Kethlb and i<? ; QVe and ® P3J; </: above, p. 41, 1. 5.
OTfl with the Qcre and «; ®3 and Kethtb vari.
22 (3) iflDli with the Qcre ; Kcthib iripM 3o
(4) [The recurrence of the initial y in vv. 2-4 [cf. 11,9-12; 20,7-9.24-26) is acci-
dental cf p. 53, 1. 6); these verses form no groups (Driver, Introd.6
,
p. 395
n. -;-); cf. below, p. 58, 1. 18. — P. II.
(5) & D'JS [so, too, (S3; $ passes over one of the two words, probably n<nD accord-
ing to Pink.: is suspicious in that D'ns follows without a conjunction. Its mean- 35
ing also is a question; elsewhere the word means thorns, and M» means fish-
hooks. Dvs.'s conjecture of D'lfflS hidden (so, too, Gratz) deserves considera-
tion. Frank, and Toy prefer to read D'BX, following Job 18,9, where O'ss >tands
in parallelism with ns, but the text there is very doubtful.
(8) M r6a<; so all texts, but unintelligible. JO
(10) ill H nSB>". [so, too, SB); 6 read p. ra 3|h (or aohi). The text is evidently corrupt.
(11) After an.s, following tft Kuptoc, SiT Kiltot, 611 in mil', which is absolutely required
by both rhythm and sense. [Oort, Em. suggest- nw am. - V. HJ
In ill the parallel hemistich to n» has dropped out; (!) has btKToi bt uutuj ttuv-
xec fipujuot, *. c., according to Bick., ~~i 'a'Dn-1?? Mtyt. 45
In HI the remains of a second line of two hemistichs have been joined
into one hemistich which, it is true, will bear explanation as antithesis to v. n a
{JHVH can be gained through a pure heart; the king, thro:-
The fact is, however, that only jn has survived of the original third hemistich
(Bick. restores in nri |S) s;-' -
.
and in the fourth, instead of M Vtr\ (so, too, 50
Si), we must read, with BlCK., ny\ following <5 noiuaivei.
23,29—34 -««•<»» (prot>«6« 4H>-&*~ 57
23 (29) [The interjection '13s (cm. Xe-fO seems to me doubtful; (5 Oopupoc; 3 Cujus patri
vaeP ,''; £ mm f c. Uoo;, Dai.man ton' excitement, 3 ijooJ; Graec. Yen. tivi
ut, xivi <peO; J. D. Mu haii.is .Gi.tt. 1778) translated I'belkeit; ZlBGLKR Lpz.
1791) £&•/, comparing *b\ [«W) 'nausea;' KONIG, Lehrgeb. ii, 1,339, derives
<13K from H3K to desire. In GESENIUS' Thesaurus '13K was translated paupertas. 5
miserin and considered to be an abstract form to ]V3tJ. Perhaps we should sub-
stitute fintj for Jit '12«. In Assyrian the interjection a-a, i. e. <;= arm is not un-
frequently found alongside of 1) 'a = -'» ; see Dun z.-ni in ZlMMERN, Babyl.
Busspsalmen, p. 116, below; Assyr. W'irterbuch, p. 21S; Handworterbuch, p. 32b ;
Assyr. Gr. % 54; Zimmkrn, Beitr. zur babyl. Religion, 1 (Lpz. '96), p. 23 below; 10
cf. Crit. Notes on Ezekicl, p. 87, I. 39. For the Assyr. 11 = Heb. 6 see ZA
2,261, n. 3; contrast DKLITZSCH, Assyr. Worterb., p. 215, n. 4. The Ancient
Versions may have read noine- (cf. 15,16); although this is doubtful (? «r«y,
3 Jloi-, 3 insatiabiles, <& &<poftia, corrected by Lag. to boifLua, but u(po(Sia may
be used in the sense of cWpeia). — P. II.] 15
tniio or trine with the K'thib; the Q'li, as elsewhere, D'r/iB; see above,
p. 50, I. 29.
(31) The K'thlb D'3 (purse) is a manifest transcriptional error for the Q're D13.
(32) ill chS" 'JpE!^ is evidently a doublet to ill ^tf" c*n».
(34^ ill ^3fl; but the meaning is uncertain, and the whole phrase is peculiar. Nor is 20
,-T.yte3 33tf ^3h31 like a sailor asleep during a gale so FRANK, following 8; TOY
VlJ "iyp3 33W:) any more satisfactory. [It is improbable that 33C>3 should be used
in both hemistichs. Perhaps we should substitute ^3n, at the end of the verse,
for the first 33103, and read 0" 3^3 ^3h3 JV'ni thou wilt be like a sailor in the
midst of the sea, like a person suffering from seasickness on the high seas. The 25
pointing ^3h instead of ill ?3n is suggested by (6 wemep Ku(kpv>)Tn.c; but b3h does
not mean helmsman, nor is it necessary to restrict its use to professional sailors
:
any passenger on a ship may be called blh, just as we speak of a passenger
who does not suffer from seasickness as being a good sailor. Cf. also Sindbad
the Sailor, &c. For the etymology of ^3h" note jjai. Vx* sea coast; < f. Zi ph. 2.5. 30
Thus the first hemistich refers to the nauseating effect of intemperance, the
squeamishness of the stomach: excessive drinking turns the stomach of the
wine-bibber; cf. Job 20, 14: 13-93 d^dd rrntj "jwu vpc3 ion 1?
(and the gloss ibid. v. 16). The second hemistich probably describes the last
stage, the stupor caused by an overdose of intoxicating liquors; C«l must be the 35
word for poison (cf. 32 a "]tf> cm:; uv-inN and Deut. 32,33', and the last word of
the vers,-, which was displaced by ^3n, was perhaps rrfttJ; cf. Matth. 27,34
(olvo? pexd xoXi1!? ueurfM^vo<;). The 3 before CK"i i- the 3 instrumenti. 1 would
therefore restore this line as follows: —
s-m'iB 2 ' cni3 ,j 3:tf: ,.> r> 3b3J V<:h>73 1 n^m 40
And thou wilt be like a seafaring man in the midst of the sea
And like one fallen asleep after a draught ofpoisonous gall.
literally like one sleeping through the /
•
'.'. Th( rendering Or as he
that lieth upon th, top of a mast (so AV is impossible: a man cannot lie or
p upon the highest point of a mast. Nor i- l<>\\ rendering much better; 4;
Thou wilt be like one
-who is sleeping at sea. like one asleep in a -violent >.'
(cf. above, 1. 22; <B (v itoXXiu kXuowvi;. Sleeping at sea is a perfectly normal con-
dition, and even in a violent storm to be asleep is certainly more c omfortable
than to be awake. Besides, we must remember Matth. 8,24.
P. S. — Budde (viii/2 oo) sugge ts SS^v for ill 33V in the first hemistich If 50
we adopt this reading, i«jri> could In- explained as a misplai 1V1
below p. 'o, I. 21), or iU^an might be connected with Arabic JUa- which is used
of deadly poison, Jjl* £«»); cf. Assyr. xabbilu 'pernicious' (1I\V 267'). Kakabu
Prov. 8
56 -<*«•<»» tyxovtxie ««>•«*•- 23,4—27
23 (4-5 The first hemistich of v. 4 is < ombined by D. II. MULLER uith llic three hemi-
stichs of v. 5 in the following manner: —
tt>pa ib ntoji' n-tfy «a vwpn? yrn bs 5b -4*
lUl'Kl 12 -p"? «y'.j>nn own e^vy-v tom s»-'
Toil not to make thyself rich, for riches ma/, '"gs, 3
Like a/i eagle itflies heavenward, ifthou makest thine eyesfly after it, it isg
The n before ^yn would have to be omitted. I). II. MOLLER's line can only
mean /..'•• test du deinen /Hick darauf hinjliegen - - Fort ist es (si
Comm., p. 366), but never Ldssest du deinen /Hick darauf hinfliegen, witho
as a conditional clause, n cannot be used as a conditional particle. — V. II.] 10
.11 uj'jn
—
lipnn (so, too, <B3<T) is an unnecessary third clause; BlCK. gets from
^ynn a termination for v. 4b and strikes out Ul'W n "pry as borrowed from Job 7,8.
For liyrt.t 1; i.i're "pyrin wilt thou cause !o fly .-) has ^Tii<JTn,an,c, 3 j.1,
if 1XV. [PAUL RUBEN, t>//. Remarks on Some Passages of OT (London, 1896),
p. 4 (ad Is. 8.22) finds in tpjWI a stem rp.y /o JM, from whit h he derives D'Eyoy, 15
pointing to the analogy of (5X^<p«p« from [Mt'-iretv. He translates ill « T^V VJW5J
if thou lookest at it -with pleasure. I or n — //"sec above, I. 10. — P. H.]
Instead of ill nte? [so, too, <53iT, read, with UiCK., Toy, "itfy, since an expressed
subject is absolutely essential.
The K'thib t\-y\ is evidently a transcriptional error for t\ty) (Qcre). 20
(7) in ltrDJ2 "ire* w: similarly <5iiT) in the tirst hemistich is unintelligible.
Of the second hemistich of this line on k '"' : has survived.
(8) On v. 3b as continuation of v. Sa see above in the note on v. 3; v. 8b , although
its present position in ill is supported by (55(1, must be placed, with BlCK.,
after v. 9. [It seems to bi to 8b . — P. H.] 25
(10) Instead of ill nbiy (so, too, (55?) read njnbs, with Reuss, Dys., Bick., Wild.,
TOY, and the parallelism.
(17) £1 nKV3; T >. -rx »y
t
fear flint.
(18) SS presuppose the present ill and do not indicate any gap; but © has ^dv -rap
Tripriarjc, ai'irti ; following this, read cither, with Bick., na^xn dx «3, or, with 30
1 z, nrietfn. [Oort, Em. inserts m&vn, and after mrra, "p-
(20) \nb is a contraction of la-humu see WRIGHT-DE GOEJE, I, ; 89, remark c; cf.
Crit. Notes on Judges, p. 66, 1. 1) and is therefore always plural =cr6), never
singular \b . The passages where \ab seems to stand for lb (GeS.-KautzsCH
5 103, f, note 3) must be corrected accordingly. In Is. 44,15 CHEYNE reads \b 35
for ill \ef}; in V 11,7 WELLHAUSKN substitutes V3B for ill ©'IB; in Job 27,23
SIEGFRIED corrects M W93 m^p p:b" to Vfta v.y ipfifcf'; in the same way he
restores in Job 20,23 V<,V "100,1 f° r JN ^V "iBB'i; and in Job 22,2 he gives »j
?'3»B vby po' for ill ^:i?» in,!?y po'
«
(22) In 22 1 ' we have an an!;' !". Ci it. N I ia, p. 71, I. 31. — P. II." 40
2\ Instead of the unused forms ?u; ?ti read, with the Q°rc, Vv b y i.
In the sound hemistich read, with tl ":" and note', inst ad
Kclhil> ibv and nato'l. According to the Kethlb "13V would be casus pendens and
equivalent to a conditional da on 17.21) with 1 Waw
ape
. GES.-KAUTZSCH, $ 143, d. 45
V, 25 stands before v. 24 as apodo 13. It is ..it the mother
should be mentioned 1 is probably right in omitting ~S81 at the end
of the first hemistich, from may be a mi 1 above, p. 45, 1. 35), with
Waw explicativum cf. Crit. Notes on Ezra-Nehemiah, p. 68, 1. 53; Crit. N
on K/ekiel, p. 116, 1. 2). on "jrfl?V at the end of the second hen
-:;-.- ith the Kethib; <J're rrsr, so <bil and BiCKKLL.
(27) For ill n:it (so, too. ?£ we should probably read, with GRATZ, following (S, iTJJj
in 2. 16; 7,5 this stands parallel to "I": '. llfi^adut/eri ... id^^-ij.]
24.17-254 -"Wa-oe* (prcecr 6 4W>«e»~- 59
24 (17) In-trad of the Keth!b T^fc follow (SSf and read the Q'rc 5jrfc; the change is
required also by ''jc;:.
(21) For ill a-ynn b« aw cy Frank., partly following ©, reads eynn-H --:? DP
be 11 tring with either of them. But would not this admonition be rather
superfluous?
ill cn'jtr 638] cannot be satisfactorily explained; E\v. suggests Drr>3tf
- rise up against them, scil. Jhvh and the king), BlCK. DPitf. It is,
perhaps, simpler to read, with Dvs., D^tf as in the preceding line.
'rf^'"
(26) [& D,-131 makes the second hemistich too long and may be scribal expansion,
cf. above, p. 55, 1. 23. — P. H.]
(27) Since the first two clauses form a complete line we must recognize the existence of
a gap after "inK; Bick. supplies ntfs ^ npn. 15
.'11 rv<J2l must l>e explained as perf. consec. after a disconnected adverb of time:
afterwards, then thou mavest &c. Cf. the illustrations given in Ges.K.utvsCH
H 112,00.
(28) [For M Djn D. II. MCller, /. c. prefers dch, following Ex. 33,1; Dcut. 19,16;
ipvji 27, 12; 35, 11. P. Ill 20
For ill rrnpni read, with E\v., lynsri = <5 nXaxuvou. ill JVPBn could be explained
only as Pi'cl of nnD with the prefixed interrogative n, but for an interrogative
particle after 1 there would hardly Ik: any analogy, except perhaps in joani
2 S 15,35. A question, however, is out of place here, if only on account of the
prei 1 nise. 25
(29) [The l.i t 1 lausi "i tin- verse, ill i^sss wxb a'CK seems to be an explanatory
i >. II. Mi 1.11 1:, /. ,., insert'- the words after lean Vtf, making nfry 1C!<:
ib nteyN ja "b the s^mml hemistich. P. Il.i
(31) D^ttep with the majority of MSS in. hiding Cod. Erfurt. 3, Jaman . and PetropoL
a. 1010) as well as in accordance with the statement of Samson HANNAQDAN 30
(about 1240 a. D.) ami to the editw princeps (Naples, 1486), Compl.,
Bar, and 1 kfop orresponds to Arabic ^i>-*» l^^* things thrown
ide its of no use. l_ru_>jij to eat what one may chance to find, even if it be
worthless]. The spellings D'Jitfep (so edd. Soncin. & Mant.) or o'ltfep and D'Jibop
must be rejected. [Cf. Crit Note- on Isaiah, p. 167, 1. 24. 35
The following rrnn V3S ID;, i- an explanatory glo-- on E'Jteep 1^3 nVy
(cf Ges.-Kautzsch 5 117,/, end I >. II. M11 1 leave .11 o^n vjb »a
in the t. ond hemistii li to ill O'lbep lb; rhv mm, and in-en- after it
lir '1 to .m no-im r:2« viji. following 15. 19; Is. 5,5; Mic. 7,4; 1 1«>,. 2,8,
rPon ip"tn roitoe its hedge of thorm was removed. In this way he arranges the 40
live verses (30-34) in two stanza-, eat h consisting of three lines or six hemistichs.
P. II.,
(34) Instead ofitt^rine read, with Dys., Toy Oort, /'"/.. -He;, following 6,1 1 and*.
Instead of the inexplicable plural SJ^brlQ fl die singular, TJbne, as in 6, 1 1,
with 9S&; [cf., however, above, p. 34. I 31. - P. 11-1 *S
25 (4 ill '?; «1^?; C' KMriapov 'inn ling to DYS., WILD, TOY— lV> «fl»l, FRANK. 50
rpX), but 3 jj; ^> UL», $ KB1S ID ]KD.
Verse 5, whose structure i- exactly the same, shows that \vc must read HT\ for
j8
-~4<a*<H» fpror«6a •»»«>•«>- 23,3;
—
24,1 5
23 elippa = ^S _J\ v_-^j is common in A DEL., HW 619); 0' 3^3 —
i/1,1 libbi tdmdi SCHRADRR's KB I. p. [66, L 59; DELITZSCH, HW6o8«).
rule, we End in Assyrian inn qabal tdmdi (HW 570', = n;n -t: 26,5;
Neh. 9, 11, also in, 1 kirib tdmdi [HW 594b). For b^n cf. «^2n Ezra 4.2:.
Kor the brevity of the hemistich f*pn 'no see above, note on 1,10. The entire
verse is probably a gloss of an 'antiteetotaler,' who admits that intoxicating
liquors may be ami comparatively harmless poison
from which hi propose to abstain in the future. I he two verb
.m.l 'rabn represent conditional clauses: If they have Uruck me or Titty may
have struck me. TD is here conjunction, — jjif, ; _&j»i.
24 '0 Note the alliteration in v. 1 : — DP« T\\-rh iSnn 'jki *n>1 '»i5a Kipn b»
and in v. 3: — iii:n- muhai n"3 ma; ntona
In the i stanza, however, there is no trace of it; nor is the alphabetical device-
carried through. Cf. in 31,2: — 'TO 12 nei <1B2 13 nei na no 15
and in v. 1 1 of the last chapter: — nby2 2b ni noi
ibid., v. 21: — D-O'S? »?? nn'3 5s '3 a^tfo an.'a5 Nvn k 1?
In all these cases, however, this alliteration may be accidental; cf. above, p. 54.
L 3'. - P. H.
(5) ill nys D3n is: can only be made intelligible by adding a verb, such as "Mn, 20
following 31 , 17. But evidently IJ0 is to be read, with HlTZ., D\S., GRATZ, BlCK.,
KaMPH., WILD., Toy, following <Si<T, and also pose in 5b {cf. Job 9,4). Such
comparisons are very common in the style of the Book of 1'rovcrbs (also in
Ei 1 lesiastii us): not only persons are compared with each Otl 6 ;2; 19. 1 ;
27,10; 28,6] bul alsi iditions and actions 15 . 1 if.; 16 8.19; 17,1; 21,9.11
25,7.24). 1 urther, we have perhaps to add, with BlCK.,TOY, 310 after =:n. The
suggestion of tiRA rz that 133 may be a corruption of irt33 (sec above, p. 41, I. 40)
breaks down on the alphabetical arrangement: [cf., however, above, I. 14.]
(6) M 3*12; Dvs., following <6, 2.2 by the counselor's insight.
(9) Instead of A\ nb]H read i'lH (BlCK. D'7iN\ with 8 6<ppwv, 3 JUxo, S &*qv. 30
(10) The beginning of the tirst hemistich is lost; Bhk. supplies n3b DV2. [D. II.
Mi 1.1 1 R, / <., makes mS CV3 n'BTnn the lir>i hemistich, and inserts a second m* DV3
before n:n;. He combines this line with the following two verses, and nan
the passage as follows: Ifthou Sunt been shiek in the time of trouble •ofothei
thy strength may fail on the day of -thy own' trouble. Therefore deliver ///.
C. It wc adopt this explanation, it would be better to read, at the beginning of
the second hemistii h, "]b IX ova; but the proposed restoration is hardl)
fai tory. 1'. 11
(14) nyn should be read, with BlCK., instead of ill ">"; something, also, has fallen
out after it. BlCK. supplies 1 spaS?. ill r\m i-, probably intended for nn uidi 40
mutation ol to Seghdl under the influence of the followinj ~ :"-
and no for no befo -ch $ 37, d). The form nn could
be support the doubtful analo — 46 $); of yv we have, in
addition to .-•>•- .miy nv-t and n-, rzscH 1 69, m. [M nn = nin,
however, seems to be intended not ;b an infinitive but as an emphatic impera- 45
tive like njB, 712b, \<\ - P. II.]
The last two hemistichs of this verse, although .'H is supported by (53?
struck out by BlCK. as borrowings from 25,1'' and 23
(15) ill yBh mars the rhythm and is perhaps better omitted, following Bl< K. and
Tov. 5°
1 V may alliterate with K; cf. CASANOWICZ, Paronomasia ^oston, lS>
25,18—27 -"•»•<»•* (Prot>«6o -«*««h— 61
25 find jo ; iai in the same meaning, it would seem that all these various forms
arc subsequent modifications of ,T! + 3. Lagarde's theory that jji is shortened
from
r
jj> (cf. R.ECKENDORF, Arab. Synt. S 112) is not probable. The s in j*S
represents a partial assimilation to the > (see Ilei/r. ~. Assyr. 1,264 below and
the i> in ki a subsequent assimilation of the > to the initial » (cf. above, p. 4:, 5
1. 29). "n is a word like 'tf present which is originally identical with nto sheep;
see Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 204, 1. 6.
(18) For M yso we must substitute fBB, stem yXD or yti, Assyr. napacu 'to strike,
to smash,' Del., 11W 475". — P. H.]
(19) Instead of ill n5\ which can only mean a pasturing (see below), not a crumb- 10
ling tooth as it is commonly explained, deriving from yjn = ft\ read, with Oort
(see below, 1. 18; cl.Ew.}, nyj, following 6 kokoO, and with similar meaning if.
For Jtt nMD read, with HlTZ. &C, n"lB10. How ill's curious text arose from
Haggadistic interpretation see indicated in the Introduction to Ekha rabbathi
p. 13 of WONSCHE's translation), and cf. M. T. HOUTSMA in ZAT '95, pp. isof. 15
M ntpac is passed over by <8, nor is it contained in v. 20* which is a doublet
to v. I9b . We must strike it out, with LaGARDE (he regarded it as = D2np
and originally a gloss on VBD in v. 18*) and with OORT (Peestbimdel . . . aan
Dr. P. f. I'et/t, pp. 21 f.). Vet this strangely shortens the second hemistich.
(20) <Jl nip myo (so, too, 3? but not <6) is evidently, apart from myn for myia 20
and mp for mx, a doublet of I9b and therefore to be struck out, with Hnz.,
Lac, Bick., Oort, W'ildeboer.
Instead of M inj (so, too, £; also in 3 likj is to be read for Ub^, see PlNK.)
the context requires some word meaning wound. (5 luaircp 6toc eXxet daupqio-
pov from £Xkoc sore, ulcer; hence Gratz, Oort (see above, 1. 18), pni Lev. 25
13,30; Hick, guesses -iru bv D)a yss bv pah; [but it is more probable that some-
thing has dropped out before '"vro by yofi, perhaps psr (contrast ^nix^wv iiXaiov,
Luke 10,34.) The emendation -p-ro seems to be correct (contrast Toy ad lac).
(6 has in Lev. 13,30-37; 14,54 6pa0oua, for which it would be better to read
TpoOua, as in Lev. 13,31 (3 Ua*oo). The special meaning of pro in Lev. is 30
tinea tonsurans and tinea sycosis. — P. H.]
(21) Strike out, with BICK., following (S3, ill Dnb and D^B (so, too, <t) as explanatory
glosses. [Cf. below, note on 31 , 16.
(22) nnn can hardly denote heap or snatch up ami put upon (Toy), but it may mean
to burn; cf Ethiopic IT© '• xatdua 'to be kindled, to bum,' M"t<D '• axtdua 35
'to kindle, to light,' "Y'H'T : maxtot lamp, candlestick, torch' (see Johns Hop-
kins University Circulars, March, 1884, p. 51" and Gi:s., Thes., s. v. nnn). Nor
is this meaning unsuitable in 6,27 and Is. 30, 14. In i)i 52,7 "p-in" must be deriv-
ed from nnn [cf Weixhausen, Skissen und Vorarbeiten, part 6, p. 175; so,
too, GRATZ, Comin). Jerome in his Psalterium juxta Hebraeos renders terrcbit 40
or rather torrebit (cf. NEST) B, Psalterium Tetraglo/tum, Tub., 1S79; A, TiTon,-
oei 06 (=:jnrp\ Nor does post-Biblical nnn (Aram. Win) mean scharren, schiiren
I >\i.man's Wbrterbuch s. v.). Assyr. vat:}, which Brown-Driver-BRJ
Lexicon compares, has no connection with this stem, but corresponds to Arab.
vXiu LoL £*Ljs.-Cis J?r* y £i* i^ Or^" Cr* yuS^\- Cf Assyr. xatii s'a 45
murci DEL., I1W 295b below', i.x.i/i NIC 51,9, taxn 'overthrow.' 1'. H.]
(27) Instead of the meaningless D"i32 of Jtt (<5 Ti.wtv bt XP'1 Xdyou? e'vbotouc; 3?
\K ..^.» Jli 1 -,vi\ JLalo it is perhaps, on the whole, best to read C122, with
Del., Dys., Bick., following Ex. 18,18; yet both the masculine plur. and the
parallelism make this reading somewhat dubious. FRANK., following <S (sec 50
above, 1. 47) h ad-. ",133 '131 IpWl therefore use thy compliments (lit,, words of
praise sparingly (cf. v. 17; Is. 13,12). [vpw— Assyr. uIAgir, see Zeitschrift fUr
Kcilschriftfors.huirc, vol, 2, p. ;<<> I'M., 1 1 W 240", P. H.]
6o —*«•<»«» (prowfie <*©•»*- 25,7—16
25 (7) * TT? ,N"! ^S (s0 > too i ^: als0 ®3 but wilh t,le addition \l,(.) is taken by
BlCKELL, FRANK, with v. Sa , where »c should have then to read, with BlCK.,
KSh-^N (not N'Xin, I' KAN
(8) ill jD; Frank., Toy, %3 (for how wilt thou fare in the end Sec.), but the follow-
lanse, nmnjt ntoyn no, i-. the first hemistich of a second line, and the second 5
In mi 11 h of the first lino, cm q>t |D, is lost.
(11) For ill "rnsn Frank., Tov prefer 'runs, goldene Graviiren auf silbernen Bild
stiicken [sic!], which is supposed to mean likegolden graving* on carvedfigures of
silver; TOY; Like graved work ofgold and carved 'cork of silver (scil. just as
indelible). But what axe goldene Graviiren ox golden graving*! And arc those 10
engraved on stones more easily effaced?
I 1 1111 R's rendering Giildene Apfel in silbernen Schalen AY, apples ofgold
in pictures of silver) cannot be justified, but is certainly better than the trans-
lations suggested by modern commentators. I believe that ill nvateroa is a cor-
ruption of fil31b>3 (Syr. l^iimV on brandies, plural to D'Sy naite ((6 KXiiboi; suXou) 15
Jud. 9,48. There may have been even a collective noun n:il?o Gesweig so that
we might read f|D2 n3lte>D3. Also £3 KIWI appears to mean brand!, rod; the 1'ael
133 to whip may be denominative. (P. S. — I have since noticed that HllZ.
translated Go/dene Apfel an silbernen Zweigen, reading n^tfe for & nvrteo.)
It is not impossible that the unintelligible MWrty "I ill, at the end of the line, 20
is a misplaced and corrupted gloss on n:it>B3 or nl31b3, for \scsrby; cf. i(i 104, 12
(^ip OB' D'KEP p3B); Dan. 4. 9. 11. 18. At any rate this conjecture is better than
the traditional combination of itt VJSN"^J! with ^!i\ '^ISl) or ^U* (AJbLe ^t
=inj)3 Prov. 15,23; so ABULW.\UD)orwith D'JD (WBJrtp = A^^-j
,J* in his way,
so Ibn Ezra); cf. Dixitzsch's Commentary, p. 404, 1. 4 and Gi s.ln in. "3 s. v. 25
However that may be, so much seems to me certain that we have here a
mythological reminiscence, just as in the case of D"n yy and D"n Tips cf above,
p. 36, 1. 3o\ 77'r. an allusion to the Semitic prototype of the golden fruit of the
1 lesperides; cf. the dvi'jn \1 in Ezek. 28, I2ff. (see Toy's notes in our new English
translation of Kzckiel, p. 155, 1. 9) and the description of the garden of the gods 30
in the Babylonian Nimrod Epic (ed. HAUPT, p. 63, 11. 48-51), where the trees of
the gods (icce sa ildni) bear pearls [sandu; sec my article Wo lag das Paradit
in Oder Land und Afeer, 1S94/95, N°- l 5) ;ls fruit Jnbii , the branches (runnatu)
hanging full of them, pleasant to the sight [ana dagdli t&bat; (ien. 3,6 Kin msn
!>»3l»rT} yyn nonjl D'Vyh; cf. below, 1. 39; in Dan. 4,9.17 vac armn, see Crit Notes 35
on Daniel, p. 24, 1. 42'. while the foliage xacxaltu — xacxaetu; cf. ^o^., Syr.
\.%», foliage, esp. palm leaves; DKLITZSCH, Krone= •TJKB, Is. 10,33) consisted
of lapis lazuli ukni'i; sec fohns Hopkins University Circulars, July 04, p. Ill);
the fruit it bore was beautiful to behold ana atndri ca'dx; cf. DEL., H\V 566s .
284a -b ; see also SCHRAD1 R's KB 6,1, p. 208, 11. 47-51. I would therefore restore 40
v. 11 as follows: - :[]«mjn» inn nan tfii {«}noflM :nt 'men n i»» \n (a)
Like apples ofgold on brandies of silver is a word spoken in due season.
It is a legendary reminiscence just as we speak of the Golden Age. the
Philosopher's stone, the Holy Grail, &c. Contrast ZAT 21, So. P. II.
(12) Instead of in IV310 read, with HlTZ., rrte, following (S \6t0C; 34 llatrm» 45
= nniin? Gratz] ; Hick. 121.
(13 ill 3'tr; M*IIJ tfDJi (so, too, Sff; but <5 H^X"? bt tiov ciutw xpwu^vmv ditpeXci) is
a superfluous clement in the verse, and is probably only an addition to the
comparison completely expressed in the preceding two clauses.
(15) For in yip FRANK, suggests f|>'j? an angry one; TOV H|E optf; anger is appeased. 50
(16) [h is not a secondary formation derived from 'T3 but o,-» is a 1 (impound of 3
and *1 (cf. e.g. Lev. 25,26). Syr. o,j means both enough and already, just as
jji (e. g. joj ij" what is enough f r Zeid and ij-w (_j-^ ->j» o^fj • As we
26,24-27,16 -4t9-o*» (ptopaBs **s««~- 63
26 earthenware (^j>lo_>
l
^Jb>
.
not to covering vessels of base metal with silver.—
P. H.]
ill cpb 1! so, too, 3$ Uy, but artificially, explained as fervent lips, *. e.
overflowing with assurances of friendship; read, rather, with lilCK., D'j^n, follow-
ing <S Xtia, cf. Gen. 27, 11 Ovc. where Xeio? = p^ri; GRATZ prefers rlp^n. 5
vnste? with the Qcrc and <SM; K'thtb WBra.
(26) iU ne:n leaves the suffix in injn unexplained; read nD?B, with <6 6 xpunTuiv, 3
U*l±x>, £ nD30; [so lliiz. read nc;n, and Hick. nri.
(28) ill •,:-:; cf on this reading, to which witness is expressly borne by Oimhi and
others, Bar, Liber Proverbiorum, p. (9; GlNSBURG, vsi. Further, (B dXn,eeiav, 10
3 IKjtajo, £ «Dt?ipT Kinns, can hardly have read otherwise. REISKB, Ew., Hitz.,
r:-s
; Toy vSsa {befools its possessor).
27 (6) tH nnnjw, but unintelligible j Dvs. conjectures nlTJ»}l; read, with BlCK., nri?B,
follow ing <8 eKouaia. 3 read mp'tfJB, but £ ;tr*r:i. 1
;
(9) ill nsyo *nsn pnoi; so, to... jtT, but unintelligible; read, with HiTZ., Hick..
niJB nsipipei, following (S KaTapn.-fvuTat be urtd OuuirxumuTuuv H)ux>'). KAMI'H.
renders quite differently: but a friend is sweeter to a man thanfragrant woods
-•;:
-i'SO; for »EJ cf. Is. 3,20, but contrast Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 82,
1. 10). For Kamth.'s rendering it would be better to read with Dvs. njn for 20
injn. [Oort, Em. rcad^ njn and nasj«s. — 1'. ll.j
:i.i with the Q're; JVTn Kcthib.
ill b» ipriN (so, too, (SSff) has arisen from taking the proverb in a sense origin
ally foreign to it; read, with lilCK.., n« and omit b», which is better both in
rhythm and meaning. 25
(12) For itt nnBj wc should perhaps read, with TOY, ~\r\Bi).
1 1 For ill rvn?} (so, too, s, which could only refer to a harlot (cf 5,20; 6,24, &c.\
read, with REUSS, Strack, on;:, following ffi rd uXXoTpm. (whi< h V*( 1 axis,
but probably wron of Jfnai), and 20. 16 K'thtb.
1 1 [The first hemistich seems too long; ^nj ^lpa and lp31 may be scribal expan- 30
sions. — P. II.]
15 For iU ni.nc'j. whii h 1 ould be nothing but Nif. of nit? with abnormal transposition
of Jl and 1 cf <'.i \ 75, x), read nnjtfJ, with OlSHATJSBN, STADl
BlCK., TOY. [For rtW cf. note 107 of the paper cited above, p. 3}. I. 43.— 1'. H.]
ill Kip 1 U'B' i»bi nn ibu --JBS is hopelessly corrupt. (B pop^ac OKXripo? &vep.o<;, 35
ovuuart bt lmbl£ioc KaXeirai; so, too, if. ISlCK. n-iQ] \an rrinn rrs n|3DX
-
.
WILD, nn isy njjss Jfc Northern region hides wind, but a masculine
predicate after a preceding feminine subject i< impossible.
[Toy calls all the readings that have been suggested for this line, desperate ex-
dents. 6's rendering is intelligible but incorrect, h i, possible that the author 40
of this '-: to allude to the fart that the North (more accurately North
west, wind cold and rough in winter (,/ 25,23, but pleasant and
refi ummer months, while the South (or more accurately the
ilthough it is, especially, durii
tin- summer month is unbearable as the sirocco ', , Bl N in> I R's Heb. 45
'•
//., p. 30 and ibid., p. 31,4, also fia/estinaS, p. xlvii, and Luke 12,55:
6tov [ibcxe] v6tov ttv^ovtu, X^ftre 8ti k.uhkdv Earai).
In view of the numerous ety logiesinj w< hattheauthoi
of this line '.
1
p»n and [tl1 ; nor need we
doubt tin fait that "e; meant fa propitious in Hebrew (, f. \va »ien. 50
35 in Arabic. Assyr. ttmnu evil is probably a compound of ld-imnu
{cf. above, p. 51, I. 10) 'not right, inausj ee Beitr. :. Assyr. 1,467);
Ximmi '
'/, p. 37, n. 2.
62
-4&OC* fprortrfie 4«>-6»»>- 26,2—23
26 (-; .In the cuneiform incantations we find : May the . -yr.
muruc qaqgadi, that is, perhaps, erysipelas, St. Anthony's -
fly away like a bird Assyr. ktma iccUri littaprai; Del., !I\V 545 1 ' ; cf. also
ZlMMERN, Busspsalmen, p. 101 ; Del., IIW 650" s. v. one. P. II.
»b K cthib with <53iT; Q*re 6; ,/ above, p. 52, I, 5. 5
(5) [V. 5 may he a corrective interpolation; cf. my note on the corrective interpola-
tions in F.ccl. (Johns Hopkins University Circulars, June 1S91, p. 115, n. $)
and above, p. 45, L 42; also p. 58, I. 6; p. 65, 1. 28. 1'ossibly v. S, which inter-
rupts the connection between vv. 7 and 9, should be inserted after v. j. P. I [.]
(6) SI c'b:") rispo is unintelligible; <5 ^k tujv eauTOu 6bu>v 'read irobwv , similarly 10
M. Ew. conjectures D^Jfl nspe- I In/. -\ nspo; BiCK. nspp (without -
; .'11
"— rammatically and probably to be emended, with Dvs.,
to \bi they hang down since V^l could hardly stand out of pause. DEL., Hick.,
Kamph., Wild., -- 1); Hitz. 1A3. «d<peXoO; 3tVU vi.
(8) Instead of ill "ITO? (so, too £ and BiCK.; 5 A) read, with Dvs., Gr {, 15
-nix;; (0 8? &itooe0ueuei,
(10) Q^iaV, which i- uninl I of the verse, is to be put, with Hick.
and Oort, Em . after b's.
'Tin -:r; of '11 is probably due to the misplacing of D*"Oj?; read, with
Bll !
.
:-•. :v.r icad the end of the \ crsc o; TJS lS(h 20
(17) For 41 'lJHa Vs reading iclpicou :;: |AG di 1 ition. [S's read
til instead of ears is perl able: if you take a snappish 1 ur by the
ears he will hardly be able to bite, but if you take hold of his tail the case
icnt. — P. H.]
ill -«:; ii either to be struck out, with (6, as a faKe addition (so Toy) to "I3j,v:
besides being rhythmically superfluous, or to be attached to the first hemistich,
as is done by DEL., NOW., DYS., Bl< K., KaMPH, WILD. [It would seem to be
more natural to read, with 3 commiscetur rixat alterius and 5 <*-w. J), ]l.^ 4^*"
3"ipnp intermeddling instead of ill ayno, £ 'i'ina (contrast
l'i
I Commentary, p. .(.•;. below . I"i 3 ^-V*: we mus* substitute, with 30
Hi 1 :., •i-^;. t'i upoeariiic dAXoxptac. xpiaewc. who takes up the quarrel of an-
other man. In the Arabic Version,
,
\£
,
oi oLn_»j ._« 1 i' ,
<
<»J k^^^J <Le*X^>. £ f-xiXj, cjr* ^UJJ , Paris Polyglot). Kpitrii;, however,
docs not mean here .JL»c»£=». but ^'.i-j'; . •'. I lei oil. 5.;. The transposition of
the t.\ osonants in ill "oyna was, of course, influenced by the preceding taj) 35
at the end of the first hemistich. 1 We ha\e here an intentional paronomasia,
cf. I. M. Casanowii z, Pai Boston, li 14 . p, 68, No. 291. The pre-
position by does not militate against the correctness of the reading myno. In
the first place, we may read bs = b 20, 17; furthermore, by may have the mean-
ing in addition ,-
. by mSl, by neoy Sx. P. H.] 40
(18) Some qualification of Britain can hardl-. with; Bl( K. .upplies rtlB?
which, changed into niBI, has found its end ol the v
The removal of niOl compels us to add 1 before ill D'i'n.
(21) Foi ill dhs Wild., following I p. go si
but the parallelism i-- in favor of I 1 1 \t. 45
(23) [D'^'D makes the first hemistich too long and should be omitted [cf. above, p. 44.
I. n); the f|CO used for glazing pottery Sir. 38,30c) was, of --'i rpj
but D'rD, i. e. litharge \i6dpYupo<; or lead monoxide. The tertium compara-
tionts is the smooth sup •_-- in distinction
from vessels of mi Lev. 6,21 nss must refer to the process of glazing 50
« [Ziegler remarks in his translation of I'rm ig, 1791) that "OP belongs
to 372; so, too, D,\TH£ 1,1789). — P. H.]
28,2—12 -«»<M* (prortrBe *«>•«*»- 65
28 Kor ill id: Dys., Gratz read DJ; they regard the 1 as due to dittography of the
• that follows.
38 follow ill; 05 bi' iuapTiac. daeBwv Kpiaei; '= D'2"l Jag.) uvr)p bd navoOpfo?
Kaxaapdoei (= 1J»T Ew., HlTZ.) aurac. Gratz OJTPj Hick. ipsjT po DTIO
Unless we arc ready to adopt UlCK.'s emendation we must omit r*3B as an ex- 5
planatory gloss to JH 1' (cf. Neh. 10,29); otherwise the hemistich would be too long.
(3) For ill Vh_ (so, too, Sit) read jjtf- T< n p~y JWI -"23) as in v. 15. (6 dv doepeiaic
points to the same reading. HlTZ. takes en = tfi<"l; [so, too OORT, Em.].
(4) ill ytf~; <63£ read ff\
(6) For Si D'2"yn, the basis of which must be some artificial interpretation, read 10
D,?"J*I, with (63?, STRACK (following IBN EZRA), KAHPH., TOYj GRATZ prefers
":"" [The idea underlying the dual is the double life the tfgy leads. Cf. Sir.
2,12; I'rov. 20, 10.23; Deut 85,13 pttl p» (AV, d: hts; see Ges.-
KaUTZSCH $ 123, f); 1 Chr. 12,33 :bi aV »Aa AV, not ofa double heart); u> 12,3
V13T 2^1 2 I:2 (AY, with a double heart do they speak' and our double-dealing, double 1
5
rytM', double-faced, double-handed, double-hearted, double-tongued (German doppel-
siingig) &c. The /7<v :.<n.( do not refer to the good way and the bad way
between which the man has to choose (Toy) but to the two parts the tf£5> acts,
one secretly, and the other openly, the evil way which he pursues and the good
way which he pretends to follow (so Fleischer in Delitzsch's Comm. and 20
Wildeboer). — P. H.
(8) IVaTpM with the Knhib and Sf; Qcre and © rrrim, and so Kick. [irawM, how-
ever, may be a scribal expansion, suggested by Lev. 25 ,36; Ez. 18,8. 13. 17;
22,12. — P. II.]
(10) The unnecessary third hemistich of ill is found also in it; it exists, too, in <5, 25
but there, by the addition of another hemistich, it has been developed into an
independent verse of quite different context; BlCK. tib D'ptf";* 210 v?ny cc'on
Mhto;. The hemistich is doubtless to be struck out as an antithetic scribal ex-
pansion. [Cf. p. 68, 1. 36 and Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 164, 1. 12.
(12} For ill tosrr we must read tfsrr from B,Bn = B2n to imprison, Syr. «a^, Arab. 30
_^«^.; ef. Job 40. 13 ]1DB2 E*2n DrPJB, which is rightly translated by GEO. HOFF-
MANN {Hiob, Kiel <;i): Kerkere ein ihren Trot: in der Unterwelt. In the
cuneiform incantatory legend of the Descent of Istar" to Hades (Obv., 1. 38) the
same expression is used: uppissi-ma (= huppis+ si; cf Crit. Notes on K/ekiel,
p. 11,, 1. 45; DEL., HW 1 l6b).P The / in Assyr. CBS< 3 = ^~o». as well as in Bterr 35
in our passage is due to partial assimilation of the original 2 to the following
B\ cf. Mandaic .srs -- — xc:n honey, As-.yr. dispu (for <//////, d Issyr.
uspelu for tyaCW. ipasi for >t?3", DEL., HW 514 I. V. hue. [88* below ; see Crit.
Notes on Isaiah, p. 84, 1. 45 and Notes on Ezekiel, p. 67, 1. 13; cf ZA 4
The form - :" ly have been preferred in order to distinguish it from B>?n to 40
be bound up. bandaged, dies [ ,6; Ez. 30,21). (B's rendering of ill csr.'
din, uXiOKovxat 6v0pwTioi is quite correct; aXiOKovxai, however does not mean
here they perish (A ^v-uo ^UJI. 3 mina hominuni) but they are caught,
captured [juA, ^y*>,
v
^~-^»-)- ' l ' s 'J >' no means necessary to suppose, with
JAGER, that 05 read tsr' [cf. I'MUKl 1 1 S < 'ommentary. Heidelberg. 1S26. p. 3S1 45
or bsrv (Lag., p. 88); nor need we emend to t)lrrr or DtfE' (Dys.) or tsrv
• Wild.) or nnD' (Toy). ft's reading fcrsri- is supported by £ 12 "S2D
«B?1 and i L^bot. as we must read instead of the received lij»&o« (ZAT
I4.an). -P. H.]
««>«-
* \<Y. the reference in SBCPUXD-StADB'S I cxicon, p. 184'', above.
? In SCRRAOI R's KB 6, 1. p. 8l :.//. >s translated treat her, but this rendering is
marked as doubtful. — P. II.]
Tiov. 9
64 -*a-<w» (ptoonBs ©•e*- 27,17—28,1
27 I would therefore propose, with due reserve, the following restoration of the
text: tO-aor '\V> p*Pfl «'" ' ' '&?' nr,» i<E>X- 2 -
I or nt?p nn = uveuo? OKXtipo? </. Is. 27,8 where .41 nvpn m3 = <5 tv irvciiucm
tui aK\r|pii), and for JIBS and \0'n sec Cant. 4,16. It is evident that ]B'n might
easily have dropped out before \'B\ and it is curious that we have in £1, instead 5
of two derivatives of its' at the beginning of the second hemistich, two derivatii
of ]ES at the beginning of the first hemistich.
(17) For M "lir we must read, with 23, "in;, impf. Ilof. of Tin, and for & in;, in the
second hemistich, "in; or "in;, impf. Ilif. OORT, Em. reads "n; anil VJ[, — P. 11/
ill <JB is perhaps to be struck out, following TOY. 10
(18) [man should be pronounced nj»n ; see above, p. 34, 1. 44. — P. II
After 133; we should perhaps add 13, with DYSKRINCK.
(19) Instead of M D'B the parallelism would lead us to expect a noun governing
D'Jsn in the genitive; t'i ifioircp o\>x ouota (=?), so, too, 3. Hitz. conjectures
D1D3; VOGEL, BlCK . FRANK., TOY, I »ORT, Em., following <fl, 103. 15
(20) 71^138 with the K'thlbj it is, perhaps, only a miswriting of ]H3S which occurs
everywhere else [cf., however, rmbv = ^\ » «!«), n^tf (gent, 'fyv) — ^-^jl^w, "jbtf,
patron, of r6tf, nbi (gent, <!*»); see GKS.-KAUTZSCH $ 19,1. — P. 1 BJH,
but according to others, Jliatn.
(21) Instead of ill Mnn we should, perhaps, read, with DYS., V^no, following <6SS; 20
Gratz 'w»e.
(22) The first hemistich is evidently overburdened; iH, followed by if, reads tfP3B3, a
uading which was probably due, in the first instance, to ennan; BlCK. strikes it
out, following <3. Nestle (Expository Times t,6, p. 2S7' thinks that nwin
(probably to be read, with CHEYNE, nlBnn, n to be taken as a radical on ac- 25
count of 2 S 17, 19) is a mistake for some form derived from fps with the mean-
ing crucible, and that the same word lies behind ybf2 notice, before b), as in
i|) 12,7 {ff. WELLHAUSEN ad loc). On the other hand, CHEYNE (loc. cit. 8,7,
PP- 335 (: reminds us that niDin "]lri3 is supported by <5, except that <S read
rtlBin "pna in the midst of insults and paraphrased its reading ^v u^aiy ouvebpiou 30
dnudciuv. The word 'by, which belongs to the language of the Mishnah,
CHEYNE further holds, is only a variant of CTiaa, and this again is only an ex-
ample of the explanatory additions which transcribers delight in.
ill vhvK (so, too, i) is to be struck out, with BlCK., following U53.
(23) For in tanis we should perhaps read, with <B, ynv. 35
24) Instead of iHos; read j\S',, with I)VS., following (D oubt and 3, I he final -, appi a
in M as 1 osonant of the following word.
L'nder ill in some expression parallel to ",Dh must lie concealed: ( ,R \ 1 7. suggests
"itfy (?'
, TOY "li'K. <S irapabibwciiv, 9 >A*so, $ abo do not help. BlCK. conjec-
tures Vn before 1JJ. 40
.11 TIT/} with the Kthfb; Q're, unnecessarily, 1H; -,-'-
(25) [For ill njj we should perhaps read nbi. although, in OT, n?l is used exclusively
of the shaving of the hair, but cf. *"Ul=». = ,.6).
Ken does not mean qflergrowth (Toy, but fresh verdure, shoots from the seed,
comprising all plants in their incipient stage. In Gen. 1,11 sen denotes shoots 45
from the 10th of 3te? and of )'B. P. II
'
(27) ill tijvs nnbb ,so, too 88 i to be struck out. with I'.ick., Toy, following fi; it
is a gloss on "|an^, and overburdens the hemistich.
For ill nMm (so, too, (8iT Gratz most suitably conjectures ph; on the ana)
of 31, 1 5. 50
28 (i) lor t\ peh read D'JTCh and, reversed, for ill B'P'I.V read p'l? >o, too, Oor I
.
Em.]; (8 has the singular in both hemistichs while 3t! have the plural.
3°. >— »3 -~«3«a>* (procctBe «*>•«*>•- 67
30 ill ^ki ^N'n'.sb ^K'JViA (so, too, ?; 05 xoic nwrtuouatv Otui Kai wauouat; j has
only ^-tA-lJ) ;j»lo) cannot be proper names, in spite of Nth 11,7 Long ago
J. D. Mi< iiai US conjectured ta$ ^s vror) hs yvjA, and so most modern com-
mentators read, except that instead of bisi Kz. 43.S the Qal te*1 should evi-
dently be read, with DAHLBR [contrast Crit. Notes nn Isaiah, p. 196, L II; note 5
mrw} Prov. 8,30, ntntn 24,32, &c. — P. H.J, Ewald's view With me is God
(reading % 'IBM like i« uej?) and Iprevail (reading ill •?;«!) has been defended
by S.MK.Mi in his Religionsgesck.*, p. 480 (A second ed.). [OORT, Em., ^3«v]
(3) For ill We^ K 1? we should perhaps use, with GrATZ, SHERD, the r< ading of (5
8€oc btbibax^v ue = <:-iab *?« (JAG.); in that case we should have to translate the 10
second hemistich: ami 1 have learned the knowledge of the Jloir One.
(4) Instead of the meaningless D'prt of M (so, too, i£ r< ad pfljn, with <5 <?KpuTncev.
For i8 'DDsrb? so, too i; £ A 'b?, read "CDS?, with <B.
[For the brief hemistichs ia» no and U3 dv noi see above, p. 34, 1. 13. — P. H.]
ill inn -2 (so, too, 81) i-. rhythmically superfluous and should be struck out, 15
with (5, as a gloss from Job 38,5.
(5) For ni^N in all probability mm stood originally; cf. i|i 18.31.
(6) [The form 39W {cf. Gi.s. K \r izsch26 $$ 28, d; 75, q) indicates the correct pronun-
ciation of apocopated imperfect forms. Even forms like *)Dln or Chip are,
strictly speaking, not dissyllabic. It is a mistake to pronounce irr. na\
Tff[, &.C. 20
as dissyllabic forms, tit-had &c. I hey are all monosyllables and should be
sounded as though they were written Sisru, f
-
-^., cj^.< tlie " in ™\ and iq»<
is merely an auxiliary vowel as in btyl which docs not differ in pronunciation
from ^JJsru ; 1?: is dimply ibn, the initial i being pronounced without a preced-
ing K, while the final n is simply a sonant nasal as in English listen, which is 25
not dissyllabic but practically ^>^J. Cf. Beitr. g. Assyr. [,394.328.
1 believe that 8C is a subsequent addition just as the final hemistich of the
chapter, 33=, and v. 20; but it seems to me tint not only Sc .2o, and 33c but also
10.15*. 17. 32 are out of place and must be relegated to tin margin, I do not
mean to say that vv. 10.17.32 are glosses, they may he genuine cbee, and may 30
have belonged to the collection, but they arc not in their proper place in this
section of numerical proverbs and should be inserted elsewhere. — P. H.]
(IO) VJHN with the Qc re; IClhib U"W.
(13) [I can hardly believe that vyp 101 no represents an exclamative clause;* it is not
taken as an exclamation in the Versions: (6 Swi 11
. p 464) has Ex-fovov (kcucov 35
i«l'n^ouc 6<p8aAuouc ixn in the Arabic Version: ^IXbla ^U^s *J ^> J\ jJ»J\ ,
3 generatio cujus ercelsi sunt oculi; $ also has a relative clause, try nsn mi,
and the original reading of s may have been .«u^. <.., |;, ; the tso we find
before » in the Received Text may be a subsequent insertion ; it is hardly prob-
able that the conditional-temporal « J-a« Nold.' . 258 i- a correction of the 40
exclamative Joo (Nol.n. 2 $ 232, A,j . The no may be the enclitic emphatic ma,
which is so frequent in Assyrian and in Arabic. In a great many < a^es in Arabic
where U i^ slid to be indefinite we have this emphatic particle, e. p. in cases
like oLo^ L« j^jcj &C. Cf. my remarks on the particle RJ" in the Johns
Hopkins University Ct'rt . [ 14 p, 109 (cited in t'.i s, Kautzsch"* $ 105, 45
n. 3); see also RSCKKNDORF, Die syn/acl. Verhaltnisse des Arabischen. Lcydcn
1895-98, pp. [65 & 425, The emphatic -ma appears in Hebrew in three forms: —
(i)asW a ove, 1. 44); 1 as in in k: vr. hi ma SkC; cf my Akkad.
und Sinner. Kcilschrifttcxtc. Leipzig, 1 NX 1
. p 1 . -•;
Nor
1 an ill -rcS n'reK TO :~?;r * r 's: - C31 in Ezelc 16,30 be an exi lamative 50
*.- •:-.: •
« [In 15, 23I' the case is different. — P, II.
66 -<«a-<M* fpror«t6e ««>•«*«- 28,16—30,1
28 16 i"\ nniit> ill tm this improves the rhythm. J' 11
Foi ill "• i< ad 3"I, with 1 Bi ' lNK., Toy, following (Osif.
<6's reading niKOn for ill niiun deserves consideration; it is accepted by I.w ,
\i/ Ka.miii., WlLDKBOER.
Instead of the K'lhib WV read the (V're tut?, with <6iZ and BlCK. (Toy, Klfcrj). 5
(18) D'?T] for ill cm as in v. 6b .
instead of JtnjiKa, which cannot mean all at ot nngta or Jin?1-. with
Lag., GrATZ, Bii k., Kamph., Strack, Oort, Em., following 5 and perhaps
also i >ec Pink. ; 6 Vo\ omits nnita as a ; ;
(23' For ill '"inx, which gives no meaning in this place and is rhythmically super- 10
fluou n ad v-nx with BlCK., at the end of the verse. Thi it is true,
pport of the Versions; (6 ohoin; =irrjK; Lag. wnita), it 'imp, 3 A .
The meaning afterwards, at last (Strack in his Commentary: schliei
is uncertain; the reading of ill seems to be influenced by dogmatii
ii<>n^. to make God the speaker therefore the accent DiK, with njio 15
instead of the disjunctive true P'3-i as attested bj Wi< 1 p. ti, I.
Toy cancels *irm as gloss or dittogram. 1, Em. reads p 'Trot.]
(24) ill lax; so, too, <f>it is rhythmically superfluous and should be struck out,
with DYS., Hick., as a scribal expansion.
20
29 (2) ill D'p^ix n\3T3; but D'p'-ix nwia :<•//<•« //;,- righteous rul ested by Ti>s,
would better suit the parallelism.
(6) For ill V-S3 (so, too, (S3?, probably following 12,13 , which gives no satisfactory
read, with PiNSKKR see Del. in loc), yteea in the step cf. 1 s 20
with Mandelkern (oral communication), steps in stepping. 25
For ill pi; (so, too, 053?) read, with PlNSKER, BlCK.,1 >ORT, Em., yvv (Dvs. en;).
(10) For ill ltfEJ itfpi' SO, too, <&£; i ^oo^i is evidently only a guess on the basis of
the parallelism), which could only mean they seek his life (Kx. 4, I 1 ); 1 S 20 ;
nad WM nps;, with Dvs., K.wii'H
,
following Ez. 34.111. Tov prefers D'ye*- for
ill d*w so, too, Oort, J'.m., cf., however, Wpa in Ez. 34,4.16; Eccl. 3,6; sec 30
I in Notes on Ezekiel, p. 94, I. 4''.
16 For ill nm2 Toy cf. above, L21) prefers nnia.
(19) For njp to respond see above, p. 4s, 1. 44. — P. II.
(21) M yun; <5 obuvnO/jaerai; S uiilla; C nosu (». *. npiB & /ww <nvay, Pink.). Read
inc. with Bertheau, Strack, [Oort, £>«. suggests ju\ 35
(24) For nb.x , f. Jud. 17,2; Lev. 5,1 which must be translated: Ifa person, in spite
of his having hear,/ the adjuration -of the judge; sin by not giving testimony
a witness, no matter whether he have seen the thing or -only- heard
of it, and thus incur guilt &<'. The apodosis to the four coordinated conditional
clauses begins in v. 6, not in \. 5. Cf. the translation in Johns Hopkins University 4°
•liars. July '94, p. 114* and contrast BANTSCH </<//,',. P. H.]
30 For the section 30-31.'! >ei Ml HLA1 's dissertation quoted above, p. 32, I. 1. 45
For c. 30 cf. Iepheti ben-Eli Karaita in Proverbiorum Soiomonis caput XXX
Commentariits ed. Z.u HARIAS A' 1 RBACH, Bonnse, 1866. Sec also E. J. DILLON,
The Sceptics of the OT London, i.Sj;' pp. 133— 156; 269—272.
(1) "TON may mean hired slave; cf Arab. >a&J, Assyr. agru, agarru (DEL., IIW
I7b), or think r. egirru [DEL., IIW lV); the etymology is, of course, 50
very uncertain. — I'. H.]
For ill HVzr, which probably means the oracle or prophetic utteran.
note on Num. 23,^ we must read, with D\s.. either N&EO or 'K&en.
3T.8-27 :• - • prortrBe •'-:•' • (*)
31 Twaav; 3 l^a. ^.k*, j 1 & >\a ,j«o, $ «-,;•(? \Vim 'iltobv pl;j both 3 anil 2 be-
gin the verse with an imperative, Beware.
>« with the (yrtj ik with the Kcthib. Kami»h. suggests hs [so, too, OORT, Em.,
i. e. Textus Hebreuci Emendationes (/uil'iis in i Here Testamento Neerlandice
vertendo usi sunt A. Kubnen, I. Hooykaas, W. II. Kosters, II. Oort, edidit
H. Oort. Lugduni Batavorum, typis E. J. Brill, MCM]; but sec Konig, Lehr-
gebniiilt-, vol. 2, p. 245, note 2.
(8) ill r^ri; but perhaps the *| is due to dittography (the following verse begins
with nns) and we must read, with Ins., TOY all who suffer), *)m.
10
(11) For the alliteration in the first hemistich see above, note on 24, 1.
(15) According to TOY A\ n'Mfji pm is a gloss, a repetition or explanation of the
second hemistich. 15
(16) n»w with the Qere and it; Kcthib yea (=J»J Dvs.; yo; Gratz). [I should
prefer to read yBJ, omitting 013 which spoils the rhythm; D12 is a subsequent
explanatory addition just as D'D and N\b in 25,21 or D"33« in EccL 3,5. — P. II.
(18) 7^2 with the K cthib; (>re nVh.
(21) For the alliteration in this verse see note on 24, 1. 20
For JtJ D'Jtf we should, perhaps, read 0-2&, with LUTHER &c, following <B
bicad? which, however, (6 takes with v. 22.
(25) iil pntoni, perhaps better pntrni for the same reasons as in 30,25ff. Cf. above,
p. 68, 1. 26.
(27) Kthtb n»^n is transcriptional error for MeAtl; so Qcre. 25
68 •::•:• - • "Pr.nviBo • - :•': • 30.1' 3' I
30
(15)
(17)
(.8)
(»)
(=4)
(^5)
(28)
(29)
(30
(33)
i lause ; perhaps we should read, with em liii* . emphai ii nij n>3* ^ncinssto h^i
"]!\y^ verzehrend :r,i>- deine Gluth (oij-jcioj cJJjjj^j) — unab = ^nan^ ; cf. Ex.
j, 2. cases like ill Dnjmw for nyatr, Jer. 3,13 8cc. For the emphatic
Mm in Arab. All&humma [see Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 48, L 45 </ also Aral).
halumma, Hcb. D^H; see also WRIGHT Dl GO] 11
:
'• 2,343, I. 10. 5
In Ezek. 19,2, <>n the other hand, the HD alter rne«l seems to correspond
to the Assyr. md thus, as follows,' introducing <>/-.;//<> directa [cf. Del., Ass. Gr.
MW 387 b): no may be combined with the pre. .ding nio« so that the ryp
with s|fH hkr the second allegory in v. 10.
The matter deserves further investigation. 10
The prefixed b in ^:«b is perhaps the emphatic particle (= Assyr. lA-ikkal,
cf. above, p. 52,1. 11 and below, p. 86,1. 28 ; otherwise we should have no apodosis.
PSBA 23,143. -- P. II.
M lSi» (so, too, Si) is struck out by BlCKBLL. <8 fpwe. -(vvohkoi; probably read
only Dim 1
5
For ill r\r^-b cf. Ges.-Kautzsch S 2 4,<') we should perhaps read, with Frank.,
Toy, following tO. n:pi ; cf. 23, 22''.
npa'jRi with the Qere; jmw K'thtb.
Both the subject-matter and the prosaic form of this verse prove it to be a later
addition [cf. above, p. 6;, 1. 28;; so DaTHE, Hit/., DEL., FRANKBNBERG. 20
[Omission of D'BSn in the second hemistich would improve the rhythm; it is
probably a gloss on DISSno. OOB r, Em. reads D'apna. — P. H.]
Jtt vj'ri, impf. 1 on ec. in the same way v. 26: WbM, v. 27: <x:n) might be ex-
plained as indicating facts known by experience; according to Konig, Synt.
$ 369, f the emphatic copulative connection may be used instead of other coordi- 25
Dating conjunctions. But we should probably point wyj &c. as simple modus
ret repetita, just as we have the simple impf. in a 1 lause in v. 30.
For ifltrDnn we should perhaps read, with MOhlaU, Ins., following rt hkiXoitoc
inv, trsnn [so, too, < >ORT, Em.
The first hemistich would gain by omitting ~ti~. P. II 30
The text is hopeless; DYS. conjectures ingeniously trm Ntr:na vnt.
For M 1a» Dlp^N (5 has 8r|uryfopiuv iv I6vi\; so, too, i J vivin fc~o> Vomo, and
£ .Taay n<3 Wow D\sp-. Hitz. conjectured isj? D'rrw, Dvs. iap d's^k, Hkk.
1BS 1? Dp,.
The third clause of v, 33 may be the complement to a lost hemistich; but it is 35
probably nothing but scribal expansion added by some one who fell called upon
to append a moral. [Cf. p. 65, 1. 29; p. 62, 1. S. — P. II.]
:<"
40
31 (2) The addition *")a spto "iDi* '"I133 "wDji-np is preserved in <5 ; its omission in ill and
si is probably due to homaotcleuton of ,"0. [The second »T3, however, is better
omitted. OORT, Em. inserts "IBS* after ill no. P. II]
(3) Instead of the curious :pyi of ill wc should perhaps read, with Dvs.. KAMPH.,
Wild., -n"; cf Cant 7,13 and above, p. 38, 1. 22. TOY suggests ^33^. 4;
For .'U -:mb GESRNIUS conjectured nmb^ (so also DEL., W ILD., Si rack. TOY,
Oort, Em.); MChi.au better Mnoe^, those -who enervate. <S etc urjTepofJouXiav,
8 It^UV, $ pte nnb.
(4) ill bxitib Wibtb !>K, similarly 3<? ; but <B has u.€T(i pouXfjC rravra noieO. is rhyth-
mically superfluous and evidently only a dittogram of the words which follow, 50
with the addition of b»"ab.
The evident gap after D'Jtn^ should probably be filled with bMb or some such
expression; <S ends the verse with oi buvdcrrcu euuuubcic eiaiv, oivov bi un, mvi-
1,7—2,l6 —W3-0** (prorcrBo «©•«*>•- 71
After 24,22 iH and (8 differ also in the arrangement of the text: after the
Collection of Aphorisms in 22, 17-24, 22 © has the first half of the Sayings of
Agur ben-Jakeh '30, 1 - 14), preceded by live proverbs not found in ill (see below,
p. 82, 1. 32}; then follows the conclusion of c. 24, vis. vv. 23 34, containing the
additional small collection of Aphorisms of the Sages rrean 1? nbx DJ), and there- 5
after comes the second half of the Sayings of Agur ben-Jakeh .30, 15-33', con-
taining the Numerical Proverbs (see above, p. 67, 1. 32) and followed by the
Sayings of Lemuel in 31 , 1 -9.
In the final chapters 25 31 the arrangement is practically the same in both
recensions except that, as stated above (U. 2.6), the Sayings of Agur and Lemuel 10
(30-31,9) precede in <8 cc. 25-29, the first section (30,1-14) being inserted be-
tween vv. 22 and 23 of c. 24, and the final section (30,15-31,9) after the la>t
verse of c. 24: thus cc. 25-29 are inserted, in (6, between W. •> and [O of <. 31
;
and the section 24,23-34 (o'Dsn 1? r6.s cj is interposi d between vv. 14 and 15 of
c. 30. This arrangement of6 (aa, 17-24,22; 30,1 14; 24,23-34:30, 15-33: 31,1 -9; 15
25-29; 31, 10-31) is manifestly inferior to that of S&. — P, 11.
1 (7) Between 7 a and 7b of ill two additional hemistichs are inserted in 18:
—
20
auvtoic, be (ifa6r| iraai toic. noiouoiv aCrrrjv
euo^pua b£ dq Btbv dpx'l aiaOnatuuc,
The firsi of these is derived from t(j no (ill ill), io, where, also, it is preceded
by dpxf| ootpt'ai; tpopoc Kupiou; the other is evidently a second translation of 7*
(so, too, i 25
(12) Instead of i2 b (6 reads ku'i upiuuev otUToO ti'iv uvrjunv ^k THS. which is probably
d< rived from v|» 33 (ill 34 , 17 toO dtoXeeptuaat ^k -pic T0 uvn,u6auvov atrrifiv.
It may be a substitute i"i some illegible passage in the Hebrew original (so
LAC); Cf. Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. So, 1.6; p. 86, I. 15; p. 138, 1. 28; p. 152, 1. 3, &c.
(14) In (S 14'' has a double translation:
—
30
koivov he (iaXXdvnov KTn.o-u)ue6a iruvrtc
Kai papaiitTiiov ev -fevr|6n;TUj r)uiv.
The first and freer rendering is to be regarded, with [AG., Lag., and Bai
as the original; the second is lacking in Cod. 23 of Holmbs and Parsons.
(18) (0 adds a third clause f\ be KaraOTpo(pr| dvbpwv Ttapavouiuv KUKn, for the end (or 35
destruction) of the godless is evil, Heb. yn pen vnm yvu (Del.). This brings to
mind 6's version of Job 8,im: oti KaTaOTpoipn, daepouc xoiaimi, but is probably
nothing but an explanatory k'"ss '" the prei eding 6n,aaupiZouoiv eauioTc. koko.
(2') Between 21* and b (5 inserts tm be iruXat? buvaaTiiv irapebpeuei and she sits at
the door of the mighty, which is evidently derived from 8, •, where napd 'flip 40
itOXaic buvuaxujv Ttapehpeuei is an inaccurate translation of -'II mp 'B 1? ciytr T9.
(2 7) <S (but noi C) adds a fourth clause i\ iirav ^pxiirui uuiv liXtHpoc, an evident
doublet to 27 c , kui ut.iv EpxHTOl uuiv 9Xiiyi<; Kai TtoXiopida, which was sub-
sequently added and connected by means of i\. According to LAG., this fourth
clause 2;' 1 was rather a sei ond translation of 27" ku'i uk &v a<pficr|Tai »pTv Gqmu 45
86pu(ioc,, which was moved down here because a parallel was required foi
2 (2) (8 gives two translations of 2b : Kai Ttapa(iaXfic; Kapbiuv oou ei<; ouvemv and napa-
Pa\€i<; be uUTn,v eVi vouedtrioiv i<5p voii6eai<iv mi imii oou. The first rend
is, without doubt, a correction of the second and more original one, which pre- 50
supposes as Hebrew original: rUOJlb "|:2^> HBP. It is probably connected with the
reading ON '3 in 3" which is . y ff.
(16) It is useless to attempt to trace (6 toO uaKpuv ac noif|0ai dnd 6bou ei>6eia<; Kai
@.ppenotv
&****
sis
il&diftonaf ^tnco and 2)cm » 6 *»$ 6
found in ihe
Septuagintal Version ok the Hook
and
Since iranftng in fBaf (Pcreion.
HE SEPT1 ACINTAL VERSION of the Book of Proverbs con-
tains a number of Q^CD and hemistichs not found in the received
Hebre 1,7.14. iS. 2 1.27 ; 2,2.19.21; 3, 15. 16.22.28 ; 4, 10.
«. : 7; S-3--3: 6,8.11.25; 7,1; 8,21; 9,6.10.12.18; 10,4; II, 16;
12, 1 1. 13.26; 13,9. 11 .13. 15; 14,22; 15. 1 .18; 16,1-3.5.17.26.30;
;27,20.2I;Jy 4; 17.
5
-6.21:18,22; 19,7; 22,8.9.I4;24, 22; 25, IO. 20; 26,
T V V I 28,10.17:29,25'. On the other hand, a number of hemistichs of
.'It are not represented in (fi (cf. 7,25; 8,29; 11 ,3
b
.4. lo*. 1 i b ; 13,6;
15,31; 16, 1-3; 18,23-19,2; 20, 14-19; 21. 5. 18; 23,23; 25,9), and
it is impossible to attribute all the clauses wanting in (5 to subsequent scribal 10
expansions of the Hebrew text. Some of the additional proverbs in 16, however,
may be mere variants or versional doublets cf. 1,14.2;; 2,2.19.21; 3,15; 4,10;
5 23; 6,25; 9,6; 14,22; 15,1.18; 22.8.9; 28.1;; 29,7.25) or illustrative quo-
tations iff. 1 ,7; 3, 16.28; 9, 12; I2,ii; 13,13; 26. 11) and explanatory glosses (cf.
1,18; 4,2;; 13,15; 22,14) or corrective interpolations (cf. 4,27; 7,1 and C's 15
omission of II
,3
b
.4; see also above, p. 62, 1.6; which afterwards crept from
the margin into the text; others may have been found by the deck transla-
tors, as subsequent expansions of Hebrew scribes, in their Egyptian re-
m of the Hebrew text [cf. 7,1; 8,21; 9, 12. iS; 10.4; 12,11.13; 13,13;
16,1-3.17; 17,5.21; 19,7; 22,11.14; 24,22; 25,10.20; 27,2o.2i x ; but we can 20
hardly suppose that all of the additional lines in (5 arc based on a Heb
original {cf. 4,27; 5,3; 6,8.11; 14,23; 17, 6\ The cases in which (6 seems to
have preserved some D'teo which formed part of the original Hebrew text of
the Book of Proverbs (cf. II, 16; 27,20.21'' arc exceptional. Some of the addi-
tional proverbs of <S are not given in 3. A Hebrew version of the additional 25
lines found in © is appended to FRANZ DkUTZSCB's commentary on Das solo-
moniscke Spruchbuch (Leipzig, 1873) PP- 543- 547-
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4 anil on p. 543 he renders more literally:—
ntrpjn V»b& wn riBT1 jnv pc yr\
According to Ew'ALD (Sfriuhe Saldino's 2
,
p. 94"> the Hebrew text read as
follows:— nbwctoB on rrOtm mrp ~\b po'D "]Vi <a 5
:cnr cib»a -prnySm "p^jpn »? torn
We doubt, however, whether these two verses are derived from a Hebrew original:
the first contains a gloss on itt 27'1 in which right and left \S interpreted ethically
and made to apply t<> the ri^ht and to the crooked ways; the second, on the
other hand, is a dogmatic correction {cf. above, p. 70, 1. 16) of M 26 where man 10
is commanded to remove his foot from evil, and consequently looked upon as
capable of molding aright his own ways. LAG.'s suggestion deserves considera-
tion that it was a Greek speaking Christian who, having in mind the much dis-
cussed doctrine of the two ways, first added these words.
5
5 (3) © prefixes ui'i upi'idt
x
£ q>oi»\ri Tuvalu! heed not an evil woman. This is evidently
not based on a Hebrew original but is an imitation of v. 1, u\i, <=urj oocpia npoaixe,
freely expanded in order to bridge the chasm between vv. 2 and 3 of ill.
(23) (6 has two translations of v. 23*. The first, oOtoc tcXcutA uttd dirctibeuTiuv,
which is probably the original rendering, takes 2 in the sense among and |*M .
"IDIB as paraphrase of a personal adjective, dissolute (cf. GES.-KatjTZSCH, $ ij2,u).
The second, ko'i (evidently substituted for the original oOxoc in order to obtain
a better connection) drrdiXeTO 01' dippoauvnv , is a later correction which was
Subsequently inserted after 23b .
25
6 (8) After v. 8 (5 has a long addition which may perhaps be divided, with SwETE,
into seven hemistichs: — n, irop<:u6n,'n Trpo<; tt'|v utXioanv
Kdi ud8e ihc ^p-fctTic ^otiv,
ti'iv Tt Ipfaoiav die aeuvn.v nouiTur
)*!<; roue itovoik; puaiXeic xat ibuutai irpo<; irreiav irpoa- 30
iro8ttvf| hi ^axiv irdcnv Kai iriribotoc - [<p<=povTai,
Kafaep oiioa rf| puiprj doGevi'ic,
ti'iv aocpiav Tiurjaaaa irpoi'ixO'l.
Or go to the bee, I and Irani how diligent she is, I and how nobly sin- does her
work. II Kings an<i /< 'Oplt use her labors for their health th all she is 35
honored and beloved. 11 Although weak in strength, she is highly esteemed, 1 be-
cause she honors wisdom. There can be no question of a Hebrew original for
this addition (Hit/., Lag., Toy). It originated with some Greek who thought
that the bee was at leaSI as well suited as the ant to be an example of diligence
and prudence; but to the HebrewOT such a view of the bi e, as BAUMG. rightly 40
points out, i^ quite foreign.
(ll) After a somewhat arbitrary translation of this verse <5 adds:—
ruv hi doKvoi; fje, n,Eei liiomep irnji'i 6 &un,TA<; aou,
tvbeia iljcmep kok6c bpoueuc drrauTouoX
/»'/// if thou art unwearied, thy h t/th will come as a fountain, 45
And want will desert thee like a had runner.
These words are evidently an antithesis to v. 11 of ill, but in all probability were
balanced against P> in its present form. It is therefore useless, with LAG. and
others, to labor over a supposed Hebrew original and its possible origin. The
reference to harvest i-, derived from v. 8, and the comparison of it to a richly 50
streaming fountain may have been suggested by such passages a^ Amos 5,24.
(25) <B renders 25' in a double form: first, by un,o( &Ypeue(j{ oot{ oipeaXpoic which
i^ the original translation; it presupposes "pEpsys instead "i ill rrfiytpa, but
Prov. 1 1
'
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2 dXXoxptov xf|C bixuiac fvuJ|jr|C. uW, un. 0€ KaxaXuprj KUKn, pouXn, to a different
Hebrew original. Toy's judgment p. 5' of his Commentary is correct:— "This
is not a scribal heterogram of the particular words of Jtt, but an independent,
allegori/ing reading of the schools. The next section also is taken as a descrip-
tion of moral folly and is introduced by the words i'it, un, k. t. X." 5
(19) © gives two translations of i7' : oub£ un, KuxaXdf?watv xpipouc eu9€iac (certainly
only a free rendering of -ill D"n mrr.K and not another reading) and oil fup kutu-
XctufMvovxai uno tviauxtliv luif\<; ,= 'n JMltfO »*;). The first, and more exai
translation must again be considered, with LAG. ag.iin>t BAUMG.), to be a cor-
rection of the second and somewhat strange rendering. The variant uno ^viau- 10
tujv I. has probably arisen under the influence of 3,2 (so Toy), although (0 there
lenders D ,( n nu» with tin. £aif|C.
(21) In <5 \vc find two translations of this verse. One, rendering it xpn^Toi loovxax
oiKr|Topec f nc, ukukoi b£ (<B S * xui 60101) uTroXupQi'iiJovxiu tv uuxr), is found in 6S
*C-»'A
and [along with the other form , in Comply Aid. This is regarded by Lag. and 15
Bai mg. as the more original. The second rendering, <>ti euOek Kuxao-Knvwo-ouai
•fi'iv, Kai uaioi uiroXetqperiaovTai iv auxfj, is the text of <SV and, according to TOY,
appears to show the hand of an Alexandrian reviser.
3 (15) Between 15* and
b
<fi has two doublets: — ouk dvxtxuEexai (fiSc.aA dvxixdao-exai) 20
auxfj oiib£v irovripov (read, with Jac;., GRABE, BAUMG., rtoHnxdv) and euYvwaxoc
£axtv xtdoiv xoic e-pfiuouatv auxf). The latter would probably run in Hebrew
rrb.x D'aipn-^sS KV1 njnili, and thus varies absolutely from itt. According to Lag.
these two hemistichs, but in reversed order, represent the original translation,
while I5ad is the work of a reviser. 25
(16) After v. 16 <S has two additional heniistichs. One of these (Ik toO axouaxoc, auxfjc,
^Krtopeuexai biKaioauvn,; is almost word for word from K 45,23 (changing aOxfJc
to uou, as the utterance is from the mouth of God) and the other (vduov be Kai
IXeov im TXiiiowis' <popei) is a rough rendering of !& njifirVty non-mini in 1'rov.
31,26. 3°
(22) After this verse (5 repeats v. 8 with slight variants.
18) (5 adds ou fdp olbac xi xtEtxut rj Eruo0o"a from 27,1, only writing otbac instead
of TlVtUOKetC.
4 (10) (8 gives two translations of io
b
: — Koi nXn.euven.<Jexai (®Sc:,A + cioi) txn, Zuin,c aou 35
and ivu aot ftvtuvxat ixoXXai oboi piou. The latter departs much more from ill
but is no doubt more original jAg., LAG., BAUHG.). The strange oboi does not
point to a different reading (miTttt for nu», LAG.) but is only a transcriptional
error induced by bbouc in v. 11 (so TOY).
(27) After this verse (63, but not 3<T, add four lines:
—
40
bbouc Tap xdc, tK btEtuiv oibev 6 Otoe,
bieoxpcututvui bt! tiotv a'\ it dptaxepiiiv
auxoc be 6p9dc rcoifjaei xdc xpoxtdc aou,
xdc be Ttoptiuc aou ^v Elprjvrj Trpodsa.
/•",'/• God knows //it- ways of the right hand, 43
But the ways of the left arc crooked
Thy friths He Himself will straighten
And lead forward thy 7< i<iy.< in peace.
On p. 39 of his commentary DEL. has the following very neat rendering into
Hebrew:— id'vxdco vn c'trppi run' jrr D'Virss OTI '3 50
.n-bif nitea yninist ynv^yn obs* mn
• The asterisk in <BS* &c. denotes corrections by the original scribe.
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bianopcucTai bt bi" uvubpou tpi'iuou
Kai THV biarexaf|J^vnv 4v bttyiubeoiv,
ouvutti b£ x«P<5 lv dKapniav.
Who props himself on lies hunts the wind, \ he pursues fluttering birds; D for
lie abandoned the ways of his vineyard | and wandered from the paths of his 5
farmland; he strays through waterless wastes I anil a land in regions of tki
and he gathers with his hands unfruitfulness. According to E\V. (p. 125) the
Hebrew original ran:— :«p3 msx «pv mm nirrn ny^ ip» ^p *,s?tri
•.npn wite 'Vjpoi wo »3Ti arp >:
: :"s rente p«i cd ^3 pta'tra nap^ 10
no 1?: vva «pm
DEL., on the other hand, rendered it:—
:niDP d*ws n*v mm mi npv -iptea jjwin
unite mawa njnw 1013 <i»9» atp •:
ipttasb —•;• pm D»e pi 1310 naipi 1?
r;-r —3 r^oim
Here, too, the possibility of a Hebrew original cannot be denied. In form and
content these verses have real life and weight. But they arc certainly not the
a! sequel of ill v. 12. They appear to have been added (perhaps as an
illustrative quotation] by a later sage in order to warn the disciples of that true 20
wisdom, which springs from the fear of Jhvh (tf. v. 10), to keep aloof from
false and lying wisdom [above all, probably, from heathen philosophy), which
promises satisfaction but brings only sad disappointment.
(18) (g adds four double hemistichs:—
aXXd diroirn.bn.o'ov, fir) xpoviarjc ^v tiu rdmy," 25
nn.bt t'mo'Ti'io'rjc; to gov <5nuaP nP ? aOTT|V
outux; Yap biaprjon, Obwp dXXdxpiov
xai uueppnarj itoxauov uXXorpiovT
dno i>i Oboro<; dXXoTpiou diTdaxou,
Kai dud irryrflc. dXXoTpiac; ur| irirjc, 30
Vva ttoXOjv ti'ioi,i<; xpdvov,
<tM))B__ irpooTe6rj bi 001 ?Tn. £tuf|c. -*t3»o>$»
(>) w? c"*+«4Tij<.— (ft) So all except *>V which reads '" ,'/|i7. — (7) This hemistich in(o
Sc 'lA ;w
Butflee, linger not in the place, I nor let thine eye dwell on her; \ for so passes! 35
thou through strange water I '/. tter
abide thou far \ and from a strange fountain drink not, \ that much time thou
mavest live
I
and that years of life may be added to thee. The Hebrew original
ran according i" Ew. p. 126):—
:na -•:•> r-rn xb\ D3 irxn ^x "U cs >3 40
iffiai n'B *?p noEni it in:3 -opn U •:
riten bx n;j i;pnoi or\o b)nn n*B cot
: D^rt nw "p VM*] tnn ttv n*nn ]pob
DEL. renders (p. 543):—
: ---.s yy; R»n V«i ncipca insn "?«i .-ijbd TIB -|!< 4>
3'B Tajfl p •:
m DipcQ ntfn bm n-i e-b~ x"PTl
n^n nut? j) •'Ml Wi d'B' rrnn jpe^
The lasl lin dy with Ew.'s translation.
That these lines Ore based on a H( inal must l.e admitted. But I 1
are certainly the addition of some one who missed an express statement "f ho*
dangerous the counsel of Folly in v. 17 must be. Advice is then I :i\en
m four hemistichs how the danger of being led astray by the adulteress may be
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6 nr\bi Hyp. is only a free rendering of -Ml and does not presuppo ".- I lUMG.
thinks, ["hi econd rendering, pn,b£ auvupiraoefjc. dno Tiiiv auTf|? pXctpupwv,
which subsequently pushed its way into the text, is Inter and more exact
7 (1 Ki twei n vv. [ and 2 (0 adds:— uW, xiua tov Kupiov Kui iaxuoei?, 5
Ti\r|v hi auroO pr| (pojioO uUov.
Del, p. 543 renders this: ;ir6it «rn ^to ptnnt mrr n« T3J '33
has undeniably a Hebrew flavor, and E\v. held that it-- original
ran:-- INTO btt Pljtosl PPW nW Ittt T3J 'JO
Id- was inclined to insert this after v. 3 on account of its breaking the connection 10
1 badly between w. 1 and 2. More probably this verse is a protest on the
part of some read r, Hebrew or Greek, against the overemphasis upon a human
nunand as opposed to the fear of God which should alone be considered
(25) The second hemistich in this verse, which is lacking in C>v , is supplied l>y 8 ' N
«S:c. in the form kui ur) irXavn,6ftc. 6v frrpdiroic, uutik from 0; cf. MlDDi LDORPF, 15
Cod. Syr. ffexapl., p. 576.
8 (21) <f> adds:
—
'vuffdXuj nuiv tu ku9' fyiepHV -ftvoueva,
uviipovcuoiu tu ii orftsvo; upiepfiaai.
IfI declare to you what takes />/<n;- from day to day. 20
/ must remember to recount t/ir things th<it have been from eternity.
This mi} on a Hebrew original According to Ewaud p. 122) it
ran:— iitocb efr\yh "Mm m:t.si ov urb -m* c:7 TJS DK
while 1)1 I., (p. 543 it:—
•.obiyo ibe^i no ism nv nv nip- imn n« d: 1? Tin '3 2;
But it is certainly only an addition for the purpose of fa< ilitating the transition
from the section which described tu k iv ftvoucvo (vv. 1-21 to that on
TU it uttuvoc. (vv. 22l'f.); so BAUMGAR i N
(29) The omission of v. 20" in (5 can b accident only. The insertion in ©ScaA
iv tCu TiBtvat Tf| GaXdcrarj uKptpuaudv auTou Kai uhar UGaovrai ordua- 30
to? afiToO is derived from 0.
9 (6) (5 renders v. 6-' uiroXetiuTe d<ppoauviiv reading vis with all oilier Versions, and
apparently rightly, instead of .'11 D'KTID) fva ti; tov aluuva puaiXeuan,T€ (a fri
dering of .Ml vm, influenced by Wisd. 6,20 tniSuuiu fipu ootpia? dvdfti e'ni 35
paaiX€tuv). The further addition ku'i En/rrjcaTe q>p6vn,otv and ><•<•/ after insight
in. iv be explained on the supposition that to the a rendering, as so
often, a correction Kid tfjaETC was added. From this arose by error IriT'iOfTt,
and then the neci eel was added in the form ofqipdvnmv. This hypi
thesis would simpler than Lag.'s that qipdvn,rnv, originally .1 gloss to 40
auvfjiv in the third hemistich, had come to stand aftet V\<KTt and that U\aett
had then, for the sake ol sense, been changed by a reviser to £nrr|OOT€.
(10) The addition in if< to fc'ip fviiivat vduov biuvoiu; eViTiv dfa0f|( for to km
•v is the test of) triu- kn according to Dl L, p. 543, — ^3)\B mw ny-i 1?
310) cannot be regarded as a second, and still le^s, with Lag., Baumg., as the 45
authentic translation ol fl lob. It is rather the gloss of some transcriber for
whom all wisdom and kno» God was omprised in the study and know-
ledge of the Law.
(12) lictween w. 12 and 13 o'> add;
8? e'pdberui tni i|)ei>btatv, outo; irouialvet ov.uoi.ic, 5°
6 b' aurdi; buM-erai Spvea irerdutva'
dn^XtTt£v -fup oboits toO tuuTou duireXujvoi;,
toCx; b£ dEovai; toO fbiou ftuipfiou ireirXdvrrrar
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12 [26) After v. 26a ®A &c. (hut not <8 V) add:—
at bi -fvuju,ai tujv (iaeptuv &v£TrietK€?c but the plans of the godless arc unfair.
Lag. sees in this, no douht rightly, the original translation of v. iob . Mien
follows in <BAV and, in brackets, also in <BSac : — dpaprdvovTae; (<bv + bi) Kara-
biibSexai koku. That this hemistich comes from 13 , 2
i
a is certified by the fact 5
that in <5
S
and some minuscules 13, 2i b is further added.
13 (6) The omission of this verse in (fiv can only be- accidental, <SA &c read biKaioouvri
<pu\d(raei ukukouc obiu, touc be d(jefl€ic cpauXouc; iTOtti auuptia. The second
hemistich here takes fiNtsn 1 |y as subject; nevertheless it may be the 10
work of the fir>t translator (so Lac, .
(9) After this verse 8AV .3 after v. 13) add:—
i)iuxai bdXiai irXavOuvTai lv du,upTiaic, • «9^»
btKuioi bi oiKTupouaiv Kai dXetuaiv.* <j) •*eXiouem.
F01 the second hemistich if., with Lag., ty 37 ((0 36, 2lb : — b bi biicaioc; oik- 15
T£tp€l Kai btbot. Lu. p. 14S) translates this addition:—
:rntol pin p^si nxena nyin ncio trea
1 lEL. renders:— :Dn"iDi ph p^xi KBna rum .Tan »D3
A connei ti'>n with vv. 9 or 10 cannot be established, TOY remarks, The couplet
is not improbably a combination of glosses. 20
(11) 8 reads as a third clause in the verse: btKaioe; oiKTeiptl Kai Kixpa = .Tt^DI ph p'lS,
evidently only a misplaced variant to cf (see above), following i|i 112 (fi III), 5 :—
XpilOTo? dvr|p 6 oiKTiputuv kui Kixpuiv.
(13) After v. 13 S3 aclcl three hemistichs:—
uitu boXiui oiibiiv carat dyaBdv 25
OtK^TI) bi cotptl) euoboi faovTut updSetc,
Kai KaTeu9uv9iiaeTui i'i bboc, aOToO.
Ew. p. 14') translates: :iavt rrtir VateD nayi am ib y»n hd-id p
and ln.i..:— :on itfN'i vbjm »pir o:n najn aio i^> i<k noto p
The content suggests 17, j (Ew.), and a Hebri « original is very probable. Toy 30
says, This is apparently a scribal addition, taken, perhaps, from some current
collection of prm erbs.
(15) Between I5 a and c C> reads to bi fvtuvai vdpov biavoiac ^ariv dfaef|c;, word for
word the addition in 9,10. The addition here is intended to explain what is
meant by auvecic; d-fa9r) in i5 a . 35
14 (22 All MSS oit'er .1 double translation. First, a younger:—
nXuvtuptvot TtKTaivouot koko,
tJXeov bi Kcc't uXn,6tiav tcktui'vouoiv diaSoi -
then:
—
ouk ^niciTavTut {Xeov Kai ttIotiv tcVtovcc; kokujv, 40
Atnuoouvat bi Kai irioTcic itapd T^KToatv utaeoic.
which can be recognized again as tin- older by its deviating further from ill. In
this second .t-e- the translator probably read:—
1a» virA new -torn neto nan p 'snh lp; *6
Can we regard this as the original text, or is it merely due to dittography ol 4;
now nan? The latter view is I In- more piobable one, unless no*0 ion were ar-
bitrarily .supplied lie, ni the see i.nd hemistich in order to provide an object for
Vp\ « in the- othei hand. "Cir6 may possibly be original (if. above, p. 47. L 42).
(23) Instead of23b f gives an antithesis to 23* (Lag.), reading axr lor axr Hit/. . Ac-
cording to Lacs, ibis antithesis, 6 bt ijbiV kcu iiv(iX|T)TOC €"v itvbeta eOTai, was due 50
to a Christian who had in mind Luke 16,19-;, I; '0,42. For fv tvbciq LAG.
conjectured £v dbiivrj; it may have come from the lost second hemistich ^lOncb
That v)bi'ic; Kai dvdXfr|TOi; is a free translation of D'OEb naT ^so TOY , is impossible.
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g best escaped, and thereafter (perhaps by another hand) .1 positive admonition
is added on the model of 5 , 1 5 rt", strengthened with the promise of 9, 11.
10 (4) After 10,4 (but in Cod. 23 of H-P and in some minuscules before the addition
to 9,i- tfi adds:— uloi; nenaibeuu,evo<; oo<p6q toTm, 5
TUJ bt U<ppOVl hlUKe.VUJ XPHOtTKl.
. / well trained son will be wise, and the fool will he use as a servant. According
to EW. the Hebrew original ran perhaps as follows:—
rra -:>•: >*ttt1 nw nan idid p
The connection of this bvo with v. 4 is loose, but it probably had a Hebrew 10
original which was added by some transcriber on the margin.
11 (3) V'V. 3
b ami 4 ate lacking in <f>, in their place v. 10 1, is inserted J.v. , Lac);
in most MSS l0.\- &c.) the gap is tilled by an insertion after v. 2 in some be-
fore v. 5) from 0. Since ill npix, according to the parallelism, seems to mean 15
alms (so LAG.) the omission of v. 4 may be regarded, with Hi 11 >i Ml. and BAUMG.,
as a protest against the doctrine of merit from good works; cf. above, p. 41, 1. 36.
(10) For the omission of vv. ioa and 1 t b in (5 (iob was inserted in the place of v. 4;
sec above I. 13) and the tilling of the gap from G, cf. above p. 44, II. 44I1".
(it.) The plus in <fi between -«H i6a and b has been accepted in our text; see p. 9, 20
11. 39 antl 41 and cf. p. 44, »• 5°" BAUMG., however, explains it as an addition
by the translator who, not recognizing the parallelism between i6a and b in ill,
tried to help it out. TOV also doubts the originality of 6's text on the ground
that throne is used nowhere else of a person. In this, however, he has not taken
OUntof I .22,23 '-- «D2) which was probably in the mind of the tiuthor of l6bc . 25
12 (11) After v. 11 (8 adds: — o? ^oTiv t\bi)<; tv oivtuv biaTpijiaic,
£v Tot? iuuTou dxitptuiruaiv xaTaXeii|iei dxtitinv.
3 renders this literally, qui st/avis est in vini demorationibus, in suis munitions-
bus relinquit contumeliam. According to Ew. p. 141) the Hebrew original was 30
perhaps:— sp!>p arjp un'sa |" nia^-a cjnna
Del. (p. 543 tenders:— trniisaa pbp air i'" <n»Da Jipno
- of the Greek expressions point to a Hebrew original, /. e. to an
illustrative quotation on the margin of the MS from which the Greek was trans-
late! 1. This was not, however, an exemplif on v. 1
1
1, but stood in some 35
relation or other to v. 12. BAUMG. rightly finds it noteworthy that iv oxoptuna-
atv occurs again in v. 12 1 ', and Del. is certainly on the right track in presuppos-
ing vmvxea (,/. TOB in v. 12 as it- Hebrew equivalent But whether (6 u cd is
an attempt to restore v. 12 in & after it had become illegible and unintelligible
{cf. above, p. 71, I. 28), or is simply a "iO, we cannot ventu
to decide.
('3) After v. 13 0> adds:— 6 |lXtmuv Xeia tX€n,6n,a£T(tt,
6 hi auvavxujv tv nuXaic. tK0\it)itt iiiuxoii;.
According to Ew. (p. 143 the Hebrew original was:
—
:nitrsj tor D^IJH 3 EflgDl nm' yy -p 45
lie who is kind hearted, willfind compassion; he -.oho is helpful in th
fouls. But the rendering of tK6Xit|'ei by Vv is very arbitrary, and
we should rather expect an antitht sis, Dxu's render: linly better, which
runs:— :rsi ,x:v c-ysa r;:i Drrv f> 310
Here DEL. lakes O'tpca tfjji in the -ense he ;oho carries on a law-suit and re- 50
;-; . 1 1 < i - IVii 1 rushes himself) as possible in place of BBJ. The proverb is most
probably based on a Hebrew original, but how it came into its present context
is inexplicable.
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16 :na»o nwi nnai pro nitey a$<n mnn
:dv?b> »pa^> '"itf'oi ny 1 wsd' mm nrpan
DEL.'s rendering of the three last c^bd is:
—
man' njn ova D'ycnni mm 'jb 1? d^: vjy <t?yo ^a
:nat nito dti^n 1? -ina:i pis nitey aiun -]-n rrtrso 5
: dvjc ixsa' "«ha vcYn npnsa nyi kso' hct cnl
[For Vni preferable see above, p. 44, 1. 16. — 1'. II.]
(17) After 17* C> adds three hemistichs:—
Hf)Koc. b£ pioi) oboi biKcuoauvn,c,.
6 bexouevo? tatbeiav ^v afaBoic, ?crrai, 10
6 b£ (puXdaauiv AItxouc ooqpioSi'iatTui.
<»//(/ nvir.v (V righteousness -bring- lung life.
He who accepts chastisement will be hafifty,
and he who heeds rebukes will become n
E\v. regarded this as the original text, out of which the present text was shorten- 15
ed by ^bed being dropped because the combination ofthe first and the last hemi-
stichs (17" and*) formed a suitable Vco. That the intervening lines in 6 ai
on a Hebrew original can hardly be doubted. DEL. raised th£ objection against
their genuineness in the present context that all the ideas in the additional
hemistichs had already occurred, but this argument would apply to many passages 20
in ill. A more valid objection might be found in the fact that we have in (6 a
double translation of ill i7 b . Consequently (6's arrangement of v. 17 in tin
ouble hemistichs could only be made when the double translation of t;' 1 was
already in existence; otherwise one hemistich would have been lacking. Ac-
cording to Ew. (p. 167) the Hebrew original of (!) 17''= J was:
—
25
np"p yn D'o^ "pm
Darr ninain -isii ansa n\T idio rip*?
Similarly Del. : — Darr nnain ytsfco aica mm idid np<? pis 'am d'o* -pN
The original translation of 17'' was, as LAG. recognized, the hemistich standing
second in all texts (17^ in <&j: - arantuv hi lixif\v uutoO cpeiaerai otouutoc, 30
auTou, (for atoua-roc, 011x00=1121 instead of IS"]! ef. Sir. 14, i\ The immediately
preceding, more exact translation certainly re.nl originally bt before tpuXuovret,
but this had to be struck out when the three preceding hemistichs had been in-
serted after I7 a so that 8? cpuXiiaaei came to stand at the beginning of the first
hemistich of a baa (BAU
(26) In place of 26° <T> has two hemisti first of which, xai Ik\ iutoO
Ti')v uiriiiXciuv i. ('., as was pointed out by HiTZIG, XVH instead of ill WTft), is to
be regarded as the translation of ill. According to Lag. the following hemistich
(6 u^vtoi axoXioc, ^iri Til) tauTou ai6\xa.T\ (popei Tn,v airiuXetav) also emanated from
first translator, "who, in the fashion ol a midrash, developed statement and 40
contradiction out of the hemistich." Hut there is no contradiction in the exact
use in this case; besides, the same translator, after having read 1TE fbl ill '„T5
in 26", could not read WPB in 26°. This third hemistich can, therefore, only be
the glo ho intended to give a more exact translation of 26b
,
based on the reading wd. 45
(30) The superfluous third hemistich, 00T0? kuiiivoc ^o"rtv KdKiac. (=ny~ "0 mally
aged, it may be supposed, to v. 27* where it was superseded by opuooei
iauTii) kok(<, ». ,-. nyi ma (Jag., Lag.).
T7 (5) After V. j
1
' C> reads a third hemistich: - <> hi ^irKnTXaxviaJptvoc, tXen,6n.d£Tio. 50
In this case the addition of an antithesis alter the fashion of a midrash is eon
ibove, 1. 40), and it may even, perhaps, have stood alri ady in the
Hebrew text of the tr.uisl.itoi [according to 1>iu.. = tarry vby oniv).
78 -*»*«* (Ptov<r6e *•©•«»— 15,1— 16,1
15 (1) The beginning of this verse in 6, dpxrj 4ir6XXuo"iv kui c|>poviuou<;, is, in reality, a
parallel translation of 14,35'' (Lag.); only the translator read pan in t< ol of tr;D
(Jai;.\ I hi [TZSCB, on ilic other hand, presupposes as the Hebrew original: —
n'liaj nasn 03 non.
(6) (6 read originally: t'v ttXcovuJouotj biKatoauvrj ioxue. iroXXrj, ol hi dae(ki<; 6A6pt£oi 5
ck
•pis (^?rjo, Lag.) diroXoOvrai, /. «., according to J iG., ljyj, the translatoi
fusing "tap with "»p$> uproot, pluck up Eo I. 3,2), 01 JrjM, which Toy also hold,
to have been the original reading. The younger and more exact version, which
is not yel in SS
( reads: — otKotc, btxaiiuv tax"? TtoXXi'i,
ku|)ttoi bt aaeflutv uuoXoOvxat. io
(18) ( 11 the two translations in (5 of this verse the first, by its greater exactness, shows
rtrich was subsequently added bj a reviser. The second
uuKpoSupoc. tivi'ip KaxaojU'tKi Kpioeu;,
6 hi uje(5n,c ^'ftiptt uuXXov.
transposes the two hemistichs. BAUMG. holds that this was dune- first by a 15
clumsy compiler; but if this conjecture were correct this verse would have a
different form. Further, the second translation read Don for nen. For ioiftaa
= oon cf. <|i 72 (ill 73 , 6; Jer. 6,7: Ez, 12, 19; Hab. 2, 17.
(3 1 ) This verse was originally la. kin- in (5, but a reason for its omission cannot he
od. ;;, of 11-1' and in a number of minuscules it is inserted ac- 20
cording to the rendering of the other Greek translators: 005 ukoOov iki-(\ov<;
(nroin, not nhaw ufj? iv p^mu ao<puuv auXio6iiaexut.
16 (1) In place of die first three verses of this chapter (0 reads in some MSS aftei
1 5 1 •> j =— . xorjouxov Tuiitivou cJmuxdv 25
Kai tvuvTi Kupiou [tou GcoCi] ei'ipi'ioetc X«Plv -
Then in all MSS:
ncivTu T(i
€p"f< Too TicTuivofi tpavcpd irapd xw HeJ),
ol b£ uaepetc ^v rjulpq kkkIJ OXouvxat.
Finally after v. 5 which however, according to I IG, i iddidon 30
in If), put together from 11,20-' and 21*):—
tipXM 6bo0 K'f((9f)C to Tfotetv id bbcaia,
Nktu b^ Trapct 8eiu pdXXov pj oiitiv Quota;.
1
rijuv tov Kupiov tupiiatt -fv^otv ueTd bucaioauvric,
oi be 6p6iui; LtiTouvTtc auxov eupfiaouoiv elprjvrrv. 35
The grater thou art, the "tor,- do thou humble thyself;
then wilt thou find grace before ftir/f.
All the works of the humble are open before God,
but the godless will perish on an evil 1
The beginning of the good way is the doing of that which is right; 40
this is better pleasing to God than slaughtering of sacrifices.
He who seeks Jhvh, willfind knowledge andjustice,
an,l they who seel; Him uprightly, -oil!fun! peace.
The substitution for .11 16,1- 1.5 of four entirely different D'etre was evidently
due to the confusion which must have existed in the Hebrew text from which <$\ 45
was translated. In (8 these verses are arranged as follows but with several
variations in MSS : — 15,27; 16, 6; 15,28; 16, 7; 15,20; 16,8.9; I 5o°:
32,33; then the two first of the above nitres; then 16,5 and 1 1 the two
other 3"^»8. Nevertheless we cannot doubt that these four D'^CD are based on
a Hebrew original, though it may have been somewhat younger than ill 16,1-3. 5°
According to Ew. this Hebrew text may have run as follows:—
qn Kxen run- ":d^ ym n» "jVija
;na«' njn ova cyani mm n:l ijy »ari hi
2o,i4—22,9 —*»<«* (PrertrBe <*«W»«- 81
ig The first bvo forms an independent whole which no doubt goes back to a
Hebrew original. Ew.'s restoration of that original (p. 183) runs:—
snaKSC' navan trat anpn jnv 1? aw njn
I iel.'s rendering probably comes nearer the oiiy inul text:
—
•.usse* -yon trsi Pjrrrt a^p- 3W Sato 5
I be second bvn is very difficult, and the above translation is only an attempt
The text is evidently very corrupt. Only one thing seems certain, namely that
the last hemistii b is intended to correspond to the superfluous third hemistich
in A\ v. 7, although the corruption of b'te' K
1
? into nert xb can hardly be explain-
But the principal difficulty lies in the fai l that this last hemistich contains 10
neither a sequel nor an antithesis to the preceding, probably owing to the cor-
ruption of the latter. I 184) conjectured that the original ran:—
tB^E' K^> D'lDK «|T1B1 JTiT OV\ n»1
He ;.7/<> has too many friends has much evil;
and he 70/10 pursues words will not be saved. 15
i. e., he "who pursues the empty words of hypocritical friends. But this interpre-
tation is artificial and forced in the highest degree. Nor is DEL.'s restoration,
proposed on p. 14 of the introduction to his Commentary, any better:—
b^e" nb ones *pin jn ritr1 B«ai «/i e
He 70/10 is the friend of many will be rewarded with evil; 20
he 7.7/ii pursues words will not be saved.
On p. 307 of DEL.'s Commentary this last hemistich is explained to mean that
courting the friendship of as many as possible is a pursuit of words which mean
nothing anil lead to nothing. On p. 545 DEL. gives as a literal translation of the
last but one hemistich: — lsrny »v rtp naiBi. 25
20 (14) W. 14-19 are huking in (8; in Cod. 23 of H-P and some minuscules (cf. above,
p. 80, 1. 41) they are added from 0. The omission of these verses is probably
due to the insertion of vv. 20-22 in C» after v. 9 (so Ti
jo
21 (5) V. 5 is lacking in 05 for no apparent reason; the addition in Cod. 23 of H-P and
6 minuscules is taken again from (ef above, 1. 28).
(18) V. l8b <B; the addition in Cod. 23 of H-P and some minuscules Kai dvri 6i>8ewv
douvBtToi; {alii dauveroc, or napdvouoc), which corresponds exactly to ill, is ac-
cording to LAG. due to a later hand. 35
22 (6) V. 6, A <B, is added again from in Cod. 23 of H-P and some minuscules.
(8) After v. 8 <6 adds two hemistichs:—
avbpa IXapov Kai r>uTn,v euXofti 6 6eoc,
uaTcnoTn.Ta t>£ tpf'w uutoO auvreX^oet. 40
The first hemistich is a more exact (and therefore probably later) though not
entirely literal translation of v. </, i. e., a doublet of the treei translation which
follows. The second hemistii h, on the other hand, is a doublet of the translation
of v. Sb , the only difference being that the translator read, and rendered by
uaTot6xr|Ta, some other word than ill B3tf. Lag. conjectured that he read Ban, 45
which, however, is unknown to the OTj BaUIIG. thought thai it «as 'jan, which
is graphically difficult; Ew, was probably right in supposing that it was kic\
41 25 (ill 26), 4 &c.
(9) After v. 9 (5 again has two additional hemistichs:—
vIki^v kui tiui'iv T(6piTtoi€iTai 6 biipa bou?, 50
Tnv uivxoi tpuxr|v dtpaipeiTui TWV KfKTn,U^VUIV.
The first hemistich, according to Ew. (p. 201), ran in the original: nip* 11331 MJ
]riB ]ni lie who gives gi/ts, gains honor and glory. DEL. (p. 354) presupposed
Prov. 1
1
80 -*»«<W* (prori-rBe *K«J*>- 17,6 19,7
17 (6) After v. 6 ffi
v &c. (in <6 A &C after v. 4) adds this double hemistich:—
TOO ITKJTOO 0X01; 6 KoduOC. TWV XPIMOTIUV,
toO bi dniaxou oiibt 6(toX6<;.
To the faithful belongs the whole world of treasures
;
but to the unfaithful not an obolos. 5
Lag. considers this distich to be a transformation of v. 7; it was read:—
inn; nystf ami *a *|» bib mj *6
and in translating it the order of the bemistii lis was inverted. But this hypo-
thesis is so artificial that it has rightly met with no acceptance. It is anothei
question whether this verse ever had a Hebrew original. EW. (p. 171) thought it 10
had, ami translated back reading dTrXn,<jTou for Atrurrou, following 28,25):—
: m: i's t?2i ir\-h\ pn man bi d'Jids wxb
DEL., on the other hand, rendered:—
imUH »b i\k VD 'SD w# -us*b\ cbiy nnsw bi j'dxd^
But both translations cover up the strangeness of the expression 6 k6<juoc tujv 15
xpnudruiv, Ew. rendering k6ouo<; by the obscure JVJan [ef. Crit. Notes on Eze-
kiel, p. 85, 1. 39. P. 11.], while Del, arbitrarily inverts nomen regens and nomen
rectum. TOY may, be right in maintaining that the form is Greek. A reason for
the addition cannot be discovered, unless it be that irtOTd re-occurs in v. 7.
(21) <6 reads, as a third hemistich, uioc, b£ qppdviuoi; euq>puiv€i ur|T^pa auroO. Regard- 20
in;.; this antithesis to 2t b
,
our opinion is the same as in the case of the addition
to 17,5 (see above p. 79, I. 52 . In Hebrew this hemistich would run: —
IBM ntste' o:n jai {ef. 10, 1).
18 (8) Instead of v. S <8 has, as J.\G. recognized, a variant to the translation of 19,15. 25
The thought is akin to that of ill 18,9 but not to 18, 9 in 6. The anticipation of
19,15 in this passage is, therefore, just as inexplicable as the omission of 18,8;
this latter verse joins well to 18,7 and can hardly be a later addition
(22) After v. 22 (6 adds the following double hemistich:—
8c, ^kjMXXei -fuvaiKa dira8r|v ^K|}uXXei id <5rra6d, 30
6 i>i KOTtxiuv uoixaXiba 6<ppmv xui iaefh'ic.
He who casts offa good wife easts off
g
anil he who retains an adulteress is foolish and godless.
LAG. lightly considers this S»D to be a transformation of v. 22, which was added
to the Hebrew text ill 3115 Nsa ntf« «SD suggested to the glossator the 35
word-play 31B N'SID ra\tt nvt» K'SIO; and, as lm ,, marks, b is the natural anti-
thesis. Quite uncalled for is EW.'s hypothesis that this verse was added by a
later hand in order to reduce the apparently too great praise of wives. DEL.
recognized that the glossator was led by & KSD to .s'Sia, nevertheless he trans-
lated :— yeni ain ^ro nDljia p'tn-i insio en:o nan -tf.x »-ud 40
(23 fT.) VV. 18,33-19,2 are lacking in 6; in Cod. 2; of ll-l' and some minuscules they
have been added from 0.
ig (7) After v. 7-il> <f) adds two D'i»B:
—
fvvoia dfaei'i -roic. eiboaiv ai>Tn,v ^TY"'. 45
dvi'ip bi qppoviuoc; £upr|0"ei aimiv.
6 ttoXXu KaKonoui>v T€Xeaioupf6i kcikiuv,
8c bi ^pE9(!lei X6-f°"? oO cKu6n,<J€Tai.
Good consideration is near to those who understand it, (or, -who care for it; cf.
Gen. 39,6); 1 and an intelligent man will find it. II He '.oho works much evil, 50
finally consummates toil, \ and he who irritates to violent words (or rather, irri-
tates with -words, following, with DEL., Batjuc, the reading of (8 Omv\ Xo-roic)
will not escape.
25,9—26,11
-~«3«0-S> (proems 4W«i»- 83
24 Several indications, like u!6c in the fust hemistich and ujatrep <j»X<SE = cf«2 in the
tenth, point to a Hebrew original, which is restored by Del., beginning from
the third hemistich, as follows:
—
npir ta kt ba ttwta "fiwb ipt? iD«n ^« p»^> ?aIW ftra ',r: ipk tol iba k?i ^o yie^ ain 5
Drr-n Dy dik 7aro \sh mrr dm
nar6ba rnp'! cnvr.osy mri
:i<« laA "?2kb vrr <a -ty
But the last line here says the opposite of the Greek text; we should probably
render: HWl mits?. 10
In his fahrbiichcr fiir Bibl. Il'/ss., n (1863) pp. 18ft'., Ew. regarded these
es as an original element in Proverbs, adding a retranslation into Hebrew;
but in the second edition of his Salomonische Schriflen (Gottingen, 1867) there
il a word about them, so he seems to have himself given up all belief in
their originality. Certainly, both the structure, with its lack of exact parallelism 15
or clean cut antithesis, and the thought, with its wild and in pari absurd ex-
aggerations in the sixth hemistich, are at variance with the spirit of the Hebrew
Hook of Proverbs. Baumg. finds additional arguments against the originality of
this section in the prolix development of the same thought and in the fact that
these verses are omitted in the other Versions. 20
25 (v) The omission of 9* in <S is to be explained by honueoteleuton: the translator
passed over from "|)>l at the end of v. 8 to ~[p-» at the end of v. 9.
(10) <B adds after io 1 ', The hostility and .utility to thee will not pass away, four
hemistichs:
—
i>XK' lota\ aoi ion, eavdxiu. 25
X'ipic Kai fpiXia ^XcuOepoi,
flc. Tn,pn,aov acauTuj, Vva ur| ^noveibio-roi; tIvq,
aXXu (puXaSov rdc, 6bouc cou euauvaXXutcTiuc,.
/'/// will be to thee like unto death.
Favor amifriendship male free; 30
preserve them for thyself that thou mayest not incur reproaches.
Guard thy '.rays rather, easy of intercourse.
Ew. thinks from the bad Greek of these verses that they have been translated
from Hebrew, but attempts no retranslation. According to DEL. the original
ran as follows:— initta -j^ rrnn 'a 35
:o^an id Di.sjni D'nn itop< niyii in
; IM roaiya f»sm ibtr 7*
(20) After v. 20 <S adds this too:—
ujoircp en,; ^v Iparhu Kai oxibXriS EiiXui,
outiui; Xuttii avbpoc pXdtrTei Kapbiuv. 40
As the moth in a garment ami the worm in '.rood,
• ief eats out the heart of man.
It < .m hardly be doubted that this baa is based on a Hebrew original, though
it may have been added later on account of its affinity in thought with v. 20.
F.w.u.n (p. 224' translates: — ia^> nao »'» n:ini ypa ajji uaa dd 45
and DelitzscH:— 13 1? n7?o tru ruin ]3 yyb apisi iiaa tfra
26 11) After v. 11 (g adds a bob which was recognised by Jag. to be identical with
Sir. 4,21 (in Sir., however, these lines are joined to v. 20 with Hotiv Tdp):
—
Hotiv aioxOvr) ittafovoa anapxiuv, 50
Kai Jotiv aiaxuvr), boEa Kai xdpi?.
There is a shame which brings sin,
a/i,l there is a shame
-which leads to- honor and / I
82 -««•©*> (prow6e •HMil • 22,11 24:2
22 as Hebrew original: — ]P0 VRb "nni iin, liut considered this hemistich a variant
translation of V. IO^j BAUHC, on tlic othei hand, thinks it is a glos-, to 18,16.
Following Hrrz. the second hemistich has been generally regarded a-, a variant
translation of 1,19 (rip' rtjQ PEJ nx). But this cannot possibly mean and con-
quers ilu- soul ofhim who receives the gift Kw.); it can only mean but (uivroi) 5
it snatches away the life of its possessor (<5 wrongly takes v>^$!3 as a real plural;
see, however, above, p. 34, I. 31). In 1,19 this is at once plain, for there the
seeking of illegal gain is the grammatical subject; V^J>3 refers to him who is
guilty of this striving after unjust lucre. In this passage, on the other hand, it
must refer to him who seeks to give bribes and thus en
.,
if he 10
lUght by a just judge. It cannot refer to him who n
Ew.'s translation p. 81, L 52 and J animam an/em aufert accipientium. Itcannot
oied thai this interpretation is somen hat artificial ; ne\ ertheless it is far more
probable than to supply, with DBL., as subject to dtpaiptiTui, covetousness in op-
position to munificence. 1
5
(11) For the hemistich missing ill M after v. ii a cf. above, p. 54, II. 44fr.
(14) After v. 14 all texts ol i n id the following addition:—
tialv uboi KUKui tvumiov uv^poc,
Kcii ouk draTlS too (!mo(jT|>^i(iai dn' auruiv
dirooTp^tpeiv b£ bei diru obou OKoXid? Kai Kaicf^. 20
There are evil ways before a man and he hates to turn from them; | but from
a crooked and evil way one ought to turn. Form and thought show that we
have here no verse but a prosaic gloss (to v. 14?'. Nevertheless it is probable,
especially on account of iviimtov dvbpoc, that the gloss lay before (S in a Hebrew
garb. According to DBL. the Hebrew original ran: — 25
:$m iBni -psin nijB 1? v> ,-vn -jn cno nils'? yhn" xb\ c'N <:b^ D'jn D'3T1 tr.
23 (23) V. 23 is lacking in C>. Its originality, at least in the present context, is certainly
dubious, since it breaks the connection between vv. 22 and 231! In 8Compl. &c
this verse is added as usually from 0.
3o
24 (22) After v. 22 <B adds several hemistichs, ten to eleven in number according as the
verse is divided: X'ifov tpuXacrooutvoi; uio? dmuXeia? ^kto? EOTdl,
heX'^EVO? i>i ibiiUTO atlTiiv.
ur|b^v yeubo<; diro fAwaans PamXei XtfioQw,
Kai oub£v tyeOboc. auxoO dno YXw<jor)<; ur| ^X6rj. 35
uiixatpu •rXiuaaa f?aoiX£'w<; Kai ou aapKivty
<>c b' av TT«pubo8rj, auvrpipijiKTui.
4av
•f
, M > 6Euv9fl 6 8uu6c. auxou,
auv vtupou; livflpiurrou? dvaXioKei,
Kai doTii dvepuiniuv Kaxurpuj-fti, 40
Kai aufKaiet ifiairep cpXos,
uiare dppuiKi Etval vcoaaoi; dtrwv.
who keeps the -cord
-of God- will be kept from destruction.
(beyond translation)
By no tongue shall a lie be said to the king, 45
and no manner of lie shall pass his tongue.
The king's tongue is a sword and not of flesh.
and whoever is given over -to if- will be shattered,
/'or when his wrath is violently excited.
it consumes men and their sinews. 50
Andgnaws in pieces the bones of men.
and burns them up as -with fire.
so that they are uneatable for young eagles.
29,7—:5 - • rprotvr6s • -
29 (7) <5 translates in - b twice Jag.): the second translation xui tttujxiu oi>x 6wdpx«
vouc e'lri-rvihuiuv an,/ a beggar has no judicious understanding presupposes Br";
in the beginning for M pen. This change, however, must not be considered,
with JXC, a^ a transcriptional error, but, with Lag., as an intentional alteration (cf.
above, p. 70, 1. 16). It is an example of the frequent playing with texts on the
formula, Read not tin's but that, and docs not involve any real textual variant.
We may therefore pass over BAUMG.'s remark that en may be a misunderstand-
ing of the abbreviation 'en for pen, and that the second rendering is in accord-
ance with the translator's usual method rather than the first.
(25) The third and fourth hemistichs in <B:
&oi$t\u dvbpi bibujmv aqxiXua,
o<; be Tre'Ttoiecv im ti'u bean6xr| oiuOrjacTat.
vidently a parallel to v. 25ab :
<popn,e^vT€(; xai alax^vBivxic^ dvOpiuirouc uTteo"K€Xio'9r|<Jav-
6 bt Tt6Trot6u)<; eVi Kupiui
€u<ppave?iaeTat.
According to LAGARDE both translations arc by the first translator who, after
having joined 25* to 25 1 ', translated the whole v. 25 a second time. Hut it is
difficult to sec what led him to do anything of the kind. It is much more natural
to suppose thai the object of the second translation, /'. e. 0> 25cd , was a more
exact rendering of <M. I. AG. himself admits that Haifa i<t is intended to render 20
ms rmn fear of man as opposed to Oeoae'fieia.
10
15
•?•=§•-
84 -<W9-<SO (Ptorcr6o «*©•»*•- 27.20—28,17
26 In the recently found Hebrew fragments of Sir. these words run ;is follows:
—
|m 1U3 nCa w\ jiy ru*too ntf: t?< »a
Si hi 1 1111 R and TAYLOR, The Wisdom of Hen Sira (Cambridge, 1 899^ print on
p. 4 of their Hebrew text: '•" rittz v ':. In the original manuscript thi M
cro led out and not simply marked as delendum by a superimposed dot cf. Crit. 5
Notes on the Psalms, p. So, I. 33). This « is, of course, nothing but a transcrip-
tional error due to the H in the following n«t?D. I would therefore read simply
rie>3. The two dots above the C and 3 in the original arc placed a little more
toward the left; the) n pr< -< nl, of course, the D^in of the initial 3 and the dia-
critical point of the tf contrast GES. KATJ I \sch, § 8,g). Both dots as well as the 10
^UD under the C> were added by a later hind 10 avoid all possible misunder-
standing. SCHECHTKK and TAYLOR translate this bva on p. xviii:—
/'or there is a shame (?) that ladeth with iniquity,
and then is a shame that is honor andgrace.
For ]\V n«t?0 they refer (on p. xviii) to Lev. 22,16: natfK ]1S cniK ISCtrm and 15
to Zeph. 3,18: DDin rrby nxteo [nxteo, or rather nx&B {cf. above, p. 34, 1. ;
fern, part, 1 1 if. of MM to pronounce (cf, Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 57, 1. 8) for
m\fO = mausi'tu, mansi'(a)tu\ t/GES.-K.\UTZSCH, § 53, o.— P. H.] In the Notes
on the Text (p. 41) SCHBCHTBR and Taylor remark on nsty;: 'The dot indicates
that the letter is to be canceled. For ]m 1133, cf. y 84,12." Cf. also RYSSEL in 20
Theol. Studien und A'rifiken, 1930, p. 375. We cannot explain why this quo-
tation was introduced in this passage; Toy suggests that it may be due to a
Christian scribe.
27 (20) After v. 20, and in very loose connection with it, (S adds:
—
25
pbAuf.u« Kupuu OTiipiIuiv 6<p8a\u6v,
Kai oi airuibeuToi dKpaxeic, fXthaarj.
He -.oho stares with his eye is an abomination to Jnni;
andfools arc of impudent tongue.
Ew. (p. 235) and Dei., agree in retranslating [cf 16,30):
—
30
\\vb »» d^'D31 vry nx5) nirv roym
Here and in v. 21, if anywhere, we may have some original lines of Proverbs
which have been lost in ill.
(21) After v. 21 <6 adds: — KCtpbia avc-pou £i<Zn,T€i Kawd,
Kapbt'o b£ eu8uc, £r|T6i fvdiaiv. 35
The heart of the wicked seeks evil;
but an honest heart seeks after knowledge.
E\V. (p. 236 retranslates these lines as follows: —
:njn chr if1; ato nijn, vpv V^l ^
while DKL1TZSCH renders.-
—
40
:nyt trpso "ic" abi yn cp30 ych 3 1?
On the probable genuineness of this bv>Q cf. above on v. 20 (1. 32).
28 .jo) On the fourth hemistich which (5 adds, Kai ouk elaeXcuaovTiu €tc uutu, cf. aboi 1
p. 65, 11. 25 ff. So much is certain that this hemistich is not "a third corruption 4;
of ill ioc " but an expansion of v. ioc into a "?b?d, which may be even original.
(17) After v. 17 (6 adds a variant of 29,17 and 18*. But the difference between the
third hemistich in the addition here (28, I7C) and 29, IS'1 is so great that it is
doubtful whether they arc renderings of the same original. In f>v 28 , I7 C runs
as follows: — ou pn, urraKOuorjc, (®Sc.a OrfoKoiiati, which DEL. translates: yecr* Kb 50
ny «r")S hx) {9vei irapavupw listen not to godless people. ( »n the other hand
29,18* runs: 06 pr) umlpsn, ^(fi* 5itdpE£l) &rrf rITn,c ?6vei irapavduu) give t :
not away as a leader for godless people.
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3'. 36 [Add:
—
J.D.Miciiai LIS, /- ><<//•/, « der Consonanten sowohl ah der
Punkte, welche er in der deutschen I Tursetsung Jem gtdrucktcn
Text vorgeaogen hatoder gleich sckdtset in Neue orientalisehe und 5
tische Bibliothek, Part 7, pp. 168 ft". I'. II.
32,26 (1,1) <>n the atrophic division of the Prologue to Proverbs cf. the views
of 1). II. Mi i.i.kr in his Strophenbau in den Proverbien (Vienna,
n pp. ii ff. He divides 1,8-19 into a two line introduction and
two ii\ e line stanzas, substituting for xah ^k in iob [ybttl no*o dk 10
from toc . It is true that «2h b» is an awkward anticipation as it is
not stated to what end the sinners try to mislead us. This warn-
in;.; is not introduced before the beginning of the second Stan
(vv. 15 ff.).
Ibid., pp. 4ft*. C. 5 is divided into il mzas and 15
one final three line stanza, the introduction (vv. 1.2) being con-
sidered a part of the first stanza.
Ibid., pp. vii ft", c. 8 is divided into three double stanzas and one
final single stanza, each of live lines. To obtain this he omits
v. 11 (as the gloss of a reader from 3, 14 f. . i -, ' (so, too, Bn KELL), 20
u-r nVltn 33h ('nsrrtKl). 33s follows 32* then 34* and
32 b , then 34
bc &c.
33. '3 ( 6) [Contrast my paper TTie Beginning ofthe Babylonian Nimrod Epic
in vol. 22 of the Journal of tin- American Oriental Society
(New 1 laven, 1901). 25
40 ( 8) Cf. DtlHM's commentary on Jeremiah (Tubingen, 1901) p. 365.
35,22 ( 2,7) See Dr. K. J. GRIMM's papi 1 on n;tfw in 38,21 (5,18) Cf. p. 75,
1. 36. JA< >S 22.
52.15 (19,8) Cf. also Hos. 12,3 raTW spy hy npB^ .^»i»». dj> TKPb mi; see
Dr. K. J. Grimm's dissertation Euphemistic Liturgical Appendixes 30
in the 07\Baltimore, 1901) p. 76; cf also Ges.-Kautzsch, $ 114. p.
62.16 (26,8) GEO Bkkr in his review ofToVs Commentary on Proverbs ( Theol.
LiteraturaeUung 26,2s- (May 25 '01) suggests k^-io, wrtno =
Hap-fupirtK pearl for iU nonn he who honors a fool is like a man
who mixes up pearls with -.tones). He raises the question whether 35
papfapixri? is not a Semitic loanword.
48 ( 23) The Syriac term lor litharge is J-= ; ;<u». — I'. II.
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